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PREFACE.

The want of a new work on English Grammar, adapted

to the requirements of our Public Schools and Seminaries

has been widely felt. The present treatise is an attempt

to meet that want. It is based, in Etymology, on Dr.

Bullion's small work ; in Analysis, Morrcll has with some

slight changes been followed. Prof. Fowler's laige work,

Weld's English Grammar, and some other works have been

consulted and used in the compilation. The desire has been

to select from these authors what was best in each, and

make up what was wanting. The arrangement is on a

new plan. For reasons which it is hoped are self-evident,

the preposition is placed next the pronoun ; in Syntax the

Rules referring to the same subject are grouped together,

and they are all placed in the same order as the parts of

speech in P^tymology. It is hoped this will facilitate learn-

ing the rules and reference to them afterwards. Other

departures from the plan usually adopted by authors in

presenting this subject, can readily be observed on cxam-

inotion.

The reading book.s should be used in parsing and analyi-

ing, thereby removing the temptation to peep at the rules

and definitions; this also avoids tlic necessity of occupying

a large portion of the book with matter for exercises of this

flort.



IT. PRBPAOE.

The portions to be committed most carefully to memory

are printed in larger type ; and each lesson should be

thoroughly mastered—should become a part and parcel of

the understanding of the pupil, before proceeding to the

next. The pupil should from the very commencement be

required to write on slate or paper—better still, if possible,

on blackboard— exercises of the same kind as those given

in the lesson.

The Teacher will find it an excellent plan to vary the

exercises or examples given in diflFerent ways, so as to make

the exercise perfectly familiar to the pupils, thus secure the

healthy development of their powers of observation and

reason.

Grammar thus taught on the intellectual! method of

having everything, as we proceed, thoroughly mastered,

the definitions perfectly committed to memory, the ex-

planatory portions perfectly understood, can be made one

of the most interesting, as it unquestionably is one of the

most useful of all school studies.

That some of my co-laborers in the great field of educa-

ting the rising generation may find this work of some as-

sistance in imparting to those over whom they are placed

a knowledge of the principles of our noble and comprehen-

sive English language, is the bincere desire of

THE COMPILER.
Hauiltok, Augubt, 1867.



FAMILIAR li\STRUCTIONS M lOUNG BfiiJINNKliS.

The following; introductory pages are prefixed to the work, mainly for

the purpose of suggesting to tho teacher a familiar and intelligible method

of explaining to the learner the formation of words and sentences; tho

terms employed in Grammar; and the classification of words into what 10

called Parts of Speech.

Each lesson presents a subject for a familiar lecture, with a few illM-

trations which can be varied or extended at the discretion of the teacher.

LESSON I.—Lkttkrs.

NoTB.—Let the class stand at the Blackboard, or be furnished
with slates while practicing these lessons; or the teacher catt

do the writing on the Board for the cla s.

Write the marks or letters a, e, «, 0, u. Sound or utter eacb
geparati'Iy.*

Write the letters b, e, </,/, ff,j, k, I, m, p, g, r, t, t, v. Endea-
vor to sound each by itself, not using a, e, or u before or after

them. Try to sound i and d in the word bird, c in the word
cat, /in faith, g in go, k in kind, $ in sail,j in judge, t in toil.

Bound n in the words bate, bar, bat, ball. Sound e in nwU,
met. Sound « in pine, pin. Sound in note, not, move. Sound u
in tube, tub, full.

What is the difference between the letters a, e, i, 0, u, and the
letters b, c, d,/, g, h, &c. ?

Ans. The letters a, e, i, 0, u, can be sounded easily alone, and
are called vocaU or voweU. The other letters are not easily

sounded without the aid of vowels, and are called consonants.

LESSON II.—W0BD8.

Put the letters b, d, r, 1, together in such a way that they will

call to mind something which you have seen. In like manner
pl.'icf tin; letters h, s, r, e, o ; d, g, o ; w, i, d, n ; r, n, i, a.

* I>et the olaoK practice Himiiltanoiidly, on the different lounda of tbeM
Itlteix, with a full and distinct ulloranoe.



"1. INTRODUCTION.

When letters are put together so as to mean something, thejr

form words. Before letters were invented, certain pictures or
signs were used in writing instead of words.

Remark.—The whole number of words in

the English language, consisting of about 40,-

000, is divided into m'ne diff^erent chsses or sorts.

LESSON III. (Classification of Words.) Noras, Pbonodns.

One class of words consists of the names of things which we
can see or think of.

Write or mention the names of the objects which you can see

or think of.

Does every object have a name ? Ans. A large number of ob-

jects of the same kind has a common name. For example ; there

is a great number of horses, and but one common name for all,

Tiz. : horse.

Do any objects have & particular name which is applicable to

no other object ? Ans. Some objects are so important, that we
wish to speak of them separately, and for convenience, we give
them a particular name ; as, Victoria, Halifax, Ottawa, James,
Charles, &c.

Will you give particular names to some mountains? cities?

rivers ? towns ? persons ?

Do trees, birds, fi&h, and stones, have particular names ? Why
not?

Words which denote the names of objects

and things are called Nouns,

The pupil will observe that Grammar deals

with the NAMES of things only; it has nothing

to do with the things themselves. The thing

hat is a kaf—the word hat is a noun. Chalk is

chalk, but the word or name chalk is a noun.

Write the words /, (hou, Itf, sftf it, xce, you, they, him, he, them,

firho, which.



IXTBODUCTION. Vll.

Are these words names of things ? Ans. They are not names
or nouns, but they stand in place of nouns, and are called jwo-
nouns.

Example.—I heard from my brother yesterday ; he was well.

The word he is used to avoid repeating brother.

LESSON IV. (Clastijication of word!.) Vbrbs.

Write the words Binffg,runs, neighs.

Ari! these words the names of objects ? What do they denote 7

Ans. They denote what something does. What sing-s ? Whai
runs ? What iwighs ?

Write other words which will denote what a man, a horse, a
Hon. a dog, does.

How does the word bird differ from the word sings! Ans. The
first is the name of a certain animal, the last denotes what the
bird does.

What is the difference between the words /«;z and runs ? horst

and neighs f dog and barks f sun and shines f wind and blows f

Words which denotes what any thing does^

has done, or will do, are called Verbs.'-'

Beuare.—The two classes of words explained, riz. : the noun
and the verb, comprise a large part of all the words in the Eng>
lish language.

LESSON V. (Classification 0/ words.) Adjectives.

Write the words good, great, wise, prudent.

Are these words nouns ? Why not ? Write each before the
noun. What do these words denote, when used before man ?

Ans. They denote what kind of a man, or the quality of n man.
Write words which will flhow what kind of a house you live

in—what kind of a book you hold iu your hand—what kind of
a day it is.

These words which denote zuhat kind or quali-

ty, are called Adjectives.

• ThiR \t not detiimed » a oomplot* definition of fho rerb. Oral ex-
planation friim tlio teocbor. will b« nooessary to make tho olfica of tbo
Terb iutellirtbio to tho loarnor.



Vm. INTRODUCTION.

Note.—The words an or a, and the are generally called arti-

cles, but as they resemble in their office the words one, this, that,

4c., they are sometimes classed with adjectives which limit or

restrict the meaning of nouns, and are called Definitive adjec-

taves.

What is the difference between the words horse and gray f

Ans. The word horse is the name of an animal, the word gray
denotes the kind, or quality of something. What is the diflfer-

ence between the words light and pleasant? boy and good? tree

and high? house and large?

Apply three adjectives to man ; three to child; three to day ;

three to night ; four to horse ; five to tree ; three to sun.

LESSON VI. (^Classification of words.) Advsbbs.

Write the words pleasantly, sweetly, cheerfully.

Can these words be joined to nouns ? In the expression, the

sun shines, to which word can pleasantly be joined to make sense ?

What kind of a word is shines ? " The bird sings sweetly ? Which
word shows how the bird sings? "The night was very dark."

Which word shows how dark the night was ? What kind of a
word is dark? " He came hastily." Which word denotes the

time ? With which word is hastily connected ?

Words which denote manner, tme, quantity^

&c., are called Adverbs.

SUMMARY.

What is the number of words estimated to be in the English
language ?

Into what sorts or classes are these words divided, as explained

in preceding lessons ?

Name the Parts of Speech. Ans. Thb Article, thb Noun,
THB Pronoun, thb Adjbctivk, thb Prbposition, thb Vkbb, th»
Advbbb, thb CoNjaNOTioM, and thb Imtbrjbotioh.

LESSON VII.—Thb ibntbhob.

Write on the board or slate, in separate columna, the follow*
fng nouns and verbs.

Nouns.—Wind, snow, stars. Verbs.—Shine, flies, blows.
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Place the nonns and the yerbs together in such a way that

they will make sense. How many things can be said with the

six words above ? Words put together in such a manner as to

express an idea, form a semtenck ;
as, The wind blows ; the start

thine. Write sentences, using the following words :

Water
J
tee, trees, sun, horse, grow, melts, freezes, shines, dogs, child-

ren, bark, play, walk, men, boys, ride, rolls, ball.

What parts of speech have you used in each sentence ?

Note.—Ev'-ry sentence contains at least one verb, and one
noun, or Bom'^thing standing for a noun.

Write six sentences, using such nouns and Terbs as you can
recollect.

LESSON VIII.—Modifications.

Join an adjective to each of the nouns in the following sen-

tences to denote some quality ; as, The oak falls
;
join an ad-

jective to the noun oak, and the sentence will read, " The
tturdy oak falls."

The—youth learns. The—children obey.

The—sun shines. The^-child weeps.
The—bird sings. The—water flows.

Join an adverb to each of the verbs in the sentences above
;

as, The youth learns readily
;
readily is an adverb joined to the

rerb learns. Point out the a(ijectives, nouns, verbs and adverbs, in
the following sentences.

Pine trees grow rapidly. The gentle wind blows softly. The'
little 'bird sings sweetly. The angry waves dash violently.

The joyful tidings came to day. A wise man acts prudently.

LESSON IX.

—

Formation of sbntincbs.

Write in separate columns the following adjectives, nouns,
terbs and adverbs.

A^fctives.—Pleasant, kiud, proud, dark.

Nouns.—Cloud, sun, parents, youth.

Verbs.—Shines, haiigH, conduct, provide.

Adverbx.—Frowniiigly, brightly, carefully, unbecomingly.

Place four of the words above together, so as to form a sen-
tence; aa, The dark cloud hangs fruwningly.



X; INTRODCOTIOW.

LESSON X.- Object.

Write on the board or slate, " Thi; wind shakes the leavee."

Which noun denotes the thing that acts ? Am. Wind.
Which noun denotes the thing acted upon? Ans. Leaves.
Which word expresses the action of the wind upon the leaves?
Ana. The verb shakes.

Point out the nouns which denote the actor, and the thing
acted upon, in the following sentences.

The sun melts the snow. The boy strikes the bell.

The wind drives the ship. The hawk seiz-.s the dove.
The frost swells the ground. The rose perfumes the air.

In what condition or relation is the noun " sun,'' in the first

sentence? Art. In the condition or relation which denotes
the thing that acts. In what state or relation is the word
•'snow'? Ans. In the state or relation to denote the thing
acted upon.

The condition or relation of a noun in a
sentence, is called its case.

The noun which denotes the doer or the thing spoken of is

in the nominiilive case.*

The noun which denotes the thing act*!d upon, is in the
objective case.'

Point out the nominative and objective cases in the sentences
above. See pages 18, 19.

NoTB.—The cases of nouns need to be illustrated more fnlly

than the limits of thesu first le.«snti8 will permit. But the
teacher will })e able by a little oral instruction, to make the
subject intelligible to young learners. In this connection may
be explained tb** difYerence between a transitive and an intranti-

tive verb ; and also the number and gender of nouns.

LESSON XI.—Prepositions, Ac.

Write, '' Rain falls—the clouds."

Place some word be/ore " the clouds" to make sense.

They went — Toronto — the cars.

*The tvbjeet of a verb Id the pastite voice is an exception to this remark.
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Place a word before " Toronto," and one before " the cars," to

make sense.

The words which have been supplied are

called PREPOSITIONS. For further explanation

and exercises, see page 31.

Write, " James — Charles — Thomas are brothers." " George
reads — writes." What words should be supplied to con-

nect James with Charles? Charles with Thomas ? reads with
• writes ?

He is happj because he is good.

What word connects he ia happy, with he is goodf

The part of speech used to connect sentences

or words, is called the conjunction. See page 69.

Interjections are exclamatory words ; as,

O ! ah I alas I See page 7 1

.

LESSON XII.

When the parts of speech and their ofBces are well under-
stood, the learner can proceed to the exercise of forming
entcnces, gradmlly exten<1iDg them by joining qualifying

words to the principal parts, according to the following method.

81NTBNCE.—The wind drives.

Join an adjective.—The fempestuotu wind drives.

Join an objective case.—The tempestuous wind drives the ship.

Join an adverb.— The tempestuous wind drives the ship
molenlli/.

Join a preposition and i The tempestuous wind drives the

a noun following, { ship violently against the rocks.

Extend the following sentences in a similar way.

The horse draws — The scholar learns —
The sun warms — IJirds build —
The tree bears — The tiger seizes —

Such exercises can be varied or extended at the pleasure of

Mie teacher.



ZU. INTRODUCTION.

Remark.—Exercises of this kind not only

impart an interest to the study of Grammar,
but also serve to facilitate the progress of the

young learner, in acquiring a knowledge of the

essential principles of language.

LESSONS FOR PARSING.

LESSON I.

Point out the nouns, verbs, and adjectives, in the lines be-
low :

Cfcsar, yesterday, shines, useful, dog, white, barks, runs, king,
proper, rules, master, Cato, wise, sees, strives.

Point out the adjectives and the adverbs in the same lines.

Direction.—The noun which denotes that

of which something is said, is in the nojninative

case.

The bird sings. The dogs howl. Men labor. Time flies.

The moon is bright. The stars twinkle.

LESSON II.

Direction.—Some adjectives are joined to

nouns, to qualify their meaning; as, A good

man; ^^^^ qualifies man.

Mention what the adjectives qualify in the following wxpres-
eions

:

Tall trees. Pale moon. Lurid sky. The day is long. A
mild disposition. A rapid curnnt. A florid countenance. The
sky is blue. A fleet horse. A ferocious tiger. A stormy night.
Time is short.
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LESSON III.

Direction.—A verb is ustd to assert some-
thing about that which its nominative denotes;

as, The rain falls ; the verb falls is used to

assert something about rain.

Point out the Dominative case, and the word which is used to
assert something.

Charles reads. James studies. The farmer ploughs. The
fire burns. The coachman drives. The scholar learns. Svieet
music charms. The tall tree bends.

LESSON IV.

Direction.—The noun which follows a tran-

sitive'^' verb is in the objective case ; as, The miser

lowts gold ; gold is in the objective case.

Point out the nouns in the objective case in the following
sentenccH.

Chiirk-8 reads his book. Jami-s studios his lesson. The
farmer plonphs liis ground. The fire burns the wood. The
coachman drives his team. The scholar gains knowledge.

LESSON V.

Direction.—Adverbs are joined to verbs, ad-

jectives, participles, and other adverbs, to

modify their meaning.

NoTB.—Adverbs may bt; generally known by asking howf
when? or hou- much? the word that answers is the adverb.

The bird {Vms, [how ?] An». Swiftly; swiftly is the adverb.
He is very ill ; how ill ? thi- adverb answers.

Point out the adverbs in the following sentences, and show
to what words they are joined.

* For ftn explanatiou of tranRiUre rerbi; S«e pngeS^.
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The boat arrived here to-day. The ship was launched there
yesterday. I dislike his conduct exceedingly. I esteem him
too highly. He is very negligent. She sings sweetly.

LESSON VI.

Direction. -A preposition connects the noun
following it in sense, to some word preceding

it ; as, He returned from Toronto ; from con-

nects Toronto with returned.

Mention what words the prepositions connect in the follow-
ing sentences.

He dwells in the city. The ship has sailed for London. He
was buried beneath the river. The boy stood on the burning
deck. The soldiers were in the camp. The city was taken by
the British. The hill slopes towards the East. The Austrians
were conquered in the battle.

LESSON VII.

Point out the different parts of speech and show their rela-

tion.

The British conquered the French at the battle of Waterloo.
The army under Wellington captured the fine city of Madrid.
The robin slugs sweetly in the spring. The flowers bloom in

the meadow. The lambs skip over the hills. Spring is the
most delightful season of the year.

PARSING.

(Tho Rules will, of course, bo ouiittoJ by the pupil till tbey have bevD
learned.)

The man, thoughtful for the future, considers the affairs of
this life carefully, but he will not be indifferent to the claims
of the life to come.

Th'., is an article, because it is put before a noun to show the
manner in which it is used Definita, because its aoun is
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QEeddcfiaitcly. IJmits man, because it shows man, in this

case, to b'j some particular ptrson. (Sjjntax, Rule /.)

Man, is a noun, because it is the name- of a thing ;
common, be-

cause it is the name of a class ; third person because it is

spoken of ; singular number because it denotes only one.

Masculine gender because it denotes the male sex. Nom-
inative case because it is the subject of a finite verb.

{Rule II.)

Thoughtful, an adjective, because it is a word that qualifies a
noun. Positive degree, because it expresses the simple
quality of the noun: compared by more and most because

it is word of more than one syllable. Qualifies man, be-

cause it teils us what kind of a man considers {Rule IX.)

For, is a preposition, because it shows the relation between the

eubstantive following it (future) and some other word
(thoughtful) ; shows the relation betweu thoughtful and
future.

Future, a noun, &c. &c.

Considers, a verb, because it affirms ; transitive, because the
action passes from the subject (man) to the object

(afi'airs). Regular, because it forms its past tense and past

participlf: by .adding cd to the present, : Present, consider,

past, considered
;

jna.ft }iartici/>le, considered. Active voice
because it represents its subject aa acting on some object.

Indicative Mood, because it declares the fact simply and
without limitation. I'res. Tense, action continuing, because
it denotes the action as going on at the present time.
Third person and singular number, because its subject is

third person and singular number, agreeing with its subject
man. (RuU A'.V.)

The, an article, &c. ; affairs, a noun, &c. ; oJ\ a [tre position, Ac.

ThiB, an adji olive pronoun (or a pronominal adjective) ; de-
monstrative, because it points out an object definitely

;

ijualificB life, because it points it out definitely. {Rnk IX.)

lA/e, a noun, Ac.

Carefully, an adverb, because it is a word joined to a verb (coQ-
sid- rs) to modify it ; an adverb of manmr, because it shows
how the at t is performed. {Rule .IMT/.)

Hut, a conjunction, because a word that connects propositiou.i

(in this inffanee^
;
dibjuni live, because it connects thingi

that are to be taken separately ; connecting th»t part of the
•entence that preo des it with tliat which follows it. {Rule
XXVII.)
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He^ is a pronoun, because a word used instead of a nonn
;
per-

sonal, because its person is distinguished by its form

;

third p<.rson singular number masculine gender, because
mau is third person, singular number," masculine geader;
nominative case, because it is the subject of a finite verb.

{Rvles XIV ^ II.)

Will be, is a verb, because it affirms ; intransitive, because it

does not expresses an action passing from its subject to an
object ; irregular because it does not form it past tense and
past participle by adding eJ to the present; conjugation,
present am, past 'w&s, past participle huen] indicative mood,
present tense, action continuing, &c.

Not, an adverb, of negation, modifying will be.

Indifferent, an adjective, positive degree, compared by more and
most, qualifying he. (iJuZe IX.)

To, a preposition, showing the relation (or gramatical connec-
tion) between inditierent and claims.

The, an article, definite, limiting claims, (^Rule I.)

Claims, a noun common third person, singular number, neuter
gender, objective case, (object of relation expressed by the
preposition to.)

Of, a preposition ; the, an article.

Li/e, a noun common, third person singular number, neuter gen-
der, objective case. (Rule XVIII.)

To come, is a verb, infinitive mood, present tense, gOTemed by
life. {Rule XXIII.)



LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR

Language is the natural medium by which we
express our thoughts. It consists of a great

variety of sounds produced by the human
voice, to which we attach a particular meaning.

Grammar is both a science and an art

As a SCIENCE, it investigates the principles of

language in general : as an art, it teaches the

relation of words to each other, thereby enabling

us to express our thoughts in a correct manner,

according to established usage.

English Grammar is the art of speaking and
writing the English language with propriety.

Language is either spoken or written.

The elements of spoken language, are vocal and articulate

sounds.

The elements of written language, are characters or letters

which represent these sounds.

Letters arc formed into syllables and words ; words into scu-

iences ; and by these, properly uttered or written, men com*
municate their thoughts to each other.

Grammar is divided into four parts ; namely,

Orthography, Etymology, Syntax^ and Prosody.

Orthography treats of letters and syllables;

Etymology^ of words ; Syntax, of sentences ; and
Prosody, of elocution and versification.



PART FIEST.

ORTHOGRAPHY.
Orthography treats of the nature and prop-

erties of letters, and of the art of writing words

correctly.

A letter is a mark, or character, used to represent an element-
ary sound of the human voice.

There are Twenty-six letters in the English Alphabet.

Letters are either Vowels or Consonants.

A Vowel is a letter which represents a simple articulate sound
;

and, in a word or syllable, may be sounded alone. The vowels
are a, e, i, o, w, and w and y not before a vowel sounded in the

same syllabic, as in hnu, hay.

A Conionant is a letti-r which represents an inartictilate KnnnA
;

and, in a word or syllabic, is never sounded alone, but always
in connection with a vowel. Tin; consonants are b, c, d,/, g, k,

./, k, I, m, n,
J), q, r, .1, t, v, r, z, and w and y before a vowel SDUudcd

in the same syllable, as in war, youth.

A /Jiji/ilhong, or dif,'raph, is the union of two vowels in one
sound. Diphthongs are of two kinds, proper and improper.

A J'roper Diphthong is one in which both the vowels are

sounded, as ou, in out ; oi, in oil; ow, in coiv.

An Tmfiropcr Di/ihthony is one in which only one of the vowels
is sounded, as on in c.iurl, <>a in hoal.

A Triphthong is the union of three vowels in one sound, as

tau in beauty.

SYLLABLES.

A Syllable is a certain vocal or articulate

sound, uttered by one impulse of the voice, and
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represented by one or more letters, as, farm^
farm-er^ eU'gle^ a-e-ri-al.

Every word contains as many syllables as it has distinct vocal

Boands, ».6 gram-ma-ri-an.

A word of one syllable is called a ilonosyllable

.

A word of two syllables is called a Dissyllable.

A word of three syllables is called a Trisyllable.

A word of more than three syllables is called a Polysyllable.

Not*.—For a complete analysis of the sounds of consonants

and vowels, single and combined, see New Series of Reading
Book.

SPELLING

.

Spelling is the art of expressing a word by

its proper letters.



4 ETYMOLOGY — WORDS.

PART SECOND—ETYMOLOGY.

Etymology treats of the different sorts of

words, and the changes in form and relation to

each other they undergo in our language. Man,
men ; boy, boys ; men make proverbs ; the tree

struck the men.

A WORD is an articulate sound used by com-
mon consent as the sign of an idea.

Idea. The notices which we gain by sensation and percep-

tion, and which are treasured up in the mind to be the materials

of thinking and knowledge, are denominated ideas. For ex-

ample, when you place your hand upon a piece of ice, a sensation

is excited which we call coldness. That faculty which notices

this sensation or change produced in the mind is called percep-

tion; and the abstract notice itself, or notion you form of this

sensation is denominated an idea. This being premised, we
will now proceed to the consideration of words.
A few words consist of vocal or vowel sounds only, without

articulation ; as, /. ah, awe, oh, owe, eye, &c.

1.—Words in respect of their Format/on, are

either Primitive or Derivative, Simple or Compound

A Primitive word is one that is not derived from any other
word in the language ; as, boy, just, father.

A Derivative word is one that is derived -from some other
word ; as boyish, justice, fatherly.

A Simpk word is one that is not combined with any other
word ; as man, house, city.

A Compound word is one that is made up of two or more
simple words ; as, manhood, horseman.

2.—Words, in respect of Form^ are either

Declinable or Indeclinable

.

A Declinable or Inflected word is one which undergoes certain

changes of furm or termination, to express the different relations

of person, number, gei der, case ; degree of comparison
;
voice,

mcKxl, tense, number, person; usually termed in Grammar Ac-
CIDB.VT8 ; as man, men; love, loves, loved, 4'c,
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In the changes they undergo, Nouns and Pronouns are

said to be declined, Adjectives to be infected, Verbs to be inflected

or conjugated.

An Indeclinable word is one which undergoes no change of

fonn ; as good, some, perhaps.

3.—In respect oi Signification and Use^ words

are divided into different classes, called Parts of

Speech.

There arc nine sorts of words or parts of speech, namely :

—

Article, Substantive, (Noun and Pronoun,) Adjective, Prepositi-

on, Virb, Adverb, Conjunction, and Interjection
;
and the pirtic

ular sort or part of speech to which any word belongs, depends
entirely upon the service thereby performed in the sentence
under consideration.

Of these, the Noun, Pronoun, Adjective., and

^erh, are declined ; the rest are indeclinable.

A Substantive is a noun, or any word, phrase,

or proposition used as a noun.

Parsing is the resolving of a sentence into its

elements or parts of speech, and stating the con-

nection the various words have to each other,

and the reason for the same.

The Article.

An Article is a word put before a noun, to

show the manner in which it is used,

There are two articles, a or an, and the.

A or an is called the Indefinite Article, be-

cause it shows that its noun is used indefinitely^

and not limited to a particular person or thing

;

as, a king, \. e., any Ling.
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T^he is called the Definite article, because it

shows that its noun is used definitely^ and refers

to a particular person or thing ; as, the king^ i. e.,

^me particular King, known or described.

A noun without an Article is taken in its

widest sense ; as Man is mortal ; i. e., JII Man-
kind: Or, in an indefinite sense ; as, There are

7nen destitute of all shame, i. e., some men.
The is sometimes put before a noun denoting the species ; as,

the oak ; the lion,

OBSERVATIONS.

\. Aie used before a consonant ; as A book, a house, a tree.

Also, before words beginning with u [long, and eu, because
they sound as if beginning with the consonant y ; thus, A unit,

a use, a eulogy,—pronounced as if written, a yunit, a yuse, a

yeulogy.

2. ^n is used before a vowel or silent h ; as An aye, an hour.

3. A or an is used before the sin^ufor number only ; <A«, before

eitlier the singlar or the plural.

4. A or an sometimes means one or every ; as, two cents a day

The article is simply an adjective, and should not be consid-

ered a separate part of speech.

Parsing.—The article is parsed by stating an

Article and why? Kind and why ? Word it

limits and why '^ and Rule.

See Syntax Rule I.

EXERCISES.

Ir it proper to Fay— a man. or an man ? why 7

a apple, or an apple? Why?
a house, or an house ? why ?

ii hour, or an hour ? why ?

a niiir«)rn, or an unicorn? wliyt
a ewe, or an ewe? why t
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1. Prefix the indefinite article a or an correctly to the follow-

ing words.

2. Tell which words are articles, and why—parse them.

Chair, table, horse, cart, book, house, garden, bird, owl, egg,

ear, eye, tree, cow, unit, use, old man, young man, word, hook,

pot, bench, desk, room, oven, oak, eulogy, ewe, uncle, aunt;—
open wagon, useful contrivance, round stone, old hat.

3. In the following, correct such as are wrong, and give a
reason for the change ;—parse the articles.

An cup, a door, a apple, a pear, a ounce, a pound, an hat, an
wig, an eulogy, an youth, a honor, a heir, a crow, a ostrich, a
pen—a ugly beast, a useful tree, an humming bird, an neat cot-

tage, a upper room, an huge monster.

The Noun.

A Noun is the name of anything.

Any part of speech used simply as a word is

regarded as a noun.

The simplest form of thu noun is, when wc give a particular
uunti.' to sonic individual person, place, or thing—as: John
Smith ; London ; Suowdou ; Ottawa.

To have a separate name for every individual thing, however,
would be inijiossiblu. Hence we form in our minds classes of

things, which resemble each other in some way ; and then
wc use one single name for the whole cliiss—as Dog ; Tree.

Thirdly, we often form notions of qualities, actions, or states

of being, and give names to them, in onl-r that wo may
speak of them apart from tho persons or things to which
they belong—as : Sleep

; Virtue ; Whituness. Accordingly

—

Nouns may be divided into two kinds:

—

Firstly—names ot individual persons or things-

as :—Socrates, England, St. Paul's. These are

termed proper nouns.
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Secondly—names given in common to every-

thing of the same kind, as:-Man, Horse, Coun-
try. These are termed common nouns.

Remarks.—Proper nouns are used to distinguish individuals

of the same class from one another. Common nouns distin-

guish sorts or classes, and are equally applicable to all things
of the same class. Thus, the common noun boy is equally
applicable to all objects of that class ; but the proper nouns
John, James, Robert, &c., are applicable only to particutor

individuals of a class.

Under common nouns are usually ranked,

1. Collective nouns, or nouns of multitude ; as army, people.

2. Abstract nouns, or names of qualities ; as piety, wicked-
ness.

3. Verbal nouns, or names of actions ; as, reading, writitig,

sleeping.

4. Diminutive nouns, or nouns derived from other nouns, and
denoting a small one of the kind ; as stream, streamlet ; leaf,

leaflet ; hill, hillock, &c.

5. Compound nouns, or names composed of two words ; asi

Rail-way.

A word that makes sense after an article, or the phrase speak

of,\i& noun ; as, A man ; I speak of money.

"When a proper noun is used to denote a whole class it be-

comes common, and generally has an article before it ; as,

" The twelve Csesars," " He is the Cicero of his age," " A Daniel

come to judgment." A Campbell, i. e., one of the Campbells.

Common nouns become proper when personified, and also

when used as proper names ; as, Hail, Liberty ! The Park, The
Metropolis.

To the class of nouns belongs everything, whether word,
letter, mark, or character, of which we can think, speak, or

write, regarded merely as an object of thought, even when, as

sometimes happens, we do not give it a name. Thus when we
say, " Good" is an adjective, a is a vowel, 6 is a consonant

^ is a capital, 4 is an even number, j is a fraction, ? is a
mark of interrogation, + is the sign of addition, — of sub-

traction, = of equality

—

Good, a, b, A, 4, i, ?, +, —, =, are

all to ba regarded as nouns.
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EXERCISES.

1. Id the following list distinguish proper nouns from com-
mon, and give a reason for the distinction :

—

Canada, Hamilton, city, tree, nation, France, Philip, dojr,

horse, house, garden, Dublin, Edinburgh, London, river,

Hudson, Ohio, Thames, countries, America, England, Ireland,

Spain, sun, moon, stnrs, planets, Jupiter, Venus, Mars, man,
woman, boy, girl, John, James, ^.larj', Susan, mountain,
stream, valley.

The table and chairs in this room belong to John ; the
book-case, writing-desk, and books to his brother.—Time and
tide wait for no man.—The largest city in Europe is London

;

in America, New York.—The Province of Ontario prodiici^a

wheat, oats, barley, rye, corn and potatoes,
; while lumbrr and

minerals, are the products of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

2. Write down ten nouns, or names of persons or things, and
say something respecting each, so as to make a sentence
thus :

—

Summer—summer is the warmest season of the year.

3 Tell what words in the sentences so made, are nouuH,
and why ; which are proper, or common, and why.

Accidents of the Noun.

The accidents of the Noun are Kind, Person^

Number, Gender, and Case.

NoTB.—These accidents belong also to gersonal and relative

pronouns.

Person, in grammar, denotes the relation of

a Substantive to what is said in discourse.

The persons are three, First, Second, and Third

A noun is in the First person, when it de-

notes the speaker or writer ; as, '^ I Paul have
written it."

A noun is in the Second person, when it tie-

notes the person or thing addressed ; as, " Thou

B
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God, seest me"— ** Canada, I love thee"—"7f<f«-

iy^ come here."

A noun is in the l'h?rd person, when it de-

notes the person or thing spoken of; as, " Uruth

is mighty" —"'Victoria rtigns."

The ^rt( an'l the setoni p^r-on can belon? only to nouns d^-

Dotinsc p'TKon-^, or things reiranled ;is [)ersons ; because pnch
otily can sp»ak or be spoken to. 'I'he third person may b-long

to all no'in^J ; bjoause every object, whcthor perBOU or tbiufr,

may bt- spoken of.

Remark —Thf third person i'm ti'^ed somMimes for \hp first ; as,

thy servunt h came siir.ty for the lad to my faih'-r." G-n. xliv.

32 S-im'-timt-s, particularly in the lantrtuige "f snpplicatinn, it

is us d for thr Sfcorid ; as, " let not ihe Lord be augry." Gen.
xviii. 30. " Will the Lord bless us 1"

A noun can be the subject of a verb only in the third ppr«oi».

A noun in the.;?ra^ or second person is never used aathesub-

j ct of a v-tI), but only in apposition with the first or si-co rid

pcr^^onal pronoun, for the sake of explanation or t-niphasis
;

and somctim'-s in the second person, without a pronoun, as

the obji ct addressed

A noun in the predicate is genially, though Tirt always,

in the third person, evi n wh-n the subject is in the first or

ge'ond ; as, "1 an Alfha" Ac, " who w." So with the pro-

nouns 1 and thou ; as, " I am he." " Thou art the many

Number is that property of a noun by which

it expresses one, or more than one.

Nouns have tivo numbers, the Singular and

the Plural. The Singular denotes one; the Plu-

ral, more than one.

The Plural is commonly formed by adding s

to the Singular; as book, books.
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SPECIAL RULES.

1.—Nouns in i, sh, ch soft, <?. x, or 2, form

the plural by adding es ; as. Miss, Misses; brusht

brushes ; match, matches : hero, heroes '; fox,

foxes ; topaz, topazes.

E.xc. Nouns in en, io, and yo, and in eh sounding k, have

< only ; a«, cameo, cameo.t; Jolio, folios ; monarcb, rtonarch». Also

canto has canton; but other nounti in o after a coiiHonaat now
Coinmouly add es ; as grotto, grottoes ; tyro: tyroes, ^e.

2.—Nouns in y after a consonant, change y
into ?es in the plural ; as Lady, ladies.

Nouns in y after a vowel, follow the general

rule ; as Day, Days.

Also, all proper nouns in y ; as, the Pompeys ;

the Tullys.

3.—Nouns in f or fe, change f or fe into ves

in the plural ; as, Loaf, loaves ; life, lives.

Exc. Biit dwarf, pcarf; brief, chief, grief ; kerchief, handker-
chief, miHchieJ; gulf, turf, surf; fife, strife; proof, hoof, roof,

reprcMff, fullow the eenerai rule. AIho nouns in JT liave their

plural in *; as, muff, muffs; except «t<7^, which has sometime!
»tavth.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. Some nouns arc irregular in the formation

of the plural. They are the following:

—

lingular.
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2. Some nouns have both a regular and an

irreguhir form of the plural, but with different

significations ; as

—

Sinfftilar. Plural.

Brother (one of the same family) brothers
Brother (one of i he same society) brethren
Die (I stamp for coining) dies

Die (a small cube for gaming) dice

Genius (a man of genius) geniuses
Genius (a kind of spirit) genii

Index (a table of references) indexes
Index (a sigh in algebra) indices

Pea (as a distinct seed) peas
Pea (as a species of grain) pease
!Sow (an individual animal) sows
Sow or swine (the species) swine
Penny (a coin ) pennies
Penny (a sura or value) pence

Note.—Though pence is plural, yet such expressions as four-

pence, sixpence, &c., as the name of a sum, or of a coin representing
that sum, is often regarded as singular, and so capable of a
plural; as, "Three fourpcnces, or two sixpences, make a

shilling." "A new sixpence is heavier than an old one."

Compounds ending in y"«/ or/«^/, and generally those which
have the important word last, form the plural regularly ; as

spoonful, cupful, coachjul, handful, mou.ie-(riip, ox-cari, court-yard,

camera-ohscura, <fcc.
;
plural, spoonfuls, cupfuls, coachfuls, &c.

Compounds in which the principal word stands first, plural-

ize the first word ; as

—

Sinyular.

Commander-in-chief
Aid-de-camp
Knight-errant
Court-marti.il

CouRin-g( rniiin

Father«in-lrtw, &c.

Man-arvanl changes both ;
as, inen-gervanls

servants, knifjhts-teinplars.

The compounds of man form the plural as the simple word
;

as, fisherman, fishermen. But nouns accidentnlly ending in man,

and not compounds of man, form the plural by the general rule
;

I'lurnl.

commanders-in-chief
aids-de-camp
knights-errant

courts-martial

cousins-german
fathers-in-law, &c.

So also, women-
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a8, Turcoman, Mussulman, talisman; plural, Turcomans, Mussul-

mans, &c.

3.—Words from foreign languages some-

times retain their original plural. As a general

rule, nouns in ?//;z or on have a in the plural

;

but 2S, in the singular, is changed into er ; ex

and tx, into ?ces ; its into i ; as,

Singular.

Alumnus
Alumna
Amanuensis
Analysis

Plural.

alumni
alumna;
amanuenses
analyses

Animalculum animalcula
Antithesis antitheses

Apex
Appendix
Arcanum
Automaton
Axis
Bandit
Basis

Beau
Calx
Cherub
Chrysalis
Crisis

Criterion

Datum
Desideratum
Diaeresis

Effiuvium
Ellipsis

Emphasis
Encomium
Ephemeris
Erratum
Focus
Formula
Funeus
Genius

apices

appendices
arcana
automata
axes
handitti
hases

beaux
calces

cherubim
chrysalides

crises

criteria

data
desiderata

diiireses

effluvia

ellipses

emphases
encomia
ephemerides
errata

foci

formul.n

funpi, funguses Virtuoso
genii Vortex

Singular. Plural.

Genus genera
Gymnasium gymnasia
Hypothesis hypotheses
Ignis fatuus ignes fatui

Index (a pointer) indexes
Index(in algebrajindices

Lamina laminae
Larva larvaB

Magus magi
Medium media
Memorandum memoranda
Metamorphosis metamorphoRes
Miasma
Momentum
Monsieur
Mr.( 7' a.^ter

Nebula
Oasis

Parenthesis

Phenomenon
Kadi us
Scholium
Seraph
Speculum
Stamen
Stimulus
Staatum
Thesis
Verbctra
Vertex

miasmnta
momenta
messieurs
mfSsrH.(mj«<frs)

netiula'

oases

parentheses
phenamena
radii

scholia

seraphim
specula
stamina
stimuli

strata

theses

verbetrn?

vertices

virtuosi

vortices

4—Proper names have the plural, only when
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they refer to a race or family, as the Stewarts ;

or to several persons of the same name ; as the

twelve Ccesars.

5.—Names of metals, virtues, vices, and
things weighed or measured, are mostly singular;

as gold, meeknesSy temperance, milk, sugary &c.

6.—Some nouns are plural only ; as annals^

data^ bellows, scissors^ &c.

Some nouns are alike in both numbers ; as,

deer^ sheep ^ trout^ salmon^ &c.

8.—Some nouns are plural in form ; but in

construction, either singular or plural ; as amends^

means y news^ nchcs, pains ; and the names of

sciences ; as, mathematics^ ethics, &c.

9.—The article a or an before a singular

noun, is dropped before the plural ; as, singular,

a man ; plural men.

10.—Sometimes a plural noun takes the

plural ; as. the stars are out by iwjs and threes.

EXERCISES.
1. Pat the following words in the plural, and give the rule

for formlnp it ; thus, " Chair, plural chairs." Rule, " The plural

is commouly formed," Ac. ; " Foz, plural foxes." K. " Nouns in

«, «A," tt,c.

Chair, fox, table, cat, dojr, horse, ho'ise, hand, finger, arm,

boy, girl; dJHh, church, box, miss, sky, body, key, day, toy,

l^af, knife, wife, icuf. An apple, a pear, a bush, a church, a

bell.

2. Write or i>pHll the singular of the following plurals, and
prefix the indefiuitc article :

Flies, boxes, haves, brushes, knives, marshes, bays, tablos,

bashes, trees, dogs, dncks, geese, wives, dnties, charches,
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matches, mice, dayB, keys, staves, horses, mules, cows, sheep,

gimtg, kc.

Tell the plural of the following irregular noim!>

:

Man, woman, chil<l, ox, tooth, foot, jroos*', penny, tnoiiKe
;

fHther-iii-ldw, mother-in-law, court-martitil, fisherman waisher-

womnii. lousin-ktermHn, iic.

4. 'i^ U the ir-ndt-r an<l number of the followinsr nouns
;
g've

th»^ plural and the ruK; for forming it ; thus •' Hous.,,'' a n«iun,

neiitrr, ninKular
;

plural, " houbts.'' " The plural is commonly
formed," &c.

Hotine, boy, Ktnne, bont, father, king, knife, annt, emperor,
governt-Hn, pen, lii>iie«s, baron, KJNter, brother, lord, l>ox, brush,

ru»h, goose, ba< h' lor, doe, bride, flv, loaf, studv, coach, toy,

mouth, wath, hero, church, tree, way, wife, hilf, fish, table,

moih' r, apple, cherry, utar, sun, moon, piauct, eaith, sky, moun-
tain, river, 8<.a, &c.

Gender is the distinction of nouns with

regard to Sex, There are two genders, the

Masculine and Feminine.

Nouns denoting males are Masculine ; as,

man^ bo)\—^^f^g, l^'f^^

Nouns denoting females 2LXt Feminine; as,

luonui/i^ girl,—queen, lionness.

Nouns denoting neither males nor females arc

Neuter Gender^ that is neither Gender; as, book^

house^ field.

There are three ways of distinguishing the

sexes.

1. By different words; as,

itale. Fern. M>t. Fern.

Bicbelor maid Hai^ roe
B au bello Horae mare
B<iy girl Husband wife
Brother sifter King queeu
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MaU.
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Many maculine nouns have no correspond-

ing feminine ; as, baker, brezver* Szc. : and some
feminine nouns have no correspoding masculine

;

as, laundress, seamstress^ &c.

1. Some nouns are either maculine or femin-

ine ; as, parent, servant, neighbor. Such are

sometimes called Epicene and said to be of the

common gender^

2. Some nouns naturally neuter, are often

converted, by a figure of speech, into the mas-

culine or the feminine ; as, when we say of the

sun, '''He is setting;" of the moon, ^^She is

eclipsed ;" and of a ship, " She sails."

3. Animals of inferior size, or whose sex is

not known, are often spoken of as neuter. Thus,

of a child we may say, " // is a lovely creature."

EXERCISES.

1

.

In tho preceding lists, tell the feminine of each masculine
noun, and the masculine of each feminine.

2. Tell the part of speech and gender of the following words :

thus, hous^, a noun, neuter; bo>/, a noun, masculine.

House, boy, stone, boot, cow, father, mother, sister, brother,

daughter aunt, nephew, niece, uncle, shepherd, paper, pen, ink,

parent, neighbor, friend, lion, widow, baron, negro, hero, house,
tree, bird, mouse, fly, &c.

Case is the state or condition of a noun with

respect to the other words in a sentence.

Nouns have three cases; the Nominative,

Possessive, and Objective.
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The Nominative case commonly expresses

that of which something is said or declared ; as.

The sun shines.

The Vossessivc case denotes that to which

something belongs ; as, The laclfs fan.

The Objective case denotes the object of some

action or relation; as, James assists T^homas:

they live in Hamilton.

The nominative and objective of nouns are

alike.

The possessive singular is formed by adding

an apostrophe (') and s to the nominative, as,

Jolin's.

When the plural ends in s, the possessive is

formed by adding an apostrophe only ; as.

Ladies'.

NOUNS ARE THUS DECLINED

:

Norn.
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EXERCISES.

Gender, Number and Case.

Parse the following nouns by telling their number, gender,
and case ; thus, " Father," a noun, masculine, singular, nomi-
natire.

Father, mother, sister's husband, brothers wife, uncle's house,
Tom's books, city, virtue's reward, brother's, sisters', bride's
bottles, brush, goose, eagles' wings, echo, ox's horn, mouse,
kings, queens, bread, child's toy, grass, tooth, candle, chair,
Jane's boots, Robert's shoe, horse, bridle.

The Xominative case is used

—

1. When a noun is used simply as the name of an object.

2. When it is used as that of which something is affirmed; as,

"JoAn reads."

3. When it is used as a predicate ; as, " John is a good loy."

4. When it is used independent of any other word ; as, " O
Absalom, my son .'"

This agrees with vocative and the substantive, is always 2nd
person.

5. When the substantive comes before a present participle, and
has no grammatical dependence on any other word, it is said
to be in the Nominative Absolute ; as, " The day being fine,

I went out ;" " the times ;" " the manners."

In this case the noun is invariably 3rd person.

The Possessive case connects with the name of an object, the
idea of origin, possession or fitness ; as, " The sun's rays

; John's
book ; a boy's cap; men's shoes.

The Objective case is used

—

1. To denote the object of a transitive verb in the active voice
as, "James assists Thomas."

2. To denote the object of a relation expressed by a preposition
;

as, " They live in London."

3. To denote time, value, weight, or measure, without a gov-
erning word ; as, " James is ten years old."

A Noun is parsed by stating a Noun, and why? Kind and
why? Person and why? Number and why? Gender and
why? Case and why ? Government and why, and Rule.

(^See Syntax Rules IT and VII! inclusive.)
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THE ADJECTIVE.

An Adjective is a word used to qualily a

substantive ; as, A good boy ; a square box ;

ten dollars. He is poor. To lie is base.

Adjectives may be classified as follows :

1. Common Adjective.—Formed from common words ;
as, ffood,

joi{ful, handsome, tall, short.

2. Proper Adjectives.—Those fonned of proper nouns ;
as, Briiisht

Canadian, English, Grecian.

3. Numeral Adjectives.—Subdivided thus :

A. Cardinal: one (1), two (2), three (3), four (4) ; they express

how many are taken.

B. Ordinal: first (1st), second, (2nd) ; thus they show which
one of a series ought to be taken.

4. Pronominal Adjective is a word tliat may accompany its noun
or represent it understood ; as, " Such as one sometimes
meets with," that is, " Such individuals as a person sometimes
meets with."

—

Taylor.

5. Compound Adjective —Which is formed of two or more words
joined by one or more hyphens ;

as, he is a good-for-nothing

fellow, rail-road bridge.

6. The Participal Adjective ; as, " twinkling stars ;" " Boughs
unshaken by the wind ;" " There was not an open but an
opened grave

; there was not an empty but an emptied
cofiSn."

—

{Dr. Ormiston.) They are derived from verbs, but
have little «r no reference to time.

1

.

Other parts of speech when used to qualify or limit a
noun, or pronoun, perform the part of an adjective, and should
be parsed as such ; as, a gold ring, a he bear, the then king, the
above remark, &c.

2. ^\djectives are often used as nouns ; as, God rewards the
good and punishes tlie bad." " The virtuous are the most happy."
Adjectives thus used are regarded as plural, because they denote
more than one.

EXERCISES.

1. In the following F^xerciso, let the pupil first point out
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the nouns and then the adjectives and tell how ho knows them
to be so.

A round table, a pretty dog, a little mouse, a low chair, a
small book, a sharp knife, white paper, dirty books, ugly faces,

a beautiful flower, a rich man, fresh fish, a wild horse, a short
man, an old hat, a fierce dog, a good pen, a wise king, an honest
man, tame rabbits, a fine day, a sweet apple, a long stick, a
little handsome old house, a thick square book, a large white
cat, a new book, a clean white frock, a full cup, an empty mug",
a warm room, a wet towel, a cold rainy night, a cloudy sky,
windy weather, hard frost, deep snow.

2. In the above Exercises, let the pupil take each noun and
prefix to it as many adjectives as he can think of, so as to make
sense ; as, for example, " table," high table, low table, long table,

Ac, &c., and in reciting put the emphasis on the adjective.

3. Let him take each adjective, and add to it as many nouns
as he can think of, so as to make sense ;

as, " round," a round
ball, a round hole, a round house, a round eake, &c., putting the
emphasis on the noun.

Adjectives which denote variable qualities,

that is, are capable of increase or diminution,

have three degrees of comparison ; the Positrje^

Comparative, and Superlative.

The Positive expresses the quality simply
;

The Comparative expresses the quality in a higher degree in
one object than in another

;

The Superlative expresses the quality in the highest degree in

one object compared with two or more.

Adjectives of one syllable form the compara-

tive by adding er to the positive ; and the super-

lative, by adding est; as sweet, siveeter, sxveetest.

Adjectives ending in e mute, drop e before <t

and est ; as, large, larger, largest.

Adjectives of more than one syllable are
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commonly compared by prefixing tnore and
most\ as, beautiful, mere beautiful^ most beautiful.

To these rules there are some exceptions.—Adjectives of twa
syllables are sometimes compared by cr and est ; as, " our tenderest

cares ;" " a happier state ;" and adjectives of one syllable are
sometimes compared by prefixing more and most ; as more wise

moat ft, &c.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. Dissyllables in le after a mute, are generally compared by
er and est ; as, able, abler, ablest. After a consonant, y is changed
into i before er and est ; as, dry, drier, driest ; happy, happier, hap-
piest. But y with a Vowel before it is not changed ; as, gay, gayer

f

gayett.

2. Some adjectives form the superlative by adding most to the
end of words ; upper, uppermost. So, undermost, foremost, hindmoatf
utmost.

3. When the positive ends in a simple consonant preceded
by a single vowel, the consonant is doubled before er and est ; as,

hot, hotter, hottest.

4. Some adjectives do not admit of comparison, viz.

:

1st. Such as denote number; as, one, two ; third, fourth.

2d. figure or shape ; as, circular, square.

3d. posture or position , as, perpendicular

y

horizontal.

4th. Those of an absolute or superlative signification ; as,

true, perfect, universal, chief, extreme, &c.

5. Some adjectives are compared irregularly, as follows ;

ADJECTIVES COMPARED IRREGULARLY.

Positive,
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Much is applied to things weighed or measured ; viamj to those
that are numbered. Elder and eldest are applied to persons only

;

older and oldest to either persons or things.

6. Besides the terminational comparison there is another, ex-

pressed by intensive words ; as, very hard, extremely great ; called

the superlative degree of eminence, to distinguish it from the
other. Other words, as, still, yet, &c., are sometimes used to de-
not« comparison ; as, " Short, shorter, shorter still my breath I

drew."

An adjective is parsed by stating the degrees

of comparison, how compared, the substantive

it qualifies, and Rule.

EXERCISES.

1. Point out the adjectives in the foUowiflg Exercise; parse
them ;

compare them ; thus, a good father ;
" good," an adjective,

positive degree, qualifies " father," compared irregularly, good,

btttetf best.

1. Point out the nouns, and parse them by telling their gender;

number, and case, as directed ; thus, " father," a noun, common*
third person singular number, masculine, nominative case.

A good father, a wiser man, a more beautiful rose, wild horsesi

young colts, a sweeter apple, the wisest prince, green trees, the
honest farmers, the most virtuous people, the richer tradesman,
the better scholar, the tallest boy, the finer sheep, large oranges,

the merriest fellows, the old soldier, pretty dogs, an ugly calf,

the tamest rabbits, the little mouse, the longest stick, a wider
table, a most excellent thing, the highest house, the most fruit-

ful garden.

NuMiRALS.—Four men, the fourth day, six days, the seventh
day, 305 days, ten horses, the first timt-;—of four houses, the
first is of wood ; the second, of stone ; the third and fourth, of

brick.

See Syntax, Rules ix, x, xi, xii.

PRONOUNS.

A Pronoun is a word used instead of a sub-
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staiitlve ; as, John is a good boy ; he is diligent

in his studies ; it is wrong to deceive.

Pronouns may be divided into four classes;

Person^ly Relative, Interrogative, and Adjective.

The Accidents of Personal, Relative, and
Interrogative pronouns are the same as those

for the noun.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Personal Pronouns are those which distin-

guish the person by their form. They are

either simple or compound.

1. The simple personal pronouns are /, thou^

he, she, it ; with their plurals, cue', ye, or you,

they.

lis of the first person, and denotes the speaker.

Thou is of the second person, and denotes the person addressed.

He, she, it, arc of the third person, and denote the person or
thing spoken of.

The personal pronouns are thus declined:

SIHGCTLAR. PLURAL.

Norn. Pass. Obj. Norn. Poss. ObJ.

1. m. or/. I mine me We ours us

2. m. or/. Thou,you thine thee You or ye yours you
3. masc. He his him They theirs them
3./em. She hers her They theirs them
3. ncut. It its it They theirs them

OBSERVATIONS.

1. In proclamations, charters, editorial articles, and the like,

tve is frequently applied to one person.
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2. In addressing persons, you is commonly put both for the
singular and the plural, and has always a plural verb. Thou is

used only in addresses to the Deity, or any important object in

nature; or to mark special emphasis; or, in the language of

contempt. The plural form, ye, is now but seldom used.

3. The fironoun it, besides ils use as the neuter pronoun of
the third person, is also Tised indefinitely with the verb to be in

the third person singular, for all persons, numbers, and genders
;

as, it is /, it ts ree, it is you, it is they ; it was she, &c.

4. The possessive case of the pronoun cannot, like the posses-
sive of the noun, be followed by the name of the thing possessed.
Thus, we can say, Mary's book, but not " hers book ;" and yet
we can say equally well, " It is Mary's," or, " it is hers" In
both these last expressions, the name of the thing possessed is

not expressed but implied.

5. Hers, its, ours, yours, theirs, should never te written Iter's

ii't, ow^s your't, their't.

2. The compound personal pronouns are

Myself thyself himself herself, itself ; plural,

ourselves^ yourselves, themselves.

These pronouns are used, without change of form, in the
nominative and the objective case. In the nominative they
are emjihatic, and are added to their respective personal pro-
nouns or nouns, or are used instead of them ; as, " I myselfdid it

;

AimjeZ/'shall come." In the objective, they are reflexive, showing
that the agent is also the object of his own act; as, "Judas
went and banged himself." Ourself and yourself are used as
compounds corresponding to we and you applied to individuals

;

as, " Wo ourself viiW follow." " You must do it yourself."

Parse the following articles, nouns, adjectives,

and pronouns.

EXERCISES.

I, thou, wc, mc, us, thine, he, him, she, hers, they, tbcc,

them, its, theirs, you, her, ours, yours, mine, his, I, mo, them,
lu, we, thou, thine, ye ours, yours. Himself, yourselves, her-
self, themselves, ourself, yourself, itself
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Give me the pears you bought of him ; I like them better

than the apple he bought ; it was sour. She told us what we
said to her, and they heard her. Put it on, will you ? He likes

them because they are sweet. Take them to John. I gave
them to her. "We will do it, if you wish. The men said they
would do it. The girl said she did not know them. The boy
thought he knew them. You and I went with them to meet her
after she had seen him. He and I can do it, though you can
not. James bought that book ; it is therefore his, and not
hers."

«' Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth." " Honor
thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be long in the land
which the Lord thy God giveth thee." "As ye would that
others should do to you, do ye even so to them."

Take an easy reading lesson, and go over it in the same way.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS. «

1. A Relative Pronoun is one that relates

to, and connects its clause with a substantive

before it, called the anteccdeiit ; as, " The master

wh) taught us."

The antecedent is a noun or pronoun
; sometimes a word, a

phrase, or clause of a sentence
;
as,

The boy who reads

;

lie who does well, will be rewarded
;

James is sick, which accounts for his absence.

2. The relative pronouns are zuho^ vjhich, thaU

and lishat. Who^ -jshich and that are alike in

both numbers ; and are thus declined :
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yjho reads. Te is sometimes an adjective ; as,

ye winds, that have made me your sport. I

mourn, but ye woodlands I mourn not for you.

And also to inferior animals, and things without life, when
they are represented as speaking and acting as rational beings.

4. Which is applied to inferior animals, and
things without life ; as, the dog vshich barks ;

the book ivhich was lost :

And also to collective nouns composed of persons
;
as, " the

court of Spain, which ;" " the company which," And likewise

after the name of a person used merely as a word ; as, " The
court of Queen Elizabeth, which was but another name for pru-

duce and economy."

Which, was formerly applied to persons as well as thinge, and
Is BO used in the common version of the Scriptures.

5. l^hat is often used as a relative, instead of

irho or vshich, and applied both to persons and
things.

6. What is applied to things only, and is

never used but when the antecedent is omitted ;

as, " This is what I wanted "=that luhich I

wanted.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE RELATIVE.

1. The office of the relative is twofobi.— Ist. It is used to
connect its clause with the antecedent for the purpose of
further describing it. Thus used it is saAA io ha additive ; as,

" Light is a body which moves with great celerity" =an(/ it moves,

Ac. 2nd, It is used to connect its clause with the antecedent
for the purpose of limiting or restricting it like an adjcctivo or
adjunct. Thus used. It is said to be restrictive ; iu>, " The man
who is good is happy"=The good man is hapj)y.
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2. Whoever, u-hosocver, whatever, and whatsoever, are used as
compound relatives, and are equivalent to the relative and a
general or indefinite antecedent ; as, " Whosoever committeth
sin, is the servant of sin ;" that is " any one," or ^' every one who
committeth sin,'" &c. " Whatsoever things are of good report ;"

i. e. " All things (vrithout exception) which are of good report."

3. Which and what are sometimes used as adjectives, and have
a noun following them ; as, " Tell me what books you are
reading ;" " Which things are an allegory." In this sense,

which applies either to persons or things, and in meaning is

equivalent to this or these.

4. Who, and also which and ichat, without a noun following,
are sometimes used as indefinite pronouns

; as, I do not know
who will be our next Governor General.

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

IVho, which, and ivhat, when used in asking

questions are called Interrogative pronouns,

and always refer to some substantive expressed

or understood.

As interrogatives, ivlto is applied to persons

only ; vjhch and xvhdt^ either to persons or

things. IVhat is indeclinable.

IVho^ whichy and what, used responsively, are

indefinite pronouns ; as, " I know who wrote

that letter."

A Relative pronoun refers to a subject that

is antecedent ; an Interrogative to one that is

subsequent ; as, " James, who did it," " Who
did it? James."

EXERCISES.

I« it proper to say—the man who, or the man which ? why ?

the dog who, or the dog which ? why ?

the tree who, or the tree which ? why 7

the family who,or the family which? why?
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XXKRCISES IN PARSING.

A pronoun is parsed by stating its kind, num-
ber, person, gender, case, government and rule.

The boy who studies will improve. I love the man who tella

the truth, but all hate him who deals in falsehood. Do you
remember the man whom we met ? There is the book which
you lost. It is the same book that you bought. That is the
lady who has been kind to us, and whose hand is ever open to

the poor. It is the hand of the diligent that maketh rich. He
that giveth to the poor U-ndcth to the Lord. The Temple
which Solomon built. Who gave you that book, which you
prize so much ? Which house is yours ? He who preserves me,
to whom I owe my being, whose I am, and whom I serve, is

Eternal.

ADJECTIVE PRONOUNS.

There are four sorts of Adjective pronouns;

viz. : the Possessive^ Distrihvtvie^ Dcmoustratwe,

Indefinite.

1

.

The Possessive pronouns are such as denote

possession. They are my, thy, his., her^ our, your,

their, its, oicn.

2. The Distributive pronouns represent objects

as taken separately. They are each, every, either,

neitlier,

3. The Demonstrative pronouns point out ob-

jects definitely. They are titis and that, with

their plurals, tliese and those.

4. The Indefinite pronouns denote persons or

things indefinitely. They are none, any, all,

such, ijuholc, so?ne, both, one, other. The two last

are declined like noun.s.
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OBSERVATIONS.

1. These pronouns are called adJective,'becaxLse, like adjectives,

they either are, or may be, followed by a noan which they gualify
or limit.

2. Possessive pronouns have the same meaning as the pos-
sessive case of the personal pronouns to which they relate, but
are used dlfiferently. The possessive pronoun must always have
a noun after it, the possessive case of the persoaal, never, as it

always refers to a noun previously expressed ; thus,

Possessive Pronoun Possessive Case.

This is mi/ book
;

This book is 7nine.

That is her pen
;

That pen is hers.

This is your hat

;

This hat is yours.

It is their house
;

The house is theirs.

Note.—On-n is added to another possessive to make it em-
phatic

;
as, " 7ny own," " tlieir own" " the boy's own book."

3. Mis and her, followed by a noun, are possessive pronouns
;

not followed by a noun, they are personal pronouns.

4. That is sometimes a demonstrative, sometimes a relative,

sometimes a conjunction, and sometimes a noun.

That is a relative when it can be turned into tvho or whichf

without destroying the sense ; as, " The days that (or which)
are past , are gone forever."

*
That is a demonstrative pronoun when it is placed immediately

before a noun, expressed or understood ; as, " That book is new."
" That is not the one I want."

That is a conjunction when it cannot be turned into who or
which, but marks a consefjuence, an indication, or final end

; as,
'• He was so proud, that he was universally despised." He an-
swered, " that he never was so happy as he is now." Live well
that you may die well.

That, or any word, may hi used as a noun
;
as, the word, that

is spelled with four letters.

All the indefinite pronouns (except none) and even the demon "

ilralive, distributive, and possessive, are adjectives belonging to

nouns cither expressed or understood ;
and in parsing, I think

they ought to be called adjectives.

The phrase none other should be no other.

—

Another has no
plural.
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5. Among indefinites may also Le reckoned such words a?, no, (t^

few, many, several and the like ;—the compounds whoever, what-
"^

ever, whichsoever. &c., and who, which, and what, in responsive sen-
tences.

6. None is used in both numbers ; but it cannot be joined to i^^
a noun. ^^^
The Adjective Pronoun or Pronominal Adjective is parsed by

stating, part of speech, class, the noun it qualifies and Rule. 'C^

%
EXERCISES.

My book, her shoes, your horse, their father, his brother, "^^ <

every hour, that table, these quills. This is my book ; that \ >
book is yours. Where is my hat ? These apples are good

;

^
give some to your brothers. I will give one to each. I have
given them all away, every one. Every day try to do good to

some person. This book will do as well as that one. Every
boy should keep his own books. Do good to all men—injury

to none.

See Syntax, Rules, xiii, xiv, xv, xvi, xvii.

NOCSS, AIITICLSS, ADJECTI\-ES AND PROXOUNS TO EB PARSED.

I found my hat upon your table ; but where is yours? Who
put that glove in my cap ? Have you seen the book which my
father gave to me? That rod of yours is longer than mine, but
not so long as John's. Those trees have lost their loaves. Every
book on that shelf is mine, I will give you a liat of them. Keep
this knife for my sake ; it is a good one. All men are mortal

;

time waits for no one ; a wise man will improve every moment
for some useful purpose.

PREPOSITIONS.

A Preposition is a word which shows the

relation between a substantive following it, and

some other word in the sentence ; as,

" Before honor is humility." " They speak concerninij virtue'

In these sentences, the preposition, " before^' points out the

relation between "honor "and "humility;" and ^^ concerning
"

points out the relation between " virtue " and "speak."
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Note.—Instead of a noun or pronoun, a preposition may be
followed by an infinitive mood, a phrase or clause of a sentence,

used as a substantive ; as, We are about to depart. Honored for

having done his duty. The crime of being a young man.

1. Every preposition requires the substantive after it to be
in the objective case. When any preposition does not govern an
objective case, it becomes an adverb ; as, He rides about.

2. But, in such phrases as cast ttp, hold out,/all on, the words
up, out, on, may be considered as a part of the verb, rather than
as prepositions or adverbs,

3. Of the words related by the preposition, the one preceding

it is called the antecedent term ; the word following it is called

the subsequent term ;
and the latter being governed by the

preposition is called its regimen. The preposition and its

regimen united constitute a complement of the antecedent
term ; the number of complements a word may have is not
limited.

In such expressions as, a bunting, &c., a being used for at or
on, is a preposition ; and, in, he jumped ashore, unless seperated,

it is a prefix merely.

Physical relations are for the most part local. Activity is

motion. Relations of activity are directions of motion, and
arrange themselves in antitheses, forming a beautiful system

;

as, in and out, the only absolute relation of space
; be/ore and

behind, above -and beloiv ; relative relation of space ; to and
from, relations of direction ; into and out of a compound rela-

tion ; also, relation of Time, as after, during, agent and instru-

ment, by, u-ilh, cause or motion as, on account of, opposition,

against; exclusion, but, except, possession of.

Parsing.—The preposition is parsed by stat-

ing what part of speech, the words between
which it shows the relation, and the Rule

;

thus,

•' Before honor is humility." " Before" is a preposition, and
shows the relation between " honor" and " humility."

EXERCISES.

1. Point out the prepositions in the following ezcrcieeB, and
parse them :
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I went from London to Bath. Queen Victoria walked about
the garden with her son. They dined without me. I fell off a
ship into the river near (to) the bridge. This bo.\ of wafers is

for you. Charles put it upon the table against the inkstand.

Tnin down the lane througti the gate. I shall go up the road
after him. Run to that tree near the house. It stands between
the trees. Put it on the table at the side of the house. I

found the knife among the ashes under the grate. Sit by me,
John is at school. They all went except me.

(&e Syntax Rule* XVIIl, XIX.)

1. A Verb is a word that affirms something
of its subject; as, I vsritc ; \\vwt flies.

2. Verbs are of two kinds with regard to the

nature of their action; Transitive and Intransi-

tive.

3. A Transitive Verb expresses an act done
by one person or thing to another ; as, James
strikes the table ; The table is struck by James.

An Intransitive Verb expresses the being

or state of its subject or an act not done to

another ; as, I am^ he sleeps^ you run.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. The use of the verb is, to affirm. That of which it affirms

is called its subject^ or nominative.

2. Transitive verbs includes all those which express an act
that imsscx over from the actor to an object acted upon ; as, lie

loves t/j». Here, "//«' is the actor, "loves" e.xpn sscs the a-t,

and us, the object loved, or acted uj)on. The same thinj; can bo
exprcHPed by another form ; thus, " We are loved by him." Of
these two forms of llie verh, thu lirst is culled the acliva voice,

and the second, the passive voice.

Intransitive verbs include all verbs not transitive, whether
they express oction or not

; and they have only one form^
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namely, that of the active voice ; as, I am ; you walk ; they
run. A tew have the passive form, but the sense is the same
in both ; as, " / am come," and, " / have come."

3. Intransitive verbs are sometimes rendered transitive, by
adding a noun of the same, or similar signification with them-
selves, as an object ; thus, intransitive, I run ; transitive, I run

a race.

4. The same verba are sometimes used in a transitive, and
sometimes in an intransitive sense

; thus, transitive, " Charity

thinketh no evil ;" intransitive, " Think on me."

5. Transitive and intransitive verbs may be distinguished by
the sense, as follows :

1st. A transitive active verb requires an object after it to com-
plete the sense ; as, The boy studies grammar. An intransitive

verb requires no object after it, but the sense is complete
without it ; as. He sits, you ride.

2d. Every transitive active verb can be changed into the passive

form ; thus, "James strikes the table," can be changed into

"The table is struck by Jame.".'' But the intransitive verb
can not be so changed ; thus, I smile cannot be changed into

I am smiled.

3d. In the use of the transitive verb there are always three

things implied ; the aclor, the act, and the object acted upon.
In the use of the intransitive there are only tico—the subject

or thing spoken of, and the state or action attributed to it.

Verbs that denote merely to be or exist, are always intransitive,

and are called Substantive verbs, all others are called Adjective
verbs

,

1. In the following Exercises, point out the lerfc*, and tell

how you know them to be verbs ; thus, " learn" is a verb,

because it tells us what " boys" do ;
" rides" is a verb, because

it tells us what " a man" does, &c.

2. Tell which verbs are transitive, and which intransitioe,

and how you know them to be so; llius, "learn" is transitive,

because it tells us what "boys' do to lessons; "rides" is

iutrangitive, because what "a man" dots is not done to any
person or thing.

Boys learn lessons. A man rides. We read a book. My dog
barks. The fire burns. The fire burns me. lie took their

apples. You saw them. We touched it. They strik'j her.

I threw a stone at his window. They killed my rabbit. The
horses eat their corn. The cows drink water. I can ride well.
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A ride improves the health. That man walks fast. A long
walk tires me. I love her and you.

In the following sentences, it takes tico, and sometimes three

words to make the verb ; and these two or three arc always
parsed together as one part of speech.

I will icaier the garden. James can write a letter. You may
ride on my horse. Eobert will give a book to you. Tes, he
will give you a book. You must light the candle. Your
father has sold his horse. I have bought him. John will brush
your coat. He should have brushed it before. James will have
written his letter before night. He may have it written already.

In respect of form, verbs are divided into

Regular, Irregular, and Defective,

1. A Regular Verb is one that forms its

Past tense in the Indicative active, and its Past

participle by adding ed to the Present ; as Pres-

ent, act ; Past, acted ; Past Participle, acted.

These are also called the weak conjugation,

because they require the aid of addition from
without to the present, to form the preterit or

past tense : as fill, filled. Here the addition of

the sound d, a contraction for did, is necessary.

Verbs ending in e mute, drop c before cd ; as, Zojr, loved, loved.

2. An Irregular Verb is one that does not

form its Past tense in the Indicative active, and
\X.s Past participle by adding cd to the Present;

as, Present, ivrite ; Past, zciote; Past participle,

written.

Tlic Vcrb.s of tiic Ancient or Strong Conju-

gation form their Past., or Preterit tense, by sim-

ply changing the vowel. Thus, sang is formed
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from sing by changing / into a. They are

called Strong because the Past is thus formed

independently within itself, without any addition.

[Fowler, 328.

3. A Defective Verh is one in which some of

the parts are wanting. To this class belong

chiefly Avxilkny and Impersonal^ or rather, Vni-

personal verbs.

AUXILIARY VERBS.

The Auxiliary, or Jaiping verbs, are those by
the help of which verbs are inflected. They
are the following, which, as auxiliaries, are used

only in the present and the past tense, viz.

;

I'res. Do, havf, shall, will, may, can, am, must.
Past Did, Lad, sliouki, would, might, could, wa.s, .

The verb to be is used as an auxiliary in all its tenses.

Be, do, have and will, are also piincipal verbs.

The auxiliary (or holi)ing) verbs are so calk d, because, by
their help, the verb is enabled lo express varieties of time and
manner ot acting or being, which it could not do without them.
The auxiliary always slands before its verb, and the two are re-
garded, in parsing, as oue jmil </ j.ttc/t ; as I will write, he lui"

written, we nuitj write, tjc.

Of the auxili.iricp, shall imidies duty or obligation ; will, pur-
pose or rcKoliition

; may liberty ; ean, ability. The fiast tense ol

these verbs is should, wcnld, miyhl, couU ; but still they express
time Very indefinitily.

In nflirmative sintcnce;^, will, in the first | erson, intimates
resiliition and promising; as, "1 wiU go;" in the second and
third, it commonly foretells; as, " Yoi. ?rj7^ bo happy."

Shall, in the first i)erKon, only Joretells ; as, " I thall go to-mor-
row ;" in the second and thiul, it promises, commands or threat-
ens

;
as, '• Thou »h 'It not steal."
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EXERCISES.

1, Put the following regular verbs into the Past tense and Past
participle

:

Fear, love, look, hope, show, learn, move, wash, clean, walk,
desire, return, oblige, forra, force, punish, support, turn, touch,
disturb, place, try, deny, cry, delay.

2. Change the following verbs from the Past tense into the

Present

;

Marked, protected, composed, favored, turned, hated, mixed,
believed, wounded, rushud, preached, hunted, crushed, warned,
pleaded, loved, ended.

The Accidents of Verbs, are roiccs^ Moods,

-TenseSy Ni/mhcrs, and Persons ;—also Participles.

OF VOICES.

Voice is a particular form of the verb, which

shows the relation of the subject, or thinp; spok-

en of, to the action expressed by the verb.

Transitive verbs have two voices, called the

Active and the Passive.

1. The Active Voice represents the subject

of the verb as acting upon some object ; as,

James strikes the table.

Here the verb " ftrilccs," in the active voice, indicates what its

subject, " Jamfs" does to the object, " Table."

1. The Passive Voice represents the subject

of the verb as acted upon by some person or

thing; The Table is struck by James.

Here the verb, " i> ttruck" in the pasHive voice, indicates what
Is done to the subject, " labU," by James.
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3. Intransitive verbs hai-e not a passive voice.

A few admit a passive form, but not a passive

sense ; thus, I am come, means the same thing

as, I have co?ne.

4. When a verb, usually intransitive, is made
transitive, it is th*en capable of a passive voice

;

as, " My race 2s run.

EXERCISES.

In each of the followiug sentences the pupil may be questioned,

as on the first, in the following manner : Who is the person
spoken of in this sentence ? An .—John is the person spoken
of. What is said of John ? Ans.—It is said of John he studies.

Does the word represent John as acting, or as acted upon ?

Ans.—The word represents John as acting. In what voice

then is "studies?" Ans.—Studies is in the active voice.

Change the sentence so as to make " grammer," the thing
spoken of, and express the same meaning. " Grammer is

studied by John." Analyze this sentence in the same way as

the other.

John studies grammer. Cain slew Abel. Noah built the ark.

The temple was built by Solomon. Columbus discovered Am-
erica. Pride ruins thousands. Most men are governed by cus-

tom. I have written a letter.

MOODS.

Mood is the mode or manner of expressing the

signification of a verb.

Verbs have five moods ; namely, the Indica-

tive, Potential, Subjunctive, Imperative, and Infini-

tive.

1. The Indicative mood declares the fact

expressed by the verb simply, and without

limitation : as, He loves ; He is loved.
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2. The Potential mood declares, not the fact

expressed by the verb, but only its possihilty\;

or the liberty, power, a?'//, or obligation, of the

subject with respect to it ; as,

The wind may blow ; We may walk or ride ; I can ticim /

He Kould not itay; You should obey your parents.

3. The Subjunctive mood declares the fact

expressed by the verb, not as actual, but as con-

ditionaly desirable, or contingent ; as

" If thy presence yo not with us carry us not up hence."
This mood is subjoined to another verb and dependent on it.

4. The Imperative mood commands, ex-

horts, entreats, or permits ; as.

Do this
; RrmemheT thy Creator

; Ilear my people ; Go
thy way for this time.

5. The Infinitive mood declares the mean-
ing of the verb in a general manner, and com-
monly has to before it ; as, To love.

OC8ERVATIONS.

1. The subjunctive mood differs from the indicatirc only in
the second and the third person singular of the present tense.
The verb " to be," diff.rs also in the past tense.

In ordinary discourse, the imperative mood has only the sec-
ond person.

Among the poets, bowcver, wc sometimes find & firit SkiiAsk third

person in the impeialivc
;
as, " Confide we in ourntlvcs alone''

—

"With virtue be ue armed,"

—

IlunCt Tatao. "And rest we here,

Matilda said."

—

Scott. " Somebody call my wife."

—

Shakctpearr.
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" Fall he that must bonrath his rival's arm,

And live the rest secure from future harm."

—

Pope.

*' Laugh those that can, wefp those that may."'

—

Scott.

Such expressions as " Hallowed be thy name,"—" Thy king-

dom come,"—" Be it enacted,"—" So be it," &c., maybe regarded

as examples of the third person in the imperative.

This mode of expression is sometimes used, even when no de-

finite individual is addressed ; as, " Let there be light." " Perish

he, whosoever he be, that took me," &c.,—ffidipns Tyrraanus.

In the original these expressions arc in the Imperative.

The infinitive mood may be co:^sidered as a verbal noun, hav-

ing the nominative and the objective case, but not the possessive;

and hence it is used either as the subject of another verb, or as

the object after it.

When the verb in the infinitive has a subject why should we
not give it number and person ?

Singular. Plural.

1. person, He desired me to do it. 1. They desired us to do it,

2. person, I desired thee to do it. 2. I desired you to do it.

3. person, I desired him to do it. 3. I desired them to do it.

TENSE OR DISTINCTION OF TIME.

Tenses are certain forms of the verb, which

serve to point out the distinctions of time.

Time is naturally divided into Present, Past, and Future ; and
an action may be represented, either as incompbte and continu-

ing, or as completed at the time spoken of. This gives rise to

six tenses, only two of which are express-d in English by a dis-

tinct form of the verb. The others are formed by the aid of

auxiliary verbs : thus,

p ( Action continuing ; as, I love, I do love, I am loving.
RBSENT

^ ^g^,Q„ completed ; as, I have loved, I am come.

p J
Action continuing ; as, I loved, I did love, I was loving.

i AST.
^ Action completed; ns, I had loved, T was come.

„ S Action continuing : as, I shall or will love.
FCTCKK

^ j[ction computed; as, I shall have loved.

The tenses in Enghsh are six; namely, the
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Present^ the Present-perfect, tlie Past^ the Past-

perfect^ the Fi/ti/re, and the Future-perfect.

TENSES OF THE INDICATIVE MOOD.

The Indicative mood has all the six tenses:

they are used as follows
;

1. The Present tense represents what is go-

ing on at the present time; as, I love you, J

am loved.

2. The Present-Perfect tense represents an

action or event as completed at the present time

;

or in a period of which the present forms a part;

as " John l/as cut his finger." ** I have sold my
horse." " I have done nothing this week."

3. The Past tense represents what took place

in past time; as, "Queen Elizabeth died in

1603 ;" " The ship sailed when the mail ar-

Tivedr

4. The Past-perfect, or plu-perfect tense

represents an action or event as completed at or

before a certain past time ; as, " I had walked

six miles that day;" *'A11 the judges had taken

their seats before Sir Roger came."

5. The Future tense represents what will

take place in future time; as, *^ I will see you
again, and your hearts shall rejoice."

6. The Future-Perfect tense represents that

an action or event will be completed at or be-
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fore a certain time, yet future ; as, " I shall have

got my lesson before ten o'clock to-morrow."

Note.—The tenses inflected Mithout an auxiliary, are called
Simple tenses ; those with an auxiliary are called Compockd
tenses.

TENSES OF THE OTHER MOODS.

7. The Potential mood has four tenses : the

Present, the Present-perfect, the Past and the

Past-perfect.

The tenses in this mood indicate the time, not of the act

expressed by the verb, but of the liberty, power, will, or obligation,

expressed by the auxiliary, or sign of the tense ; thus, " I may
write," does not express the act of writing aa present, but only
the liberty to write, expressed by the auxiliary may.

Hence the time expressed by the verb in this mood is less

definite, and depends not so much on the tense as on other words
with which it stands connected. This is the case especially

with the Past tense.

8. The Subjunctive mood, in its proper form,

has only the present tense. The verb to be has

the present and the past. The indicative

mood is also used as the Subjunctive.

Sometimes the imperative mood is found in

the present-perfect tense ; as, '* Have done

thy charms, thou hateful withered hag."

—

Shakspeare.

9. The Imperative mood may always be re-

garded as present ; i. e. the command, &:c., is

present, though the doing of the act commanded
is future.
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10. The Infinitive mood has three tenses;

the Present, the Perfect and the Future, as, to

love, to have loved, to be about to love.

11. Participles have three tenses ; the Present^

the Past, and the Perfect ; as. Loving, loved,

having loved.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE TENSES.

1. The Present tense is used to express, 1st—^^the simple

existence of the fact ; as, " He fpeaks." 2d—what is habitual

or always true ; as, " He takes tea." 3d—In historical narra-

tion, it is used for the past ; as, " C.TSar haves Gaul," for " Cwsar

U/t Gaul.

2. The Present-perfect is used, 1st—To express what has

taken place at the present time, or in a period of time of which the

present forms a part ; as, " My father has arrived." 2d—To
express an act or state continued through a period of time
reaching to, and including tho present ; as, " He has [now]
studied six months." 3d—To express an act long since com-
pleted, whc-n the reference is not to the act of finishing, but to

tho thing finished as still existing; as, "Cicero has tcritten

orations-"

3. Tho time indicated by the Past tense is regarded as entirely

past, however near ; as, •' I saia him a moment ago." It is also

used to express what was customary in past time ; as, " She
attended church regularly."

4. The Past tenses of the Potential, and tho Subjunctive
mood, arc less definite in regard to time, than the same tcnscK

in the Indicative.

PARTICIPLES.

A Participle is a word which, as a verb,

expresses an action or state, and, as an adjec-

tive, qualifies a substantive ; as,

There is a boy amusing himself; Devoted to study, he soon
became bamed

;
Il'ivivg finished our task, we may play.
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Verbs have three participles ; the Present,

the Past, and the Perfect; as, Loving, loued^

having loved ;
—Being loved, loved^ having been

loved.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. The Present Participle active ends always in inff, and has
an active signification ;

as, James is building a house. In many
verbs, however, it has also a passive signification ; as, The
house was luildtng, when the wall fell.

2. The Past Participle has the same form in both voices. In
the active voice, its signification is active ; as. He has concealed

a dagger under his cloak ;—In the passive voice its signification

is passive ; as. He has a dagger concealed under his cloak.

3. The Perfect Participle is always compound, and has an
active signification in the active voice, and a passive significa-

tion in the passive voice.

4. The participle in -ing is often used as a verbal or participial

noun, having the nominative and objective case, but not the
possessive. In this character, the participle of a transitive

verb may still retain the government of the verb, or it may be
divested of it by inserting an article before it, and the preposi-

tion if after it.

5. Some participles, laying aside the idea of time, and simply
qualifying a noun, become participial adjectives, and as such
admit of comparison ; as. An amusing—a more amusing—a most

amusing story. A most oevotcd friend,

NUMBER AND PERSON.

1. Every tense of the verb has two Numbers,
the Singular and the Plural ; and each of these

has three Persons.

2. The First person asserts of the person

speaking; its subject is always / in the singular,

and ive in the plural ; as, / write ; u:e write.

3. The Second person asserts of the person
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spoken to ; its subject is always thou in the sin-

gular ; and yc or you in the plural ; as, '^hou

writest ; yc or you write.

4. The Third person asserts of the person or

thing spoken of; its subject is any noun, or the

pronoun he, sht\ it, or thcy^ used instead of it

;

as, John reads ; he walks ; they run.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. The first, fccond, and iLird persons plural arc, except in

the verb lo he, always like the first person singular.

2. The second person siugular of the present indicative
active ends in si or est ; as, thou lovesl ; th»u rcaiicst

;

—of the
past, generally in xt; as, thou lovcdst. All the other persons
in both numbers in this tense arc alike.

3. Verbs that end in s, sh, ch, z, r, or 0, form the third person
singular of the present indicative active, by adding e?, or, in

the grave style, eth ; as Ho leaches, or teachelS. Ail others add
« or Ih, OTclh; as, he loves, or lovcth

;

—leads, rcadeth.

4> Verbs in y with a consonant before it, change y into 1

before the terminations e^l, es, elh, ed ; but not beiorc ing ; as,

/ry, triest, trics^ trtdh, tried, trying.

5. The Infinitive mood, or a clause of a sentence, sometimes
expresses that of which a person spealis, and is therefore the
subject of the verb. Wheu it docs so it is always regarded as

the third person, and a prunoiin stan«ling iiisf* a(i of it is in the
neuter gender; as, Tojjlay is pkiisant ; it promotes health.

CONJUGATION OK VERBS.

1. The Conjugation of a verb is the regular

combination and arrangement of its several

voices, mcods^ tenses, numbers, and persons.

2. In the active voice, most verbs have two
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forms ; the Common ; as, I read ; and the Pro-

gressive ; as, I a?n reading.

Besides these, iu the present and the past indicative active,

there is a third form called the Emphatic ; as, / do read, I did

read. The other tenses and also the progressive and the passive

form, arc rendered emphatic by placing a greater stress of voice

on the first auxiliary ; as, I have read—I am reading—it is read.

3. In parsing a verb is conjugateci by giving

its principal parts, as follows ;
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PAST TENSE.

1. I was. 1. We were.

2. Thou wast. 2. You were.
3. He wns. 3. Thej were.

PA3T-PBBFECT TENSE.

Sign, had.

1. I had been. 1. We had been.
2. Thou hadst been. 2. You had been.
3. He had been. 3. They had been.

IfJTUBa TENSE. (PREDICTIVE.)

Signs, Shall and vill •

1. I shall be. 1. We shall be.

2. Thou wilt be. 2. You will be.

3. He will bo. 3. They will be.

• Will in the first person singular and jilural, intimatos rcsoUuion and
f-omuina ; as, I icill not let thee go except thou bless me. We reill go.

>rttl make of thee a great nation.
Will, in the second and third person commonly /or<;/f//» ; a.s, Ho xctll re-

ward the righteous. You, or they, will be very hapi)y there-
Shall, in the ft>i»( person, only /ore'elli ; as, I, or we, ahall go to-morrow.

In the second and third person. Shalt commands, jiromiti'j'i or thrtatenn ;

as, They, or you, ihall bo rewarded. Thou shall not steal. The soul that
sinnoth »hrdl die.

But this must be understood of affirmative sentences only ; for when
the ientcnoe is intcrmRative. just the rcvorso commonly takes place : as,
ShnK I send you a little of the pieV i.e. vill yov. permit mo to send it?
Will James return to-morrow ? i. e. do you expect him ?

Whan Xho second and third person are represented .is the subjects of
their own expressions, or their own thoughts, SHALL foretells, ps in the
first person ; as, " lie says he shaU bo a loser by this bargain." "Do you
suppose you Khali gf^ and WILL proinisc.-i, as in the first person ; as,
" He says he <cHl bring Pope's Homer to-morrow."' '• You say you will

certiin jr come.
Of Shall it may bo remarked, that it never expresses the iriVi or resolu-

tion of its nominntirr ; Thus, / sh<tll full |
Thou shalt love thy neighbor

;

lie shall be rewarded ; express no resolution on the part of/, thou, ne.

Did Will, on the contrary, always intimate the re.o'.lution of its nom. tho
diOiculty of applying iriil and shall would be at an end ; but this cannot
be said : for tnimgh icilt in thofirnt ppigoii nlwuys exiuc'ses tho re olution
of its tuim. vet in the second nadthiid it dues not alicaus/ortteil, but often
inlimnt-?!" tnc rejo! ; ti' u "f its ri'.ni. a? strorglj n9 it iloer in tho '>•' perfinn;

thus, Yo iriU not come iinio mo tha ye may have lifo. Uu » HI not perform
the daty of my husband's brother.— 2>i-u/. xxv. T, see also verse 'J. Accord-
ing'y icould, tho r-'st time of iriU is used in iho same manner ; as, And he
was ang-y and imuld not go in.— Aui-e xv. 28.

Shi'ufd an. I would nrc subject to the mime rules as shall and will ; thoy
are petiernly attended with a eupposiliun ; as, \^'ero I to run. L should
foon bo f.-'.tigucd. Sec.

Shi'uJd is often usi'd inctead o{ nuohi. to express duty or obliention ; as,

tf« should remember tho pour. )Ve ouuhl to obey Uud rather than men.
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rOTUBK TENSE, (PROMI«SIVE.)

Signs fhall and u-ill.

1. I will be. 1. We will be.

2. Tbou shaltbe. 2. You slmll be.

3. He shall be. 3. Thiy shall be.

FCTCKK-PERFECT TENSE. (PREDICTITK.)

Signs shall have and u-ill have.

1. I will have been. 1. We will have been.
2. Thou shall have been. 2. You shall have bien.

3. He shall have been. 3. They shall have been.

FCTCBE-PERFKCT TENSE. (PROMISSIVK.)

Signs, shall have and tvill have.

1. T shall have been. 1. We shall have been.

2. Tho'i wilt have been. 2. You «vill have been.

3. He will have been. 3. They will have been.

POTENTIAL MOOD.

PnESENT TENSE.

Signs, mat/, can, must.— Iriflect with each.

Sinjuhr. Plural.

1. I may he. 1. Wn may be.

2. Thou mj'ys't be. 2. You may be.

:?. He may be. 3. They may be.

PRESENT-PERFECT TINSE,

SigmP, may have, can have, or musl have.— Inflect with each.
1. I may have been. 1. Wt- may have been.
2. Thou mayst* have been. 2. You may have been.
3. He may have been 3. They may have been.

PiST TENSE.

Sisrns, miyht, could, ivoul/l, Hhoahl—Inflect with each.
1. I might he. 1. We might be.

2. Thou iiii;:lit.st» be. 2. You might bo.

3. He might be. 3. They might be.

• Morcll and Prof. Fuwler, largn (Grammar, spell these words— move»»
mii/htctt.
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PART-PERFECT TENSK,

Signs, might have, could have, %co)iId have, should have.—Inflect with,

each.
1. I might have be^n. 1. We might have been.
2. Thi. II njiKli'st* have been. 2. You nnKht have bet-n.

3. He might have iieen. 3. Tlicy mij^ht have bccn.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
PRKSKNT TENSE, (^Suhjunctive form.)

Singular. Plural.

1. 7/ I ne. I. // we i e.

2. if thou be. 2. 7/ you he.

3. // hu be. 3. // "they be.

PAST TB.NSE (^Suljunctice form.) \

1. If I were. 1 If we were.

2. If thou were or wert. 2. Jf you were.

3. if he were. 3. If tliey were.

IMPEUATIVE MOOD.
Singular. Plural.

1. Lri me be. 1. Bt- wi-, or b-t ub be.

2. Be, or be thou. 2. B--, or he ye or you.

3. Let him be, or be he. 3. Let them be, or he they,

INFINITIVE MOOD.
FBKSKNT TENSI. PBIIFGCT TENSE.

To be. To licive been,

TUTCRK TENSE.

About to be.

PARTFCirLES.
Present, Iking. I'akt, Been. I'tnEKcr, Having been.

• .Miirell and Prof. Fuwlcr, lurgo Graiiunar, ? pell these words— ;«ij/c««,

t Tbe reuiainiiiir ten?M df thii« tnond arc. in every roppeo.t Fimiliir to
the curie.--|'<ii<ili< g tcii.>^i'S of tlio itidieiit>v<- iiio< it. Jiul hdihh fiiy ttiiil (ho
f tine r'«*rli't"t wl en ufcd wiih ii ri,n_uiiiti-.i, hnn mIhiU \n nil tlie |>oif(iii8 ;

thii!<. Il 1 -lotll hiivo l-ivud. If iIh'U Nlinlt have loved. If ho '•IniU hnvo
luvC'l, If we, jiiu, or they tlinlt hnvu loved.

y/.'.ii/' iiiil'-i'. j:r,:jt, wlntlur icv., may be joined to the subjunctive
mood, aa well ast/.

£
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EXERCISES.

Ara, is, art, wast, I was, they were, vre are, hast been, has
been, we have bci-n, ha<<8t been, we had- been, you have been,

fihe has been, we were, they had been.

I shall be, shalt be, we will be, thou wilt be, they shall be, it

will be, thou wilt have been, we have been, they >vill have bjon,

we ebail have been, am, it is.

I can be, mayst be, canst be, she may be, you may be, he
must be, they should be, mightst be, he would be, it could be,

wouldst be, you could be, he may have bsen, wast.

We may have been, mayst have been, they may have been,

I might have been, you should have been, wouldst have been;
(if> thou be, we be, he be, thou wcrt, wc were.

Be thou, be, to be, being, to have bi^en, if I be, bs ye, been,

having been, if we be, if they be, to be.

6now is white ; he was a good man ; we have been younger;
she has been happy ; it had bet-n late ; we are old ; you will be
wise ; it will be lime ; if they be thine ; be cautious ; be heed-
ful youth ; we may be rich.

THE VERB "TO LOVE."

The regular verb to love, in the common
form, is inflected through all its moods and
tenses, as follows :

ACTIVE VOICE.

rniNcrpAL rARta.

Present, love. Past, loved. Past parliciple, loved.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

p.;ic-:e.nt THN3B, (Aclioii Continuing.)

Singular. Plural.

1- I love. 1. Wo love.
2. Tliou lovest. 2. You love.
3, He loves («r lovetli), 3. They love.
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(EMPHATIC rOKM.)

Singular. Plural.

1. I do lovf!. 1. We do love.

2. Tbon d«i»it love. 2. Yi; or von do love.

3. He doce love. 3. They do love-

(PBOQRESSIVG FORM )

Singular. Plural.

1. I anj loving. 1. W'e arc* loving.

2. Thou art loving. 2. Yn are loving.

3. He is loving. 3. The} are loving.

pnESE.ST-PEnFECT TE.NSE, (AclioTi Compkled.)

Sign, have.

1. I have lovfd. 1. We have loved,

2. Thou hast loved. 2. You havcj lovid.
3. He has or hath loved. 3. The}' have Joved.

Another Form.— Verbs o/molion.

1. I am come. 1. *Ve are come.
2. Thou art come. 2. Ye are oirne.

3. He is come. 3. 'i hiy are come.

lASr TEN-E, (.tction Continuing.'^

1. 1 loved. 1. We lovt«'.

2. Tliun U)V« (1st. 2. You lovid.

3. He loved. 3. They lovid.

PAST TIIK.SE. (h'inphatic Form.)

1. I did love. 1 W.- did love.

2. Thou didst !ovo. 2. Ymi dj.l h)Vo.

3. He did love. 3. Tlu y did love.

PAST-PEtiFBOT TENFB, {Action Completed.)

Bi'.;n, hail.

1. I had h.v.d. 1. We had loved.

2. Thou hadnt lov i1. 2. Vou liU'! loved.

3. He hud loved. 3. Tluy had loved.

rUTtUB tes.sk, u i;r.i))i ijve) {.iction Continuing.)

1. I shall love. 1. We shall love.

2. Thou wilt love. 2 Ye ^r you will love.

X He will love. 3. They will lovC.
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FUTUKB TKNSB, (PROMiSSivE ) (AclioH Continuing.)

1. I win love. 1. We will Uive.

2. Thou shall love. 2. You shall li-ve.

3. He shall love. 3. They shall love.

KITURE-PEUKECT TK.NSE, (I'REDICTIVK.) (Action Comideted.) "

1, I shall have lov^^d. I. We shall have loved.

2, Thou wilt have loved. 2. Jfe or you will have loved

3, He will have lovtd. 3. They will have loved.

FUTCRE-PKRKECT TESSK, (I'ROMISSIVB.) (--If/jon Compltted.)

1. I will have loved. 1. We will have loved.

2. Thou sliiiit have loved. 2. Yon shall have loved.

3. He shall have loved. 3. They shall have loved.

POTENTIAL MOOD.

I'RESINT TKNSB, (Aclion Coutiiiuinij.)

Signs, »w/, can, must.

1. I may love. 1. We may love.

2. Thou mayst love. 2. You may love.

3. He may love. 3. They may love.

PBESENT-rEIilKCT TENSE, {Acti « CoMipUletl.)

Signs, mai/ have, can have, mnsl have.— Infli-ct with eaeh.

1. T may have lovtd. 1. We uiav have loved.

2. Thou mayst have loved. 2. Yoli may havt- loved.

.3. He may have loved. 3. They may have loved.

PAST TK.ssK, (Action Continuing.)

Signs, might, coultl, iroulif, should— Inflect with each.

1. I miglit love. 1. VVe might love.

2. Thou mightst love. 2. You mi^ht love.

3. He might love. 3 They might love.

PAST-PERFECT TENSE, (Actioil CompUttd.)
^

Signs, might have, ivould have, could hav:, should have.— Inlleet '

with each.

1. I might have loved. 1. VV'e might have loved.

2. Thou mightst have loved. 2. You might have loved.

3. lie nii!,'ht have loved. 3. They might have loved.
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

prb=;bn'T TEX8K {Subjunclive form.) {Action Continuing.')

1. //"I lovo. 1. If we love.,

2. // thou love. 2 7/" you love.

3. .^ ho luve. 3. 7/ they love.

PRESENT TENSE (f/)dicalive /orm.)'{Action Continuing.)

\. If 1 love. 1. If v)e love.

2. //" tloii lovcst. 2. 1/ yon lovo

3. // he loves. 3. /y they love.

VnESEST-PBBFECT TENSE.

1. // r have lovpd. 1. If we have loved.

2. y/" thiiii hast Invid. 2. //"yon have lovt^d.

3. .(/ he has or hath loved. 3. If they have loved.

PA.ST tkn.sk.

1. ^ I loved. 1. // we loved.

2. 7/ thou lovtdst. 2. 7/ you l(>v.-<|.

3. )/ he loved. 3. If they lovtd.

PA.ST-l'ERFECT TENSE.

1. If I had loved. 1. ff we had loved,

2 //" ihoii hiidst loved- 2. 7/" yon had Inv.d.

3. J/ he had loved. 3. 1/ they had loved.

PUTunE TBN6E {Predictive.)

1. If 1 Bhall love. 1. 7/ we Rhall love.

2. 7/" thon wilt love. 2. 7/" you will l<»ve.

1. // he will love. 3. If tluy will love.

rvrvRK TENSE {I'romiBsive.)

1. //" I will love. 1. // we will love.

2. ^ ihftii shalt love. 2. If yo shall love.

3. Jf he shall love. S. 7/" ihey shall lovo.

F"Tin»K-PFRrKCT TENSE (Predictive)

\. 1/ 1 shall have lovd, 1. 1/ we shall have lovod.

2. .(/ thou will have h.ved. 2. //"ye vvilj tiuv,- loved.

3. If he will have loved. 3. 7/" they will have loved.
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futire-perfkOt texse (Promitsive.)

1. Tf I will bav<' loved. 1. 1/ we will have loved.

i. If thou shfilt have loved. 2. If you shall have loved.

3. If he shall have loved. 3. If tluy shall have loved.

The emphatic form of the present ir, If I do love, if thou do
love, if he do love, ete. ; of the past, If I did love, if thou aidst lovCf

•tc, as in the Indicative.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Singular. Plural,

1. Let mc love. 1. Love we.
Common form. 2. Love, or love thou. 2. L(jve,or love ye oryou
Emphaticform. 2. Do thou love. 2. Do ye or you love.

3. Love he or let him love, 3. Love they.or let them
love.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Pment, To love. Perfect, To have loved.
Future, To be about to love.

PARTICIPLES.

Present, Loving. Past, Loved. Perfect, Having loved.

A Verb is parsed by stating,

A Verb and why? kind and why? class and why? conjuga-
tion, Toice and why ? mood a-id why ? tensu and why ? person
and number and why ? subject and rule.

He loves, they love, 1 have loved, you will love, thou teachest

they will learn, he has written, I had given, Jaiui-g will go,

John maj come, he might read, they would liave studied,

children play, hoys stmlied, they did study. Writ.- thou, come
ye. To love, to sing, to have played, reading, sleeping, ruc-

uing, loved, learnt d, having loved, liavinggone, birJ:< fly, horses
galloped, the fire bums, the sun did shine, the moon has
changed.

1 . Tlif Nominative Case.

N. B.—A verb in il e Hctive voiee tells what Fom" person O^

thing dots. Thai perttn or thing, then, is iissul j ct ; thus, in
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the firBt sentence of the snccfeding Exercise, the word "louet^'

tells wliat " he" doi:s ; Ac, therefore, is its subject, nud is iu ihe
nominative case.

2. The Ol-Jec'ke Case.

A transitive verb in the aciive voiee tells what its sul/ ct
does to Kome person nr thing. That person or thing is thfi

o6yfff< of the verh, and is in the obj ctivi- case. Thus, in the
gent<'nce, " He lov. s nn," loves is a transitive verb, and tells

what its subject, /le, does tu us. Us, then, is its ohjici, and is

io the objective case

The nominative, or snbj ct, is usually before the verb ; the
objective is usually aft«r it.

He lov( s ui^, I will love hira. Good boys will study their les-

sons. Childrin love play The dug kilbd my raMiit. James
has wriltLU a b-tter. C'lvvs eat hay A fire warms the room.
Bring sorai* wood. I have studi<d grammar. Giils may write

letters. Your sister can sinir. He wouhl like to hear a song.
Give that book to ine. I will give this book to you Lend me
your pen. Children should ob^y their parents; they should
love G 'd. Remember the Sabbatli day, to keep it holy. All men
must die. Tim; waits for no mm. Do go d to all rmn.
John will mend my pen ; I will thank him. You would oblige

Die by assisting me to k-aru this lesson. Tell Heury to shut
the door.

" And he opened hi" mouth and taught ?h -m saying, Bles.sed

•re the poor in sjjirit; (or theirs* is the kini.'dom of h avi q.

Blessed are t .ey that mourn; fur they shall b>^ comfort<.(l.

Blessed an- tin; meek ;
fur they slutll iijh<-rit tlie eaitli. Ble-si-d

•re tluy which do hunger and thirst after righteousness ; for

they shall be filled."

NEGATIVE FORM.

The verb is made to deny by pla<inEr the word not nft<r the

simple form ; a", Thou lov.st not ;" and between the auxiliary

•nd the Verb in th<; compound forui ; I do not lovo. When two
•nxiliaries are used, not is placed between tlu-m ; as, I would not

have loved.

Tn the infinitive and participles, the negative is put first, ai

Not to love ; not loving.

TNTKUROGATIVK FORM.

The v rb is made to ask a qiusiion by placing the nominatire
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or Riihje.ct after the Kiuiple form ; as, Lovfst tliou? and betwpeu
the auxiM-iry au<i the Vf rb in the cornpotitid forms; as^, Di» I

love? When there aro two anxiliirits the nominative is placed
between thtm ; Shall I have loved? - »

The snhjiinctive, imperative, infinitive, and participles can
not have the interrogative form.

EXERCISES.

T love you. You loved me. .James studies frrammar. Your
father ha< come. He will go soon. Thi- sljip f<>uii. It-red at sea.

John would eat apples Apples wiirgrow on this tree. The
horst' will run a race. The fox had cauirht the goose. Ilahhits

eat clover. Study overcomes most difiieulties. Labor promott g

health. Wraith makes the raan. Poverty scatters frii-nds.

The ships sail. The sun has set. The moon rose. The stars

will shine.

N. B. Let the pupils make simlhir exorcises for themselves,
and parse them.

PROGRESSIVE FORM OF THE VERB.

The Progressive form of the verb is inflect-

ed by prefixing the verb /o be, through all its

moods and tenses, to the present participle; thus,

Presrnt. 1. T am writing. 2. Thou art writing, &c.

pRES Pki;f. I. I hHVc been writing 2. Thou hast been writing, &c.
Past. 1 I was writing. 2 Tfiou w.ist writing. &•;.

Past Pbrf. 1. I had bten writing. 2. Thouhadst bem writing,&c
FuTUKK. I. I shall bi- writiuir, 2. Tlioti stialt be writing, Ac.
FuT. Pkrf. 1. I shall or will have 2. Thou shall or will liave

b(Hn wiiiing. been writing, Ac.

In tliis manner go throu;.<h the other moods and tenses.

Note Veibs which in the < omtnon form imply continuance, d
not KKUally almittlu progres^ive foini; thus, I arn loving^ {y
proper), would mean nothing more than, 1 love.

EXERCISES

1. Change the following verbs from the simple into Ihe pro-
grcsttivc form :
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He wrifes, tliev read, thon teachost, we have learnerl, he had
wriit«-n, thry ^o, you will build, I ran, Juhn lia.s done it, we
t»ii)2hr, h'- stiuds, he st">f)d, tlity will stJiful, tli'-y may read, wc
caa HO V, you should study, wf might have read.

2. Change the following, from the progressive into the simple
form :

We are writin?, they were singing, they have been riding,

wpmitrht be wnlkinfj, I may have been sleeping, they are coming,
thou art ti-achinir, they have bei n eating, he has been moving,
wc have been dffcnding, th<'y had b.en running.

3 Far!*e the above verbs in the p^ogrcs^<ive form ; thus, " We
art writififf ;" ^^ are writini/" is a Vi^rli, transitive, irregular;

tc iU, irrotr, written ; iti the prsent, indicative, active, first per-

son, plural, progressive form.

PASSIVE VOICE.

A Passive verb is formed by putting the past

participle of any transirive verb after the auxih-

ary verb to he and inflected by putting it through

all its moods and tenses; thus,

Prtsenty Am loved. Fait, Was loved. Past }»irt., loved.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

rilESE.ST TENSE,

Singulir. Plural
1. 1 »*m lovi-d. 1. We arc loved.

2. Thou <xl loved. 2 Vou are lov <l.

3. He is loved. 3. They are lov^jd.

PBK8ENT-PERKECT TE.N8K.

Sign, ' ave.

1. I have been loved. 2. We have been lovi d.

2. Thou huHt be- II loved. 2 You have ln-en lovid.

3. Ue has been loved. 3. They have been loVed.

PAST TESSE.

1. I was loved. 1. Wc were loved.

2. Tbou wHst loved. 2. Y"U wer- l.-v.-d.

w He was lovcd. 3 They we e lovcd.
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PAST-PERFEOT TXNSB.

Sigu, had.

1. I had been loved. 1 We had been loved.

2. Thou h;idst bi-en loved, 2. You had-becn loved.

3. He had been loved. 3. They had been loved.

FUTURE TENSE, (Promissive.)

Signs, shall and 7cill,

1. I will be lov-d. 1. They will ba loved.

2. Thou shnlt be loved. 2. You shnll b; lovd.
3. He shall be loved. 2. i'hey shall be loved.

FtJTURE TENSE, (Predict ve.)

1. I fihall be loved. 1. We shall be loved.

2. Thou wilt lie loved. 2. Ye or you will In: loved.

3. He will be loved. 3. They will be loved.

FUTURE-PBRFKCT TKSSE, (Proivissive.)

Signi», shall hive, will have.

1. I will have been loved. 1. We will have been loved.

2. Thou Khiilt have been loved. 2 You shall have been loved.

3. He shall have been loved. 3. They shall have been loved.

FUTURE-PERFECT TENSE, (Predictive )

1. I shall have been loved. 1. We ghall have been loved.

2. Thon wilt have been loved. 2. Yeor you will have been I'd.

3. He will have been loved. 3. They will havg been loved.

POTENTIAL MOOD.

PRESENT TEN'BR.

Singular. Plural.

Signs, may, can, must.—Inflect with each.

1. I may be lov.d. 1. We m ly be loved.

2. Thou njavst be loved. 2. You m<iy he loved.

3. He may be loved. 3. They may be loved.

rUESENT-rERFECT TE.NSE.

Signs,'»nav have, can have, mutt have.— Inflect with each.

1. I may have bi<n lovid 1. Wi; may hav<' bi-en loved.

3. Thou mayHt have bet.n loved. 2. You may have be^n lovid,

3, He may have been loved. 3. They may have been loved.
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PAST TBKSii.

Signs, T>ii;;ht, could, would, sliould.—Tnfloct with each.

1. I might bo loved. 1. We alight b. h>v«d.

2. Thou miKht8t be loved. 2 You ini;iht be lovtd.

3. Ht might bo lovid. 3. They might be loved.

PAST-PEEFECT TENSE.

Signs, might havf, tcould havf could have, should have.—Inflect

with each.

1. I mipht hnvp been lovfd. 1. We mieht have been loved

2. Thou minhtst liavt: been loved. 2. You uii^ht liave bei-n loved]

3. He might have been loved. 3. They might have been lo'd'_

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

PRESB.NT TBN88 (Sulijunctive form )

Singular. Plural.

I. J/ i b<- inved. 1. // we b" loved.

2 // tlioii b'- I(ive#. 2. // you be loved.

3. 1/ he be loved. 3. 1/ they be lov.d.

PAST TBHSB {SubjUTlCliie Jorvi )•

1. // T were loved. 1. // we were loved.

2. // ihou were or wcrt loved. 2. // yu were l.ived.

3. i/ he wtie loved. 3. J/ they were loved.

IMPERATIVK MOOD.

Singular. Plural.

I Be we Inved.

2. Be thou loved. 2 Be ye or yaw loved.

3. Be he loved or let him bo lov'd 3. Be they loved.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Pretenl. To be lov<d. Per/ret. To have been loved.

Future. About to be loVed.

* The riirnri in nil tho rnm.iininsr tenre* it the f>nme ok the indicative
with II rdtijiincti n i>rp'^x«'<l: Ih"^ //" /"wi t'lml // / h"te l,rrn l',rrd. If
J trnt tnrrii. If I had liren Ivred If I ihall or irilt b* l»vrd. If I thatl hav*
bctn lorrd.
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PARTICIPLES.

Present. Being loved. i''»(. Loved.
PeT/ect. Having been loved.

In changing a proposition from the Active Voice to the
Pas-^ive Voice, thi* Bul>ject «if the Active becomp.s the preposi-

tional in the Passivf, and the <)liject of the Active bt-conien the
RnljiHt in the Passive; as, James strikes the table, Act; The
table is struck by Jnm^'fi, Pax.i In changing from the Passive

t() tne Active, the subjoci of the Pa-sive h comt-s the object in

th" Active, audjhe prepositional in iht^ Pasi^ive b-co . es the
Biibjft t in the A<tive ; as. The table is struck by James, Patx

;

James strikes the tJible, Act.

EXERCISE 1.

Thfy arc loved ; we w re loved ; thou art Ir^ed ; it is loved
;

she was loved; he hns been loved; you have been lovod
; I

have be'ii lovt-d ; thou li;i<i.st been luvt-d
;
we shall be loved;

thou wilt be loved; they will be loved; I shall have been
loved

;
you will have been loved.

He CHU be love d ; thou rLayst be loved ; she must be loved
;

they miglit hf loved
;
ye would be loved ; they should In- loved

j

I could be- loved ; thou niayst have been loved ; it mav have
been loved

;
yon might have b -en lored ; if I br loved ; if thou

Wert loved : though we be loved ; though they be loved. Be
thou loved

; be ye loved
;
you be loved. To be lovi d

; loved;
having been loved ; to have been loved ; being loved.

4. Go over the following E.^ercise, and parse each word in

order as directed in preceding Exercises.

He has learu' d bis b-sson. I loved hira because he was good.

A good man will fr>rt:ive those who may have injured him. Lfive

your enemies; 'lo goo 1 to them thai hate you. Remember
your Creator in the days of your youth. NVe ar«! commanded to

love our neigbb(jr as our>'elve8. Thai book was printed in To-
ronto. The winter has been cold, but the ground was covend
with snow. Columbus diseoverecl America. Am' rica was dig-

covered by ColumliiH. ^ have been htudying grammar. It is

n'-ver too late t«)o learn that which is good and usefid. Miss
Marsh has wriHeu some pleading books Good boys love

reading. (Study to understand what you read.
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IRREGULAR VER^S.

The past tenses of the ancient form of the

verb are exhibited in the second and third col-

umns of the ensuing list, the second being ap-

propriated to those that have two forms. The
participles passive are exhibited in the fourth

and fifth columns. The fourth contains the full

participles in tv/, the fifth those where the n is

omitted The asterisk (*) denotes that those

words arc more or less obsolete.

A LIST OF VKRBS COilMONLY CALLED IRllEGULAR.

/'resent.
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Present.
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Present.

I'orsake

Freeze
Freight
Get bc-/or-

Gild

P'St.

forsook
Iroze

got
gilt

Gird be- en- uwrgiit

Glide 'glodc
Givf^^r- mis- give
Go fore- under- wi'nt

Grave
Griud
Grow
Hang
Have
Hear over-

Hcave
Help
Hew
Hide
IJit

•grove
*graud
grew
hung
bad
heard
•ijove

•liolp

hid
Lit

Hold6e-«;>-ir»7/(held

Hurt hurt
Keep kept
Kaucl kuclt
Knit knit
Know/arc- ku^w
Lade, lo load

Lay in- laid

Lead mie- led

Leap leapt
Learn leaiut

Leave left

Lend lent

Let let

Lie, to recline lay

Lift lift

Light lit

Loud un- ovcr-

Lo.se lost

Mako made
Mean meant
Meet met
Melt 'molt
Mofr

Past.

frei<jhted

•gat

gilded

girded
glided

graved
ground

hanged

heaved
hi Ipcd
hewed

kncl.d
knitted

laded

leaped
learned

lifted

li^'Mt.d

luad'.d

•moaned

melted
mowed

Participle.

forsaken
frozen
traugtit

gotten
gilt

girt

given
gone
graven
ground
giown
hung
had
heard
•hoven
•hoi pea
hewn
hidden
hit

holdcn
hurt
kept
knelt
knit
Known
ladt n
laid

led

leapt

karut
left

lent

let

lain

lift

lit

•loaden
loHt

made
meant
met
•miilteu

mown

ParticipU.

freighted

got
gilded
girded
glided

graved

hanged

heaved
helped
hewed
hid

held

kn.fled
knitted

leaped
learned

lien

lifted

lit:luid

loaded

meaned

racJted

mowed
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Prerenl.
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Perfect.

Smite
bow
Speak he-

Speed
Spell mii-

Spend mii'

Spill mis-

Spia
Spit
Split

Spoil
Spread
Spring
Stand under-

with-

Stave
Steal

Stick
Sting
Stink
Strew
Stride le-

Striko

String
Strive

Strow
Swear /or-

Sweat

Swell
Swim
Swing
Swink
Take be-mia- 2

under-over-ie-
]

Teach mis- un-

Tear
Tell /ore-

Think be-

Tlirivo

ThfDW over-

Thrust

Pad.

emote

spoke
sped
spelt

spent
spilt

•span
•spat

split

spoilt

spread
sprang

stood

stove
stole

stuck
•stang
•stank

strode
•strake

•slrook
•Strang

strove

C 'strake )

I •slrook 5

swore

•swet

•fiwoll

swam
•riwang

•swank

took

tiught
tore

told

tliuiight

throve
threw
thrust

Fast.

•smit
sowed
•spake
speeded
fuelled

spilled

spun
spit

Bplitted

spoiled

sprung

staved
stale

stung
stunk
strewed
•btrid

struck

strung

strowcd
•aware

,
sweat
sweated
swelled
swum
swung
•flwunk

' tare

thrived

ParticipUs.

smitten
sown
spoken
sped
spelt

spent
spilt

spun
•spitten

split

spftiit

Bjiread

sprung

stood

stove
stolen

stuck
stung
stunk
strown
stridden

stricken

strung
striven

strown
sworn

sweaten

swollen

fiwang

•swiukcn

taken

taught
torn
told

•thoughton thought
thriven thrived
thrown
thruKt

PartieipUf.

smit
sowed
spoke
speeded
spelled

spilled

spit

splitted

spoiled

staved

strewn
strid

strack

strowcd

sweat
sweated
Rwelled
swum

•swunk
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Perfect.

Tread re-
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the parts are wanting. They are irregular, and
chiefly auxiliary. These are,

—

Present. Past. Past Part. Present. Past. Past Part.

Can could Shall should
May might Will would —^—
Must Wis wist I

Ought Wit or

)

,

Quoth quoth Wot
\

^^"^

Imperative,—Beware.

2. Impersonal, or rather Unipersonal verbs

are those which assert the existence of some
action or state, but refer it to no particular sub-

ject. They are preceded by the pronoun ?/,

and are always in the third person singular; as.

?'/ seems f it becomes^ &:c.

To <eem, &c., is iatr. conseqaently the pron. me has here the
power of the dative case, as it has in Anglo-Saxon.

To this head may be referred such expressions as, It fiailt,

il snowf, it rains, it thunders, it behooveth, it irkcth ; and perhaps
also, methink, methought, meseevis, mesecmed. in which, instead of

it, the first personal pronoun in the objective case, me, is prefixed

to the third person singular of the verb.

[See Syntax Rules XX, XXI, XXIT, XXIII, XXIV.^

ADVERBS.

An Adverb is a word joined to a verh^ an

adjective, a participle , or another adverb^ to

modify it ; as, Ann speaks distinctly ; she is

remarkably diligent, and reads very correctly.

Adverbs have been divi<1cd into various classes, according to

their signification. The chief of these are such as denote,

1. Quality or Manner simply ; as, well, ill, bravely, prudently,
•oftly, with innumcrnble others, fornud from (I'ljectives by
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adding ly, or changing le into hj ; thus, tame, tamely ; sensible,

•ensibiy, &c.

2. Place ; as, here, there, where ; hither, thither ;
hence, &c.

3. Time ; as, now, when, then ; soon, often, seldom ; eTer,&c.

4. Direction ;
as, upward, downward, backward, forward, &c.

5. Negation ; as, nay, no, not, nowise, never.

6. Affirmation ; as, verily, truly, undoubtedly, yea, yes.

7. Uncertainty ; as, perhaps, peradventure, perchance.

8. Intirrogation ; as, how, why, when, wherefore, &c.

9. Comparison ; as, more, most; less, least, as, so, thus, 4c,

10. Quantity j as, much, little, enough, sufficiently.

11. Orier ; as, first, secondly, thirdly, &c.

13. Conjunctive Adverbs ; as, when, where, how, while, &c.

* t

OBSERVATIONS.

1. The chief use of adverbs is to shorten discourse, by
expressing in one word what would otherwise require two or
more ; as, here, for " in this place ;" nobly, for " in a noble man-
aer," &c.

2. Some adverbs admit of comparison like adjectives ; as
a»on, sooner, soonest ; nobly, more nobly, most nobly. A few are

compared irrtgularly ; as, well, better, best ; badly, or ill, worse,

worst.

3. Some words become adverbs by prefixing a, which signifies

tt, or on ; as, abed, ashore, afloat, aground, apart,

4. In comparison, the antecedents as and so are usually
reckoned as adverbs ; the corrtspouding as and so are conjunc-
tions ;

thus. It is as high as Ht-aven.

Circumstances of time, place, manner, &c.,are often expressed
by two or more words constituting an adverbial phrase ; as, iV»

ahorl, mflnc, in general, at moat, at least, at length, not at all, by no
means, in vain, in order, long ago, bye and bye, to and fro, &c.,
which, taken tog(th( r, may be parsed as adverbs, or by supply-
ing the ellipsis

; thup, j>j a short space ; in a general way, Ac.

*^ 6. A Conjimrtivc Adverb stands for two adjuncts, one of
which contains n rdntive pronoun, and the other its antecedent

;

ftfl, I will see you whrn you come, i. e., ^ at the time at which.'

Toll me how it is done,'' i. c, the manner in which.
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EXERCISES.

1. In the following adverbs, point out the class to whick
«ach belongs :

Here, there, softly, boldly, wisely, seldom, upward, once,
twice, hitherto, yesterday, how, more, little, secondly, enough,
perhaps, yes, no, truly, not, already, hence, whence, better,

sufficiently, wisely, somewhere.

Peter wept bitterly. He is here now. She went away yes-
terday. They came to-day. They will perhaps buy some to-

morrow. Ye shall know hereaficr. She sang sweetly. Cats
soon learn to catch mice. Mary rose up hastily. They that
have enough may soundly sleep. Cain wickedly slew his brother.

I saw him long ago. He is a very good man. Soerner or later

all must die. You read too little. They talk too much.
«

Parsing.—An adverb is parsed by stating

adverb, class, word it modifies and rule.

See Syntax RuU XXV.

CONJUNCTIONS.

A CoNjUN'CT ON is a word which connects

words, phrases, or propositions ; as,

" You and-\ must study ; but he may go and play." " Two
and two make four." Of him, and through him, ani to him,
are all things.

Conjunctions are of two kinds ; Copulative

and Disjunctive.

OBSERVATIONS.

The copulative conjunction connects things that are to be
taken together; as, " You and I (i. e., lK)th ol us) must go."

The disjunctive conjunction connects things that are to bo
taken lepara/ely, or one to the exclusion of iho rest; as, " You
or I (i. e., the one or the other, but not both) must go."
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Gonjunctlons are sometimes classified as fol-

lows :

—

1. Connective ; and also.

2. Disjunctive ; or, nor.

3. Concessive ; although.

3. Adversative ; but, yet, truly, indeed.

5. Casual
;
(assigning a reason lor something already said)

;

for, that, so that, because.

6. Conclusive, OT Illative ;
(drawing an inference from some-

thing already said) ;
therefore, wherefore, then, truly.

7. Conditional; if, if indeed.

8. Expletive; there, now. (These words are considered by
some grammarians as adverbs.)

9. Suspensive
;
(expressing a doubt ; whether, whether or not.)

Parsing.—Conjunctions are parsed by stating

what part of speech, kind, what they connect,

and rule ; thus,

" You and I must study " And is a conjunction, copulative,

and connects ijou and /.

1. Parse all the words in order.

Henry and Charles read their lessons. I or ho will be there.

I will be with you unless you call. I slept well though the dog
barked. John says that he will do it. As he writes, so do I

read, for I am fond of reading. Neither the boys nor the girls

are asleep. I would call if I could, but I can not. -Take care

lest you fall. Two and two make four. Uc is better than I

thought he was, though he behaved ill.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. Many words are sometimes to be regarded as one part of

•peech, and sometimes as another, according to their meaning

and function in the place in which they arc used ; thus,

iDimonstralive Pronoun; as, "Give me that book."
Relative Pronoun; as, "It is the eamo that I bought."
Conjunction ; as, " I am glad that you arc come."
Noun; as, the word " That."
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C Adverb ; as, " It is much better to give than to receive."

Mccn, < Adjective ; as, " lu much wisdom is mucli grief."

( Noun ; as, Where much is given, much is required."

C Conjunction ; as, " Since we must part."

SlKCE, < Preposition ; as, " Since that time."

( Adverb ; as, " Your friend has gone long tince."

C Conjunction ; as, " Poor but honest."

Bci, < Preposition ; as, "All but one."

( Adverb ; as, " He has but just enough."

2. When the same word is sometimes a preposition and some-
times a conjunction, let it be remembered that the preposition

is followed by an objective case ; the conjunction is not.

See Syntax Rule XXVI.

INTERJECTIONS.

An Interjection is a word used in exclam-

ations, to express some emotion of the mind

;

as, Oh ! what a sight is here I IVcll done !

A LIST OF INTEnJKCTIONS.

Adieu ! ah ! alas I alack ! away ! aha ! begone !

hark ! ho ! ha I he ! hail ! halloo ! hum ! hush !

huzza ! hist I heydeyl lo I O ! Oh ! O strange !

O brave I pshaw I see I well-a-day I &c.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. The Interjection \s thrown in among the other words in •
sentence, but does not afTect their construction.

O is used to express wishing or exclamation, and should be
prefixed only to a noun or pronoun, in a direct address; as, " O
virtue I How amiable thou art?" Oh is used detached from the

word, with a point of exclamation after it. It implies an
emotion of pain, sorrow, or surprise ; as, Oh! what a sight if

here."

Parsing.— Interjections are parsed by naming
them as such, stating why, and the emotion ex-

pressed.
See Syntax Rule XXVII.
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In the following exercise name the parts of speech, and parse

them.

Hah ! I am glad to see you. Well-a-day I I did not expect
ibis. Alas! I am ruint-d. Indeed! is thatT;rne? What! is it

possible. Lo ! there he is. Hem ! I do not think so. O what
^a benefit education is ! Ah ! you are a happy fellow. Hush I

what was that ? Ha, ha, ha, how laughable that is I Ho ! come
this way. Ah I poor fellow, hois to be pitied. Hurrah! we
Lave finished our lesson. Come ! now for the next.

In parsing the reason of each step need not be stated after

the pupils thoroughly understand it. The only way by which
we can tell what part of speech any word may be, is by the
function or office it performs in the sentence under consider-

ation ; therefore, lists of any and all kinds are worse than useless.

In parsing the relation eho'ild always be given first, and then
the declension, conjugation, &c.

Relation is the grammatical connection

which one word has with another.

Every word in a proposition has some relation or connection
with some other word ; and the first and most essential part of

the process of parsing, is the act of distinguishing these rela-

tions or connections.

Any word related only to one other word is said to be a word
Of tingle relation ; thus, the article or adjective related to its

noun ;
the verb to its subject ; the adverb to the word that it

modifies, kc.

A singU relation is expressed by two words only ; as, " A
•todious boy will improve." Here tho relation of "studious"
U" studious boy."

Any word related equally to two other words is said to be a
wprd of double relation

;
thus, the preposition is related equally

to Its object and some oth r word which it completes in the
proposition, the conjunction is related equally to the part that
It joins, &c.

A word of double relation is expressed by three words at least

;

as, " Among the many enemies of friendship may be reckoned
•uspicion and disgust." H»ro the relation of " among," is

•'reckoned among enemies," and that of "and," is "suspicion
and disgust."
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EXERCISES IN PARSING.

Parse and practice on the following Exercises

:

MAXIMS FOB TOCNG AND OLD.

1. Early Piety.—Remember now thy Creator in the days of
thy youth

;
while the evil days come not, nor the years draw

nigh, when thou sbalt say, I have no pleasure in them.

Children, obey your parents
; honor thy father and mother, is

the first commandment with promise.

A wise son heareth a father's instructions, but a scorner
heareth not rebuke. The eye that mocketh at his father, and
despiseth to obey his mother, the raveas of the valley shall

pluck out, and the young eagles shall eat it. A wise son mak«
eth a glad father, but a foolish son is the heaviness of hig

mother. Whoso loveth instruction lovcth knowledge, but he
that hatcth reproof is brutish.

2. Education.—Train up a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it.

Quintillian recommends to all parents the timely education
of their children ; advising to train them up in learning, ^ood
manners, and virtuous exercises; since we commonly retain

those things in ago which we entertained in youth.

'Tis education forms the common mind
;

Just aa the twig is bent, the tree's inclined.

An industrious and virtuous education of children is a better

inheritance from them than a great estate.

3. Prosperity and Adversity.—If I must make choice either

of continual prosperity oi adversity, I would choose the latter

;

for in adversity no good man can want comfort, whereas, ia
prosperity, most men want discrL-tion. Adversity overcome, is

the greatest glory ; and willingly undergone, the greatest

virtue ; sufferings are but the trials of gallant spirits.

4. Anoeb.—The continuance of anger is hatred ; the contin-

nance of hatred becomes malice
;
tbct anger is not warrantable

which has suffered the sun to go down upon it. Let all mea
avoid rash speaking. One un(iuiet, perverse disposition,

distempers the p<Aco and unity of a whole family, or
society—as one Jarring instrument will spoil a whole concert.

5. BiOHis.—Riches beget pride
;

pride, impatience
;

impa-
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tience revenge ; revenge, war ; war, poverty
;
poverty, humility

;

humility, patience
;
patience, peace ; and peace, riches.

The shortest way to be rich, is not by enlarging our estates

but by contracting our desires. A great fortune in the
hands of a fool, is a great misfortune. The more riches a fool

has, the greater fool he is.

PERSEVERANCE.

It is astonishing to see how much can bo done by persever-

ance. Jessie is not so smart as either of her sisters, yet it

etrikcs me, she will grow up the most sensible woman of the

three; and what do you think is the reason? Wby, because
she never says she can do a thing, but tries, over and over
and over again, till she does it. She is not quick, nor is her
memory very good ; therefore it is a great trouble to her
to learn a lesson by heart ; but yet she is generally better pre-

pared than the others. Though Louisa can learn a page of

history in ten minutes, and Clara went twice through the
grammar before Jessie got to tne twentieth page, yet these
quick folks often forget as fast as they learn, and, like the hare
in the fable, that ran a race with the tortoise, they are left

behind at last.

—

TJitJul Stories.

CORRECT THE FOLLOWING ERRORS, AXD THUS COB-
RECTED, PARSE THE SENTENCES

;

I saw a boy which is blind. We was not there.

I saw a flock of gooses. I loves him.
This is the horse who was lost. He love me.
This is the hat whom I wear. Thou have been busy.
John is here ; she is a good boy. He dare not speak.
The hen lays his eggs. She need not do it.

Jane is here, he reads well. Was you there ?

/ saw two mouses. You was not there.

The dog follows her master. We was sorry for it.

This two horses eat hay. Thou might not go.
John met three mans. He dost not learn.

We saw two children. If 1 does that.

He has but one teeth. Thou may do it.

The well is ten foot deep. You were never there.
Look at the oxes. The book were lost.

This horse will let me ride on Thou wilt better stop.

I can stay this two hours, [her. The horses was sold.
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I have two pen-knifop. The boys was reading.

My lady has got his fan. I teaches him grammar.
Two pair of ladies's gloves. He are not attentive to it.

Henry the Eighth had six wifes. Thou shalt not go out.

I saw the man which sings If I bees not at home.
We saw an ass who brayed at us. Thou can do nothing for me.
They will stay this two days. John need not go.

The reading books should be used in analyzing and parsing,

thereby the temptation to look at the definitions, &o., will be
avoided.

WORDS VARYING IN THEIR ETYMOLOGY.
Remarks.— 1. Words are similar in Orthocphy, when they are

pronounced with the same sound of the same letters.

Examples.—There, thiir,—all, awl,—ant, aunt.

Rem.—2.—Words are similar in Orthography when they are

formed by the same letters, similarly arranged.

Examples.—Read, read,—extract, extract,—wind wind.

Rem.—3. Words arc similar in Etymology when they pertorm
a similar ofiSee in the construction of a phrase or a sentence.

Examples.—With me, to me, by me.

Rem —4. Words similar in Orthocphy differ in Orthography,
and words imilar in Orthography perform very different offices

In different connections.

Rem.—5. Therefore the student must always remember, that
the office, or duty, or function, of a word in a proposition—not

its spelling—determines its Etymology,

Observation.—The following are a few of the words in out
language whose orthography is the same, and whose etymology
is very different. Every oue of these words may be a noun :

A—Adj.—Johnson wrote a dictionary— Walker an-other.

A—Prep.—Wild winds and mad waves drive the vessel a wreck.

Above— Prep —He stands above us. Above, an adv. By the
terms above specitied.

After— I'rep.—He tdat cometh after me, &c. After, conj. He
came after you left.

After—Adj.—The after part of the ship.

At—Prep.—To redeem such a rebel as me ; Wesley. Gold and
silver are the most convenient metals to use as (instead

of for) money. As, proa. Such as I have give I uuto
thee.
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At—Conj.—Just as the twig is bent. As, adv. Nature, as far

as art can do it, should be imitated.

Before—Prep.—He stood be/ore the people. Before, conj. They
kneeled be/ore they fought.

Both—Adj.—On both sides of the stream. Both, pron. Lepidus
flatters both—of both is flattered.

Both—Conj.—And now he is both loved and respected.

But—Prep.—And all but Plato gazed with joy. But, conj. I

go, but I return.

But—Adv.—If we go, we can but die. But, verb. I cannot but

rejoice at his prosperity.

Ere—Prep.—And ere another evening's close. Ere, conj. And
ere we could arrive.

For—Prep.—He travels /or pleasure. For, conj. He cannot be
a scholar, for he will not study.

Like—Prep.—Nature all blooming like thee. Like, adj. Like
causes produce like effects.

Like— Verb.—We like whatsoever gives us pleasure.

Aear—AdJ.—At the near approach of day. Near, prep. He
lives near the springs.

Near—-Adv.— Books were never near so numerous.

Keither—Adj.—He can debate on neither side of the question.
Neither, pron. We saw neither of them.

Neither—Conj.—The boy could neither read nor write.

JVozi

—

Adj.—The next man. Next, prep. Adjectives should be
placed next their substantives.

Off—Adj.—The off ox should keep the furrow. OfiF, prep. John
fell o^the train.

Only—Adj.—Love and love onhj is the loan for love. Only,
adv Only observe the starry sky.

Opposite—Adj.—On the opposite bank. Opposite, pr«p. Wo
stood opposite the Exchange.

Past—Adj.—A pa«< transaction. Past, prep It was pojf mid.
day.

Round—Adj.—Like the round ocean. Round, prep. Flung
round the bier.

Still—Adj. - Still wat.Ts reflect a milder light. Still, adj. Still

struggling, he strives to stand.

Still—Conj—Still, the reflection has troubled me.

Since—Prep.—5iMce yesterday wc have taken nothing.
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Since—Conj.—Since I cannot go, I will be contented here.

So—Adj.—Solomon was wise, we are not so. So, adv. So calm,
so bright.

Than—Conj.—He is more nice than wise. Than, prep. Than
whom none higher sat.

Than—Pron.—We have more than heart can wish.

That—Adj.— That book is new. That, rel. pron. Him that

Cometh unto me I will in no wise cast out.

That—Pron. Adj.—Forgive me my foul murder? That cannot
be.

That— Conj.—I am glad that he has lived thus long.

The—Art.—The man.

Tlie—kdv.— The more I study grammar the better I like it.

Then—Adv.— Then, when I am captive, talk of chains. Then,
adj. The then ministry.

Then—Conj.— Then, I'll look up. Then, pron. Till then.

Till—Prep.— They lnhoTdd hard tm mght. Till, conj. TillI
come, give attt-ntion to reading.

Until—/Vf/).^From morn, even un<i7 night. Until, conj. Until
the day dawn.

What—A<lj.—At wAai Lour did you arrive. What, inter, pron.
What does it avail ?

What—liel. pron.—What Reason weaves, by Passion is undone.

What—Interj.— What ! is thy servant a dog?

What—Adv.— HViar with reading, what with writing, jt'Aar with
talking, I am weary.

Within—Prrp.—To inscribe a circle within a circle.

Within—Adj.—Received on the within bond five hundred dollars.

EXAMPLES OF DIFFICULT WORDS.

1. They helped tne another ;
one, an adj., qual. another.

2. The words aie as follow ; as, a relative nom., sub. to follow.

3. A desire to be thought learned often prevents an improve-
ment ; learned, nn adj., qual. persons understood.

4. He was laughed at ; at, a part of the verb.

5. A rose Kmells sweet ; sweet, an adjective. See Syntax, Rule
xiii.

C. All else were slaves of Satan ; else, an ind. pron., nom. casei
8ul j. to were.
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7. He did not say but that he did it ; but, a prep., gov. the clauses
following it.

8. The wall is six/cet high ; feet, obj. case, without a gov. word
or gov. by prep. by.

9. Whom do they represent me to be V whom, obj. case, after

(in sense) to be. Rule iv.

10. Twice two are four; twice, numeral adj., qual. two; or, an
adv. two taken twice, &c.

11. He relinquished his fair pro.spects as an Egyptian oi high
rank; Egyptian, nom. subj. to would do understood.

12. Let them depend each on his own exertion ; each, obj. gov.

by let ; let each of them, &c.

13. King Alfred, than ivhom there never was a better, is justly

called the Great ; than, a prep., because it shows a rela-

tion.

14. The grove now silent stands a bleached skeleton ; silent, adj.

Rule xiii ; skeleton, a noun in app. with grove.

15. It is ten o'clock ;
ten, num. adj. qual. hours, understood o',

a contraction for of.

16. None of the members of the British Parliament offered much
oppo.sition to the bill for confederating the Provinces of

British North America; confederating, a participal noun,
gov. by for, and gov. Provinces.

17. Forget the faults of o^^grs, and remember your own; ind.

pron.obj., gov. by of.

18. One man's loss is anothers gain; should be another's.

19. Who that has any sense of justice would have given such a

decision? Who, inter, pron. See page 28.

20. He was about to depart to a foreign land, when arrested by
the oflBcers of justice ; about to depart, inf. future ; or,

about, a prep., gov. to depart. Rule xxiii.

21. Such men a» act treacherously ought to be avoided; as, a

relative pron. See p. 75.

22. It is as high as heaven
;
high, adj. qual. it, the first as (used

instead of so) adv. modify high ; the second as a conj. or

prep.

23. What witli one thing and what with another, we kad enough
to do; what, used instead of partly, an adv.

24. Of the crew of that ill-fated vessel, only the captain was
saved ; only, an adj., qual. captain.

2.j. And God said—" I.ct us make man in our own image," &c.

Let, imp. mood, first person plural.



ANALYSIS.

ON SENTENCES.

Hitherto we have classified all the different

kinds of words, which exist in the English

language, and shown the inflexions to which
they arc subject. We have now to show how
these words are combined so as to express our

thoughts in correct sentences.

A sentence, in its simplest form, is the com-
plete expression of one single thought. Such an

expression is commonly termed a proposition,

which is a judgment of the mind expressed in

words.

To make an assertion of any kind there must
be two notions or ideas in the mind : first, The
idea of the thing about which the as.sertion is

made ; and, secondly, The idea of that which

we assert respecting it.

The very simplest proposition, therefore, must
contain two parts, answering to these two ideas;

namely, the word or words conveying that about

which wc assert something, and the word or

words that contain the a'^sertion itself The
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first of these is called the subject ; the second

is called the predicate.

All the names of things which we can think

of, as we have before seen, are substantives ; and
the only part of speech which makes an affirma-

tion is the verb. Hence every sentence must
contain a substantive and a verb. The sub-

stantive will always be the subject of the sen-

tence, and the verb will form the predicate^

except the verb '' to be" as snow is white.

Sub. Fred.

Snow. melts.

1. THE SIMPLE SENTENCE.

A Sentence is called simple when it contains

only one proposition. The two essential parts

of the proposition are the Subject and the Pre-

dicate.

OP THE SUBJECT.

It the subject consists of one unqualified term,

it is called a simple subject, or a grammatical
subject. The simple subject will be a substan-

tive, and it may consist of any word, phrase, or

even a proposition ; such as :

1. A pronoun—/ po.

2. An adjcciive

—

Majv/ fell bravely.
3. An iiilhiitivc vtth—To wdk is pleasant.
4. That fie should do to is strange.
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If the subject consists of a word with one or

more qualifications attached to it, it is called

an enlarged subject or logical subject, which con-

sists of the grammatical subject and its com-
plement, or complements. It may be enlarged

in the following different ways :

1. By an aHjeclive—The good man is happv.
2. By a nonn in apposition — -William ihe Conqueror died.

3. By a partitiole or participial phrase---Wllliam dying soon

afUr, left the kiDgdom to his t>OQ.

4. By a noun in the possessire case—A mother's love pre-
Tailed.

5. B>' a preposition and its regimen—A man of virtue is re-

spected.

The process by which a term is enlarged, by
the addition of various qualifications, may be
seen thus

:

The child ---... cries.

The pood child ..... ciies.

The fiirmer's g<)od child .... cries.

The frtrraiTS gi>o<i child, William, ... cries.

The farraer'H {food ch Id, William, of 7 years old, - cries.

The fHriDcr's g()od child, William, of 7 years old, having )

lost his leg by an -ccidenr, ... 5
cries.

Ht're child is the Riihject, and all the words added simply po to
qnalify it, i. e. to make the idea couveyed more distinct and de-
term ioati-

;
but there is no assertion conveyed except by the

words " cries."

OF THE PREDICATE.

The predicate affirms respecting the subject,

either— first, What it is; or secondly, What it

does ; or thirdly. What is done to it.
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Man is mortal. The snow melts.
The child is warmed.

If the predicate consists of a single verb, or

the verb To be with a noun, an adjective, or

some equivalent phrase after it, it is called a

simple predicate : as,

Autumn departs. Man is mortal.

Europe is a continent. He is of sound mind.

a. All compound verbal expn'S.'ion.<5, conveying a single idea,

must be regarded as forming simple predicates—as :

The coat must be mended. You ought to go.

h. The verb " to be "' can never form a predicate by itself, ex-

cept when it means " to exist," as God /«, i. e exists.

c. The negative may be taken as a part of a simple assertion

—

as:

Strong men will not fall.

Completion of Pukdicate.

When the verb is active transitive it does

not convey a complete notion of the action, un-

less we express the object as well : e. g.

* William defeated j"—Here an imperfect a-'-sertion is made,
unless we ppccify w/iOin he defeated;—" William defeated
Harold."

Hence, when the predicate of a sentence con-

sists of a transitive verb, it requires a completion.,

which completion is termed the object.

The predicate may be completed by any term

that can express the object of the particular ac-

tion, which we affirm of the subject. Such
object may be expressed by

—
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1. A noun—Brutus killed Cxsar.

2. A pronoun

—

Ilim the Almighty power burled headlong.
3. An adj xtivt;—Ho commiserated the wretched.

4. An infinitivt! virl>—He loved to muse.

5. A proposition—He answered, I know not the man.

The predicate may be completed sometimes
by a double object—as

:

Wc call Demosthenes a great orator.

He dyed the cloth a red colour.

a. IntranBitive verbs may take an object after them,—only
the object will generally signify really the same thing as
the suij'-c t, and constqutntly it is put in the nominative
case. This is seen, whenever the case can be indicated
(as in the; pronouns), by the form of the word :

—

Eli ward became king.

It is I.

6. Some intransitive verbs become transitive by putting a
p'eiosition after them. To despair:>=intran^itivc verb.
To despair of^transitive virb. The latter may of course
tukc an oI'Jl< t after it, like any other verb—as :

Pyrrho despaired of truth.

E.XTKNSION OF PREDICATE.

The predicate, in addition to being completed

by an object, may also be more accurately de-

fined by enumerating any of the circumstances

of the time, place, manner, etc., which tend to

render our idea of the action more explicit and
distinct. These we term

—

Extensions of the pre-

dicate^ or completing the predicate.

The predicate may be extended in various

ways :
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1. By an adverb—Leonidas died bravely.

This mny be termed the adverhial &6yaxici.

2. B'' a preposition and its regimen—Hu marched tvith a larje

army.
liiis may be termed the p7-<';uoi!7iona^ adjunct.

3. By a noun in the objective case—He rides euery day.

4. By a participle used adverbially—He reads walking.

5. By an infinitive, as—lie lives to eat.

Observe that a prepositional phrase may belong either to the
subject, predicate, or object—as :

A man ofgreat honesty is respected.— To sub.

The church was (situated o?j the /till— To pred.

He caught him /alHi g on the pavement —To obj.

The circumstances which determine more
accurately the meaning of the predicate, may
be classified under four heads :

Those relatins', Ist, To time ; 2ndly, To place; Srlly, To
manner ; 4thly, To cause and effect.

Complements or Adjuncts of Time.

He came yestcrdai/. 1 suffered for many yean.
The sea ebbs and flows ticice a day.

Complements or Adjuncts ofplace.

He lives in London. Civilization travels westwards.

Learning came/rom the east.

Complements or Adjuncts of Manner.
Birds fly quickly. I am exceedingly sorry.

William Hiitus was shot hy an arrow.

They consult with closed doors.

Cnmphmcnts or Adjuncts of Cause and Effect^

Ho perihht-d_/roffJ hunger.

With jicrsevcruucc all things arc popsible.

The eye was mnde/or .'f^//i/7—(purpose).

Cloth is niiide of ww/— (u.a'.eiial cause).
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To Analyze Simple Sentences the foUcncing points should be carefully

remembered.

First—As a simple sentence, which is an assemblage of wordf
making complete sens**, can contain only one finite verb, the
pupil may select at once from all the other words or phrasep^

acd set it down as the predicate.

Secondly—Consider what is the no'vinative to that verb, and
8et it down as the grammatical subject of the simple sentence
or proposition.

Thirdly—See if there are any enlargements to the subject,

and arrange them accordingly.

Fourthly—Consider whether or not the predicate consists of
a transitire verb, and if so, look next fir its object or comple-
tion ;

consider, moreover, whether that object, when found, has
complements similar to those of the subject.

Fifthly—Whether the verb be in the active or passive voice,

conuider whether there are any circumstances of time, place,

manner, etc , which qualify the action, and set them down as

extensions of the predicate.

Bixthly—Be very careful not to mistake a participle or in»

finitive mood for a predicate. The former must be treated onlj
M an adjective, the latter as a noun.

The conjunction is simply the link between one word,
phrase, or sentence, and another.

METHOD OF ANALYZING SIMPLE SENTENCES.

BZAUrLB 1.

Hannibal, being «ent to Spain, on his arrival there, attracted

the eyes of the whole army.

Subject.
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EXAMPLE 2.

Lagtly came Wintor clotLcd all in freize,

ChatteriDg his teeth for cold.

Subject.
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Dependent propositions are of three kinds

:

A. The fiulistantive proposition.

B, The adji-ctive proposition.

C The adverbial piopOv>-ition.

The substantive proposition is one which, in

reference to the principal proposition, occupies

the place and follows the construction of a

substantive. It may, therefore, take the place

either of the subject or the object of a principal

sentence.

That rce obey the laws of the Dominion 0/ Canada ia wise,

—

Plac*

of Sub.

Ho knows that tee arefree.—Place of Olj.

The adjective proposition is one which, in ref-

erence to the principal proposition, occupies

the place and follows the construction of an
adjective, and always forms a part of the logical

subject or predicate.

The man, who is prudent, looks to the future.

As the aHjtctive sentence or proposition may qualify any snb"
stall ti VI-, it may be attached to any part of the principal sentence
where an adjective is possible.

The adverbial proposition is one which, in ref^

erence to the principal sentence, occupies the

place and follows the construction of an adverb.

Like the adverbial adjunct it may relate

—

1. To Time

—

When war rages, the pcoplo safTcr.

2. To place

—

Where thou goest, I will go.
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3. To manner—He Ruccccdf?, os hisfather did.

4. To Cause and Effect—sucli as :

a. Ground or reason—He wept, because his/ather was not ihert.

b. Condiiioa—I will not let ihee go, except thou lUss me.

c. Concession

—

A though «•« dtsreg ird it, the evil day will come,

d. Purpose

—

In or er that he might escape, he changed his dresB.

e- Consequence—He labours so hard, that he will surely succetd.

REMARK.

Adverbial phrases or propositions are sometimes expressed by
a noun joined with the present participle of the verb—as :

apring returning, the swallows arrive. This is called the
nominatiue absolute.

DiBECTIONS FOR ANALYZING COKPLIX SeMTUTCM.

First—Divide the compl-ex sentence to be analyzed into as

manv portions as there are finite verbtt, being careful to arrange
all the adjuncts with their proper snbject« and pr(^dicatt-8.

Secondly—Keep the order of these sentences as nearlj as

possible the same as in the passage to be ana'yzed.

Thirdly—Prefix a letter to each m-.-mber to designate it;

arrauKe them all in a column one under the other; and opposite
to each write down the kind of proposition, dett-rmined accord*
ing to the explanations given iu the preceding sections.

IXAMPLS.

Caesar, who would not wait the conclusion of the consul's

speech, replied, that he citme not into Italy to injure the hber>
ties of Rome, but that ne came to restore them.

a. Gcsar replied,

b. who would not wait the conclu-
sion of the consul's speech,

C. that he came not into Italy to

injure the liberties of Rome,

p. but that he came to restore them.

Principal prop, to b. e. d.

Adj. prop, to a.

S ubst. prop, to a.co-ord to d.

Sub8t,prop.toa,co-ord. to e.
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III. THE COMPOUND SENTENCE.

A sentence is called compound when it con-

tains two or more principal assertions or propo-

sitions co-ordinate with each other.

There are three relations in which the parts

of a compound sentence may stand to each

other— 1st. That in which two or more asser-

tions are merely coupled together. 2ndly. That
in which two or more assertions are opposed to

each other. 3rdly. That in which wc account

for one assertion by means of another.

The first of these relations is called copulative \

and it presents two principal varieties

—

1. When there is equal stress laid on both members—as :

Man proposes, and God dieposes.

2. When there is a preponderating stress on the second
member—as :

lie not only forgave him, but sent him away loaded with
bonefitK.

The second of these relations is called the

adversative ; and it also presents two varieties,

1. When the second member negatives the fl^^t—as :

The rij:ht»*ous man has many sorrows, but the Lord dclivercth

bim from them all.

2. When the second member or proposition /imif< tho first—

u:
We ought to rejoice, but we must rejoice with trembling.

The third of these relations is causative; it

presents likewise two varieties —
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1. "When the dependence inv:>lves an effect or consequence—
as;

He was an honorahle man ; and, therefore, his friends trusted

him
2. When the dependence involves a ground or reason :

I go away happy ; for I have satisfied him.

EXAMPLE.

Sir Andrew Frceport's notions of trade are noble and gener-

ous; and as every rich man has usually some sly way «ifj sting,

•wbi( h would make no ^rt-at figure were he not a grtat man, he

calls the sea a Bliti^h common.

Sir Andrew Frt^cport's notions of

tradf are noble and generous
;

(and) as every rich msin has usu-

ally some sly way «if jesting,

which would make no grtat figure

Were he not a great man,
he calls the sea a British common,

Prin. prop, co-ord. to e.

Adv. prop, (cause) to e.

AHj. prop, to b.

Adv. prop (condition) toe.

Prin. prop, to 6, co-ord.toa.

CONTRACTION OF SENTENCES.

When two or more propositions of a sentence

have the same subject, or object, only once ex-

pressed; it is said to be contracted ; thus there

may be

—

1. Two or more subjects, and one predicate—as:

The triide winds and tlie mon-oons are perraanent.

2. Two or more preilicaies, and one Buhj. ct—as :

The air expands and becomes lighter by heat.

3. Two or more objects and one predicate,

The sun illumines the mountains and the vallevs.

A. Two or more similar extensions to one predicate.

Moisture is evaporated from the water, and even fiom th©

•now.
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alyzed can be Sfpnrated from each other by leaving one horizon-
tal row blank between them, or by writing each sentence oui
above the analysis.

EXAMPLE.

Who noble ends by noble means obtains,

Or failing, pmiles in exile or in chains,

Like good Aurelius should he rt-ign, or bleed
Like Socrates, that man is blessed indeed.

Prin. prop to b, e, d, and e.

Adj. prop, to a, exten. of sub.

Adj prop, to a, co-ord. to b, and
contracted in sub.

Adv. prop, (concession) to a.

Adv. prop, (concession to o, co-

ord, to d, and contracteid in

sub.

a. That man is blessed indeed
b. who noble ends by noble

means obtains,

e. or failing, smiles in exile or

in chains
d. like good Aurelius should he

reign,

«. or bleed like Socrates.

FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS OF LANGUAGE.

From the above analysis we see that there

are simply four fundamental elements which
enter into the composition of language.

1. The substantive, consisting of the noun, or whatever takes

the place of the noun.

The noun, or its equivalent, always takes the place of the
subject and of the object in the sentence.

2. The attiibute to the noin, i. e. the adjective, or wbaterer
takes the place of the adj ctivc.

The place of the adjective may be taken by the possessive

ca.se of another noun, by a participle, by a noun in apposi-

tion, and somtimes by a prepostion and its case.

3. The verb or assertive, which forms the predicate.

4. The adverb or its equivalents.

The equivalents to the adverb are the preposition and and its

casf, callt d ati ndverbial phrase—as " H*' walks with rapid-

ity" aud sometimes the participle—as : Ho goes hobbling.

These form the various extensions of the predicate.
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If dependent propositions are employed, these arc always
equivalent, either to a noun, an adjective or an adverb

; so that
every eentonce, however developed or however complex, simply
contains the same four elements, viz :—The name, the attribute,

the affirmation, and the adverbial qualification, as shown by
the following table :

—

1. Names.

2, Attributes;

Affirmatives.

All language consiits of

I

Noun 1 Forming
Pronoun I

Adjective used

I
as Noun

[ Infinitive Mood j

{Adjective
Possessive Case

of Nouns
Participles J

V.rbs.
Circumstances f Adverb,
which qualify { Preposition and
the affirmation

"I

Prepositic

, [ Caso.

Subject and ob-
ject in the
proposition.

Enlarpementa
of SuDject
and Object

Predicate.

sionsof
Predicate

1 Exten

J

Prc(
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ON THE LAWS OF SYNTAX.

The principles of Analysis, which have now
been explained, show that there are only three

principal relations in which words stand to each

other in a sentence.

First—The relation betwceu the subject and the predicate.

(Predicative relation.)

Si'condly.—The relation between the predicate and its

various mlaigements. (Objective relation.)

Thirdly—The relation between the noun and its attribute.

(Attributive relation.)

The fundamental law of the predicative rela-

tion is as follows

:

Rule I.— The verb must agree with id iubjecl in number andperton

REMARK.

The subj'Ct of a finite verb is said to be in the nominative case.

In till- noun iheie is no distiiiffion of infl xi'm to pf>int out
the subject utid the object: but iu the pronoun such a dis-

tinction ixistH, and the proper nominative form m'lst be
carefully ob.servtd, when the i>ronouu is used as a subject.

The fundamental law of the objective rela-

tion is as follows:

—

Rule IJ.— Transitive verba in the act. Voice and prepositions take

substantives ajter them as their object.
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1. la the case of pronouns the peculiar objective form must
always be used after veibs and prepositions.

2. Prepositions may relate pubstantivt-s to other substantives,
or to adjectivt 8, or to verbs—as : A man of wisdom. Good
for food. He went to school.

The fundamental law of the attributive re-

lation is as follows :

—

Role III.-—Evert/ adjective or word used at an adjeelive qualifies

some substantive expressed or unders.ood.

Attributes may be expressed

—

1. By the adjective

—

The man, Thi» man, Good man.

2. By the possessive pronoun, or the possessive case

—

My
mother, lily father's house.

3. By the participle—The sun, shining in his strength.

4. By a noun in apposition—William the Conqueror.

5. By a preposition and its regimen—A man of wisdom.

To these must be added the two fundamental
rules for the use of the adverb and the con-

junction ; viz :

Kulc ly .—.idverbs modi/i/ the mc(inin<j of any words ichich convey

the idea of an action, or attribute, and not the idea of existence.

I. <?.—They may modify the verb, the adjective, participle,

and the adverb.

Kule V.

—

Copulative and di»Juncliv: particles unite toycthcr notions

or asfrtions, tchick hold the same relation in any yivn sentence.

REMARK.

The distinction should be remembered between corijunction«

which merely couple words and sentences together co-ordi-
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nately, and those which introduce and govern subordinate
sentences. Thus,

John goes, and Mary follows.

If John go, Mary will follow.

In the latter ca.se the " if" govern the verb go, and modifies
the form of the whole sentence to which it belongs.

SPECIAL RULES OF SYNTAX.

Besides the above five fundamental laws of

Syntax, which are the same for nearly all lan-

guages, there is a number of special rules

relating particularly to the English language,

which should be kept in mind, as aids either

for composing or parsmg correctly. The most
important of these special rules are the follow-

ing :—
N.B.—Throughout the Exercises in Syntax

—first, correct the errors; secondly, analyze

orally the sentences corrected ; thirdly, parse

etymologically and syntactically the word or

words to which the rule refers ; then write a

sentence or two containing the words corretced,

and so go through the Exercise in full.

THE ARTICLE.

Rule I.— 1. The article a or an is but before

common r.ouns in the singular number, when
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used INDEFINITELY ; as, *' A man "

—

^''An apple
;"

that is, any man "—" any apple."

The primary form of this article «« An {ant). The n as been
dropped before a consonant, from regard to euphony.

2. The article the is put before common
nouns, either singular or plural, when used

DEFINITELY ; as, " l!he sun rises"
—

" 'T^he city of

Hamilton.

EXPLANATION.—It is impossible to give a precise Rule
for the use of the article in every case. The best general rule

is, to observe what the sense requires. The following usages

may be noticed

:

Obs. 1. The article is omitted before a noun that is unlimited,

or that stands for a whole species ; as, Man is mortal ; and before

the names of minerals, metals, arts, &c. Some nouns denoting
the species, have the article always prefixed ; as, The dog is a
more grateful animal than the cat. The lion is a noble animal
Others never have it; thus, Lead is softer than iron. Wood is

lighter than stone.

0b3. 2. The last of two nouns after a comparative, should
have no article when they both refer to one person or thing

;

as, He is a better reader than writer.

Obs. 3. When two or more adjectives, or epithets, belong to

the tame subject, the article should bo placed before the first,

and omitted before the rest ; but when they belong to different

sabjecta, the article is prefixed to each ; thus, " A red and
white rose," indicates one rose, partly red and partly white. "A
red and a white rose," means two roses, one red and one white.
" Johnson, the bookseller and stationer," denotes one person.
'• Johnson, the bookseller, and the stationer," denote two.

1, The article is omitted before nouns implying the different

virtues, vices, passions, qualities, sciences, arts, metals, herbs,

Ac. ; as, " Modetty is becoming
;
falsehood is odious ;

Grammar
is useful," <fec.

2. The article is not prefixed to proper nouns ; as, JJurr

killed Ilamilton : except by way of eminence, or for the sake of
distinguishing a particular family, or when some noun U uuder-

n
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stood; as, "He is not a Newton; He is a Eyerson, or of the
family oithe Ryersons ; We sailed down (lie (river) St. Lawrence.

3. An adjective is frequently placed between the article and
the noun with which the article agrees ; as, " A good boy ; an
industrious man." Sometimes the adjective precedes the article :

as, " As great a man as Alexander
; Such a shame."

4. In referring to many individuals, when we wish to bring
each separately under consideration, the indefinite article is

sometimes placed between the adjective maivj and a singular
noun: as, "Where many, a rosebud rears its blushing head ;"

"Full viany d jlovocr is born to blush unseen."

5. The word the is frequently applied to adverbs in the com-
parative or superlative degree ;

" The more I examine it, the bet-

ter I like it ; I like this the, least of any." It is there an adverb.

6. In the translation of the Scriptures, and some other writ-

ings of that time, the is often used before which ; as, " That
worthy name by the iL-hich ye are called "—" The ichich when I

had seen."

—

Bunyan.

EXERCISES.

A great talent without a virtue are dangerous. A man is mor-
tal. A time flies. The money is scarce. John is a better farmer
than a scholar. The black and the white spaniel runs fastest

The black and white spaniel run together. The time and the

tide wait for no man. A red and a white rose grows on this

bush. The black and white man came together. Smith, the

tanner and currier, entered into partnership. Smith, the tanner
and the currier, is a man of great industry.

Write short sentences each of which shall contain the

article a, or an, or the ;—others, which shall contain nouns with-

out an article.

SUBJECT NOMINATIVE.

Rule II.—The subject of a finite verb is in

the nominative ; as, " / a?n''—" Thou art."

—

" He is."—" T:hey are."—" time flies."

E&PLAHATI0N8.—A finite verb is a verb (limited by person and
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number, i. e. a verb) in the indicative, potential, subjunctive, or
imperative mood.

The subject of a finite verb may be any substantive, namely,
a noun, a pronoun, an infinitive mood, a participle, used as a noun,
or a clause of a sentence. All these, when the subject of a verb,
may be regarded as the nominative.

The subject of a verb in the infinitive mood is in the ob-
jective case, except when it is, at the same time, the subject of
the finite verb. I wish him to go. / wish to go. ITe is to be
married. I took it to be him

;
I, He aad it, are the subjects of

the infinitives following them.

In each sentence, point out the verb and its subject If the
subject is not in the right case, change it.

Him and me are of the same age. Suppose you and me go.
Them are excellent. It is probable that her and mc will return.

Robert is taller than me, but I am as strong as him. I am oldir
than him ; but he is taller than me.

NOMINATIVE ABSOLUTE, AND INDEPENDENT.

Rule III.—A substantive whose case de-

pends on no other word, is put in the nomina-
tive absolute, or independent.

SPECIAL BCLBS.

iiL'LK i.—.1 peijoii or tinny addressed, wilhonl a verb or <joierning

tcord, is jnit in the nomiwitive independent, nominalicc o/ address, or
vocative case, and is always second person ; as, '• I remain, dear sir,

yours truly." " Plato, thou reasonest well."

Rlxk 2.

—

A substantive icith a p,irticiple, whose cane depends on no
oilier tcord, is put m the nominative absolute, and is always third pvr-
ton ; a-, " I/e being gone, only two remain.

Rule 3.

—

A substantive unconnected in mere exclamntion, is put in

the nominative ; a«, " the times

!

— the manners f"

ROLI 4.

—

A substantive used by pleonasm, be/ore an njjirmalion, it

put in the nominative ; a.", " Yo\XT fathers, where arc tbey 7"

Under these Rules, a mistake can be made only in the case
of pronoune.
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Me being absent, the business was neglected. Thee being

present, he would not tell me what he knew. Oh 1 happy us,

fiurroimded with so many blessings. Thee too 1 Brutus, my
son 1 cried Caesar overcome.

THE PREDICATIVE SUBSTANTIVE.

Rule IV.—The predicate substantive after a

verb, is put in the same case as the subject be-

fore it; as, "It is /."—"He shall be called

Johnr—" I took it to be him.

EXPLANATION.—Verbs having the same case after as be-

fore them, arc chiefly those which signify to be, or to become ;

passive verbs of naming, making, choosing, and the like
; as, "John

became a scholar ;" " David was made king." The nominative
before the finite verb is the subject, the one after it is the predi~

eate, and the verb is the copula. Hence they all form a simple
sentence ; and though the nouns denote the same person or

thing, and are in the same case, they arc not in apposition as in

BcLE V ; but the noun after the verb is predicate of the substan-

tive before it, which is its subject.

It is me. It could not have been them. I am certain it was
not me. That is the man who I thought it to be. Is that thee ?

Whom did they say it was ? I understood it to have been he.

Was it me that paid so? It could not have been me ; but it

might have been him, or her, or both.

SUBSTANTIVES IN APPOSITION.

Rule V.—Substantives denoting the same
person or thing, agree in case ; as, Cicero, the

orator.

Words thus used are said to be in apposition.
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Tour brother has returned, him who •went abroad. I bought
this paper from a bookseller, he who live opposite ;

will you
please to give it to that boy, he that stands by the door 7 Is

your sister well, her that was lately sick ? Hand that book to

John, he who reads so well. The premium for the best writer

is given to Thomas, he who took so much pains to excel.

THE POSSESSIVE CASE.

Rule VI.—A Substantive that limits the sig-

nification of another, is in the possessive ; as,

''Firtue's reward."—" >/^«'j- books."—" The
suris rays."

EXPLANATION.—The noun or pronoun in the possessive,

always limits the noun that governs it ; thus, "Virtue's reward ;"

the latter word docs not mean reward in general, or any indefi-

nite reward, but a particular reward, viz.. Virtue's. This Rule
applies to the relative pronoun, and to the possessive case of
the personal pronoun, when the noun denoting the thing pof-
gcssed is understood ; as, " That book is mine." When exprosseJ,

the possessor is denoted by the possessive adjective pronoun j
as, " That is my book."

Obs. 1.—When several nouns come together in the possessive

case, implying common possession, the sign of the possessive

Cs) is annexed to the last, and understood to the rest ; as,

"Jane and Lucy's books," i. e., books the common property of
Jane and Lucy. But if common possession is not implied, or if

several words intervene, the sign of the possessive should bo
annexed to each ; as, " Jane's and Lucy's books, i. e., books,
some of which are Jane's and others, Lucy's.

Ods. 2.—When a name is complex, consisting of more terms
than one, the sign of the possessive is anuoxcd to the last

only ; as, Julius Casar's Commentaries."—" The Bishop of Lon-
don's Charge."

Obs. 3.—The noun limited by the possessive is frequently
nndcrstood

;
as, " Ho stays at his father's" (house).

Ods. 4.—The preposition of, with the objective, is frequently
equivalent to the possessive, but not always. In tho use of it,

both harshness and ambiguity should be avoided.
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The LoJ'S book. The girls bonnet. The Ladys book, a
birds nest, a bear skin. A mothers tenderness and a fathers

care, are natures gifts for mans advantages. A horse tooth.

James and Tiiomas feet arc cold. Williams and Marys reign.

Sheldon and Companys bookstore is in New York. James lose

is Thomas gain. The Farmers Guide. The Scholars Compan-
panion. The Court's session is put off. The meetings president
was appointed.
In the Anglo-Saxon, the genitive termination of many nouns

in the singular was es, is, ys ;
as, Godes, leafos, mirthis, mannys

;

but, as ' language advances, its grammatical terminations drop
and their place is supplied by auxiliary words.' In the 16th

century, the words his her, and their were used instead of the
genitive endings,

—

'• Where is this mankind ? who lives to age
Fit to be made Methusalem hi* rage.'^ir. Donne.

" And by Ronix her womanish sublety." About the Hollanders,

their throwing off the monarchy of Spain. " My paper is Ulysses

his bow.

—

Addison.

It appears that as cases melted way from the language, his

took the place of is, es, ys, from its resemblance to them in

sound, and that her and their were introduced by an imitative

process.

—

Fowler, 257.

The 's is a contraction for his, and extended to other cases in

a similar manner.

Rule VII.—Two or more singular nouns
coupled with and, require a verb and pronoun
in the plural ; as, James and John are good
boys ; for they are busy.'-'

Two or more singular nouns separated by or^

'And is the only conjunction that combines the acency of two or more
into one. With is sometimes uscdforand— it is then a conjunction ; when-
ever the noun or jtronoun after with i« in the same circuinstancos, case, or
cori<litiiin,-;-that is, acts or sutTors jointly with the sinRular nominative
prceedinK it—the verb and pronoun should be plural; but when the noun
after witn is a mere involuntary instrument, the verb should be sinnular ;

as. The cide A, with the sides U, C, compose the trinn(tle.--Sho with her
jistors arc well.—The Konoral with his men were taken prisoners. --The
squire with his gun kills a fox ; ho with his gun shot a FouiaD---Sho with
her pen writes a letter.
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or «<?/, require a verb and pronoun in the singu-

lar ; as, James or John is dux.

But when substantives connected by and^

denote one person or thing, the verb is singular

;

as,
—

" Why is dust and ashes proud,"—" That
able scholar and critics has been eminently

useful.

EXERCISES.

Socrates and Plato was the most eminent philosophers of

Greece. The rich and poor meets together. Life and death is

in the power of the tongue. The time and place for the con-
ference was agreed upon. Idleness and ignorance is the parent
of many vices. John and I reads better than you. Wisdom,
virtue, happiness dwells with the golden mediocrity. Luxuri-
ous living and high pleasures begets a languor and satiety that
destroys all enjoyment. Out of the same mouth proceedeth
blessing and cursing.

Neither precept nor discipline are so forcible as example.
Either the boy or the girl were present. Neither character nor
dialogue were yet understood. The modest virgin, the prudent
wife, or the careful matron, are much more serviceable in life

than the petticoatcd philosophers. It must be confessed that a
lampoon or a satire do not carry in them robbery or murder.
Man is not such a machine as a clock or a watch, which move
merely as they are moved.

Rule VIII.—When a noun of multitude con-

veys unity of idea, the verb and pronoun should
be singular; as, The class ivas large.

When a noun of multitude conveys plurality

of idea, the verb and pronoun should be plural;

as, My people do not consider they have not

known me.
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EXERCISES.

The meeting were well attended. The people has no opinion

of its own. Send the multitude away, that it may go and buy
itself bread. The people was very numerous. The council

was not unanimous. The flock, and not the fleece, are, or ought
to be, the object of the shepherd's care. When the nation com-
plain the rulers should listen to their voice. The regiment
consist of a thousand men. The multitude eagerly pursues
pleasure as its chief good. The parliament are dissolved. The
fleet were seen sailing up the channel. Why do this generation

eeek after a sign? The shoal of herrings were immense. The
remnant of the people were persecuted. The committee was
divided in its sentiments. The army are marching to Cadiz.

Some people is busy, and yet does very little. Never were any
nation so infatuated. But this people who knoweth not the

law are cursed.

ADJECTIVE AND SUBSTANTIVE.

Rule IX.— i. An adjective or participle

qualifies the substantive to which it belongs

;

as, "A good man."

2. Adjectives denoting one, qualify nouns in

the singular—adjectives denoting more than

ONE, qualify nouns in the plural; as *' Hhis

man."—" i:hese men."—" Six feet"

Obs. 1. Adjectives denoting one, are <Ai», that, one, each, every,

cither, neither ; and the ordinal numerals, yfrii, second, third, &c.

Obs. 2. Adjectives denoting more than one, are tfuse, those,

many, several; and the cardinal numerals, two, three, /our, &c.

Ods. 3. Some adjectives implying number, can be joined with

either singular or plural nouns, according to the sense; as, some,

all, no, &c. ; thus. Some man—Some men.

Ons. 4. Exception. When a noun following the numeral is

nsed in on adjective sense (see page 20) it has not the
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plural termination ; thus, we say, A four inch plank ; a three

foot wall ; a four horse team ; a ten acre field, &c.

Obs. 5. When two or more objects are contrasted, this refers

to the last mentioned, and that, to the first ; as, " Virtue and vice

are opposite qualities ; that ennobles the mind, this debases it."

Obs. 6. Cohpahison. When two objects are compared, the

comparative degree is commonly used ; when more than two,

the superlative ; as, " He is taUer than his father." " John is

the tallest amongst us."

Obs. 7. Double comparatives and superlatives are improper
;

thus, " James is more talUr than John,"—omit more. " He is the
most wisest of the three,"—omit most.

Obs. 8. The Adjective usually precedes its substantive, but
follows when it is attributive ; as, the day is fine, also when
the adjective is completed by a phrase, clause, or proposition

;

as, John is worthy to be loved, the poor of this world rich in

faith.

EXERCISES.

A well six fathom deep. A polo ten foot long. A field

twenty rod w^ide. I have not seen him this ten days. Those
sort of people are common. These kind of things are useless.

You will find the remark on the second or third pages. Each
have their own place, and they know it. The second and third

page were torn.

The nightingale's voice is the most sweetest in the grove.
James is a worser scholar than John. Tray is the most swiftest

dog. Absalom was the most bcautifulcst man. He is the
chlcfest among ten thousand.

His assertion was most untrue. His work is perfect ; his
brother's more perfect ; and his father's the most perfect of all.

Public spirit is a mofe *universal principle

than a sense of honor.

• Chief, univerml, ji^rfect, trur. ic. imiiy the suporlativo dc(?roo with-
out cut or muni. In laiiKuak'o subliiuo or passionato, however, the word
SK.rfrri requirog the suporlativo form to (five it effect. A lover enrupturoJ
with hia avreotheart would naturally call her the mmt prr/>ct of her sex,

Sujierior and inferior always inndy comparisons, and require to after
them.
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Rule X.—The distributive pronouns, each,

every, either, neither, agree with nouns in the

singular number only ; as,

—

Each of his brothers

t's in a favorable situation ; Every man is account-

able for himself; Euher of them is good enough

,

Each relates to two or more objects, and signifies hoih of the
two, or every one of any number taken singly.

Every relates to viore than two objects, and signifies each one
of them all taken individually—it is quite correct to say. Every
six miles, &c.

Either signifies the one or the other, but not both. Neither im-
ports not either.

Either is sometimes improperly used instead of each; as. On
either side of the river was there the tree of life ; instead of, On
each side of the river.

EXERCISES.

Let each esteem others better than themselves. Ever)' one
of the letters bear date after his banishment. Each of them,
in their turn, receive the benefits to which they are entitled.

Every person, whatever be their station, are bound by the duties

of morality and religion. Neither of those men seem to have
any idea that their opinions may be ill-founded. By discussing
what relates to each particular in their order, we shall better

understand the subject.

And Jonathan the son of Shimeah, slew a man of great

stature, that Lad on every hand six lingers, and on every foot

six toes.

Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron took either of them
his censer. The king of Israel and the king of Judah, sat

cither of them upon his throne.

Rule XL—The comparative degree, and the

pronoun other require ^han after them, and such

requires as ; as, Greater than I. No other than

he. Such as do well.
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Suck, meaning either a consequence or so great, requires that ;

as, His behavior was such, that I ordered him to leave the room.
Such is the influence of money, that few can resist it.

RcLE.— When two objects are compared, the comparative is gener-

ally used ; but when more than two, the superlative ; as, This is the
younger of the two ; Mary is tho wisest of them all.

When the two objects form a,group, or are not so much opposed
to each other as to require than before the last, some respectable
writers use the superlative, and say, " James is the wisest of the
two." " He is the weakest of the two." The superlative is

often more agreeable to the ear ; nor is the sense injured. In
many cases a strict adherence to the comparative form renders
the language too stiff and formal.

A comparison in which more than two are concerned, may be
expressed by the roTTi^'ara^iyg as well as the superlative; and ia
some cases better ; but the comparative considers the objects

compared as belonging to dijTerent classes ;
while the superlative

compares them as included in one class, The comparative is

used thus : "Greece was more polished than any other nation
of antiquity." Here Greece stands by itself as opposed to the

other nations of antiquity—She was none of the other nations—
She was more polished than they. The same idea is expressed
by the superlative when the word other is left out ; thus,

"Greece was the most polished nation of antitiuity.' Here
Greece is assigned the highest jilace in the c!a.ss of objects

among xchieh she is numbered—the nations of antiquity—she ia

one of toem.

EXERCISES.

He has little more of the scholar besides the name. Be ready

to succor such persons who need thy assistance. They had no
sooner arisen but they applied themselves to their studies.

Those savage people seemed to have no other element but war.

Such men that act treacherously ought to be avoided. He gained
nothing farther by his speech, but only to bo commended for

his eloquence. This is none other but the gate of paradise.

Such sharp replies that cost him his life. To trust in him is no
more but to acknowledge his power.

James is the wisest of the two. He is the weakest of the
two. I understood him the best of all others wiio spoke on
the subject Eve was the fairest of all her daughters. He is

the likeliest of any other to succeed. Jane is the wittier of the
three, not the wiser.
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Rule XII.—When two persons or things

are contrasted, that refers to the first mentioned,

and this to the last ; as, Virtue and vice are as

opposite to each other as light and darkness;

that ennobles the mind, this debases it.

Former and latter are often used instead of that and this. They
are alike in both numbers.

That and this are seldom applied to persons ; but former and
latter are applied to persons and things indiscriminately. In
most cases, however, the repetition of the noun, is preferable to
either of them.

Wealth and poverty are both temptations ; this tends to ex-
cite pride, that discontentment. Religion raises men above
themselves, irreligion sinks them beneath the brutes ; that

binds them down to a poor speck of perishable earth, this

exalts them to the skies.

And the cloud came between the camp of the Egyptians, and
the camp of Israel, and it was a cloud and darkness to them,
but it gave light to these. Moses and Solomon were men of
the highest renown ; the latter was remarkable for his meek-
ness, the former was renowned for his wisdom. I have always
preferred cheerfulness to mirth ; the former I consider as an
act, the latter as a habit of the mind. Body and soul must
part: the former wings its way to its almighty source, the
latter drops into the dark and noisome grave.

Rule XIII.—Adjectives should not be used

as adverbs, nor adverbs as adjectives ; as, Re-

markable well, for remarkably well ; and, Use a

little wine for thine often infirmities, instead of

thy frequent infirmities, or,

"When and while should not bo used as nouns, nor where as a
proposition and a relative i. e. for in which, &c.

When the qualifying word which follows a verb, expresses

quality, it must be an adjective, but when it expresses manner,
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an adverb ehotild be used; as, "She looks cold; She looks
coldly on him ; He feels tcarm ; He feels warmly the insult of-

ferred to him." If the verb (o be can be substituted for the one
employed, an adjective should follow, and not an adverb ; as,

' She looks [is] cold ; The hay smells [w] su-eet ; The fields look
[are'] green ; The apples taste [are] sour ; The wind blows [is]

EXERCISES.

They are miserable poor. They behaved the noblest. He
fonght bolder than his brother. He lived in a manner agreea-
ble to the dictates ot reason and religion. He was extreme
prodigal, and his property is now near exhausted. They lived
conformable to the rules of prudence. He speaks very fluent,

reads excellent, but does not think very coherent. They cam&
igrccable to their promise, and conducted themselves suitable

to the occasion. They hoped for a soon and prosperous issue

to the war.

From whence come ye ? He departed from thence into a
desert place. Where are you going ? Bid him come here im-
mediately. We walked there in an hour. He drew up a
petition, where he too frequently represented his own merit'
He went to London last year, since when I have not seen him.
The situation where I found him. It is not worth his while.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Rule. XIV.—Pronouns agree with the sub-

stantives for which they stand, in gender,

number and person ; as, All that a ?;hin hath,

will he give for ///; life.

PBR80NAL PBONOIN—SPECIAL RULES.

lUn 1.— When a pronoun rr/cri to Itco or more words taken to-

gether, it becomes plural, and «/ the words are of different persons, it

prrjers tlie first person to the second, and the second to the third ; as,
" J/e and she did their duty." "John and t/ou and / will do oia
duty."
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Rlxb 2.—When a pronoun refers to Iwo or more words in the sin-

gular, taken separately ; or to one of them exclusively, it must be

singular; as, "A clock or a tcatch moves merely as it is moved."

Rule 3.

—

But if either of the words referred to is plural, the pro-

noun must be plural also ; as, " Neither he nor they trouble them-
selves."

Ob3. 1. A pronoun referring to a collective noun in the sin-

gular, expressing many as one whole, should be in the neuter
singular; but when the pronoun expresses many as individuals,
the pronoun should be plural ; as, " The army proceeded on its

march."—" The court were divided in iheir opinions."

Oes. 2, The word containing the answer to a question, must
be in the same case as the word that asks it ; as, " Who said
that?" Ans. " I (said it)." "Whose books arc these?" Ans.
" John's."

Rule.—Xonnit and numeral adjectives must agree in number ac-

cording to the sense ; thus, This bo3-s, should be, these boys, because
boys is plural: and six foot, should be, six feet, because six is

plural.

Whole should never be joined to common nouns in the plural

;

thus, Almost the whole inhabitants were present, should be,

Almost all the inhabitants
;
but it may be joined to collective

nouns in the plural ; thus, Whole cities were swallowed up by
the earthquake.

Give to every man their due. Answer not a fool according
to her folly. Take handfuls of ashes and sprinkle it towards
heaven. RLbecca took raiment and put them upon Jacob.
Thou and he shared it between them. Who is there ? Me.
Who did that? Him. Whom did you meet ? He. Whose
pen is that ? Her or mine's. Virtue forces her way through
obscurity, and sooner or later it is sure to be rewarded.

This boys are diligent. I have not seen him this ten days.
You have been ab.sent this two hours. Those sort of people
fear nothing. We have lived here this many years. The
chasm made by the earthquake was twenty foot broad, and one
hundred fathom in dtpth. There is six foot water in the hold.

I have no interests but that of truth and virtue. Those sort of
favors did no real injury.

RELATIVE AND ANTECEDENT.

Rule XV.—The relative agrees with its
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antecedent in gender, number, and person ; as,

" T'hou idio speakest,"—The hook ichich was
lost."

EXPLANATION.—The relative stands instead of the noun
or pronoun called its antecedent, and also connects the idea

expressed in its clause with the antecedent, either for the pur-

pose of further describing it, or of limiting and restricting it.

Consequently, the relative is always regarded as of the same
person and number as its antecedent ; and, if the nominative
to a verb, the verb will be of the same number and person also.

RcLB.—Who is applied to persons, or to things personified; as,

" The man tcho"—" The fox who had never seen a lion."

Rule 2.—Which is applied (o things, and inferior animals; as,

" The house ichich :" " The dog which."

RuLB 3.—That, as a relative, is used instead of who or which—
1. After the superlative degree, the words same, all, and some-

times no, some, and any; and generally in restrictive

clauses ; as, " It is the best that can be got."

2. When the antecedent includes both persons and things
;

OS, " The man and the horse that we saw yesterday."

3. After the interrogative who, and somctiracs after the per-
sonal pronouns; as, "Who that knows him will believe
it." " I th'Jt speak in righteousness."

4. Generally, when the propriety of ic/io or ichich, is doubtful,
as, " The child thai was placed in the midst."

5. Who merely identifies, whereas tchich classifies. "Our
Father which art in heaven, implies that whereas there

is a fatherhood which is on earth, Ilis is a Fatherhood
which is in II /aven."

—

Al/ord.

The man as rides to market.

—

Fowler's large Gr., '200.

..'1« is often used as a Personal or Relative pronoun, and in

both numbers, and in these cases it should be construed as a
pronoun ;

a.s, " His words were as folloir," that is, Ilis words
were those which follow. Here as is plural, because words, its

antecedent, is plural. His description was aa follows. Here as

is singular, because lUscript ion, its antecedent, is singular ; that
is, His description was this which follows.

—

Ijcnuu:.

Such at I have give I unto thee.

—

Clark, 1C8.

Than is sometimes a relative ; as, " We have more th'in heart

can wish.—Ditto, 169.
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EXERCISES.

The friend which I love. The vice whom I hate. There is

the dog who followed us. They which seek wisdom, find it

All which beauty, all which wealth e're gave, " I who speak
unto you, am he." It is the best which can be procured.

Rule XVI.—When the relative is preceded

by two antecedents ot different persons, it and
the verb generally agree in person with the last

;

as, Thou art the the boy that was dux yesterday.

Sometimes the relative agrees with the former antecedent

;

as,—I am verily a man who am a Jew.—Acts xxii. 3.

The propriety of this rule has been called in question, because
the relatives should agree with the subject of the verb, whether
the subject be next the relative or not. This is true, but it is

also true that the subject is generally next the relative, and the
rule is calculated to prevent the impropriety of changing from
one person of the verb to another, as in the 3rd example.

"When we address the Divine Being, it is, in my opinion, more
direct and solemn to make the relative agree with the second

person. In the Scriptures this is generally done. See Neh. is.

7, &c. This sentence may therefore stand as it is. In the third

person singular of verbs, the solemn eth seems to become the
dignity of the Almighty better than the familiar es ; thus, I am
the Lord thy God who teacheth thee to profit ; who leadeth theo
by the way that thou should go ;—is more dignified than, I am
the Lord thy God who teaches thee to profit ; who hads thee."

Rule.— The relative ought to be placed next its antecedent, to pre-

vent ambiguity ; thus, The boy beat his companion, whom every
body believed incapable of doing mischief; should be, The toy,

whom every body believed incapable of doing mischief beat his

companion.

EXERCISES.

I am the man who command you. I am the person who
adopt tliat sentiment, and m.iintalns it. Thou art a pupil who
possesses bright parts, but who hast cultivated them but little.

I am a man who speak but seldom. Thou art the friend that

hast often relieved me, and that has not deserted me now in the
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time of peculiar need. Thou art he who driest up the Red Sea

before thy people Israel.

The king dismissed his minister without any inquiry, who
had never before committed so unjust an action. The soldier,

•with a single companion, who passed for the bravest man in the

regiment, ofifered his services.

Rule XVII.—A pronoun after than or as^

either agrees with a verb or is governed by a

verb or preposition understood; as,—He is

wiser than I (am) ; She loved him more than

(she loved) me.

When voho immediately follows thin^ it is used in the objec-

tive case ; as, '• Alfred, than whom a f,'reater king never reigned.

Some grammarians consider than in such cases a preposition.

The case of the pronoun following than determines the mean-
of the whole sentence :—Napoleon speaking of Marshal LanneB
says, " Doubtless he loved his wife and children more than
m-^," J. e. : more than he loved me ; if we say, more than I, then
it would be, more than I loved his wife and children, which is

absurd, therefore incorrect.

RcLB.— The word containing the antwer to a guestwn, m\iiil be in

the same case with the woni which asks it; a«, Who said that? 1
(said it.) IFAoae books are these ? JoAn'a (books.)

EXERCISES.

John can write better than mc. He is as good as her. Thou
art a much greater loser than me by his death. She suiTers

hourly more than me. Thev know how to write as well as

him ; but he is a better grammarian than them. The under-
taking was much better executed by his brother than he. They
arc greater gainers than u.s. She is not so learned e^ him.
If the king give us leave, we may perform tho office as well
as them that do.

Who betrayed her companion? Not mo? Who revealed
the secrets he ought to have concealed. Not him : it was her.

Whom did you meet? He. Who bought that took? Him.
I
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Wlif-m flid yf'U see there? He auil hid sistt-r. "Whose pen is

thin ? Miuc'8.

Rule XVIII.—A preposition governs the

objective case ; as, " l"o -ichom much is given

of him much shall be required.

Prepositions sometimes govern proi>ositions ; as, "But be-

fore I cau vtuture to la^ it bt fore you, ii. '8 proper to call your
attention to how matters stood at the time of its publication."

—

Urskint- in behalf of SfoekdaU.

Obs. 1. Whom and which are sometimes poverned by a prepo-

sition nt some dist^tici- aft r tlu-m. Bi]' thi* sbouid (jetierally

be avuidfd ; thus, " This is he whom I gave it to,"—better—•' to

whom I pave it."

("':rs 2 Til" pri iir ai'inn -• f-''T.' 'iDi-p i.niitted. It is 1h n
said to he understood ; thus, " Give (to) me that book," Here,
" me" lb governed by " /o,' underHtood.

SPECIAL RULE.

Bm.K —Xouns denoting TiMu, valuk, weight or MEA8UH1 are

commonly put in the objectwe case without a governiny word; as,

'•'IK was uli.^ciit six moiiUi.i liist f/ntr
"—-'It cost a shiUiiig."—

" It is not wurili a rent "—" Ii wt ighs a jiound."—."The wall is

six fett hifih, and iivo fert thick."

Many frramni'iriiins pnfr to have a prepoKition understood
;

as, Abs' lit during Hix montha. Wall iii high by six feet, thick

by two fin t, &c.

Thi-< may be called the objective of timt, value, k\
The prepoiition is *o called because it is iiHUaliy placed be/ore

It* rij:im n, as in the al»i>ve . .\;iinpV-8. Soin tini k, ho v v. .-,

the Benume msiy \> • so inv-rfid that tin- piepoj^ltioii ./ //okji )!•<

repim'-n immediatiOy, or at sinn- distantv ; ..fi, •' WIkto echo

walks the »fte<p h'lls among."— " Wh"m did he speak to."

To, the Kiun "f the infinitive mood, should not be regarded

an a {>rei)o-'ilion, but as .i ^n|f of verbul prrfix belonging to the

form of the veib in thai part.
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EXE::ciscS.

Tli'8 helontrn to my fithcr and T. Who did ynii pr t it from ?

WJpi> sliiill we sfud it to? I) vidi- it li. twic-n ye, or jrivi- it to

bim and I. This is a.-mall uiaiter hetwet-n y»in and I. »\ ho
did you nive it to 7 Who do \oii work for ?

Ob-. 3. Wht-n the pn-positiotit: to, at, m stand before nftnies

of plaC'K, th« follnwiritf usages should he carefully ohs'Tv.d.

1. To—is MH«d after w«irdK denoting motion toward; as, "He
wi-nt to S(.niti ;" hut iu this case, it is omittud before home

;

08, " He went home."

2. At—is used hefore namfs of houses, villages towns and /or-

etgn cities ; as, " He resides at the KosKin House—at
Geneva—at Lihhou.''

3. In— is used oefore names of muntries and large cities; ae,
" He lives in Enghind—in London " But hetor'- th'-Sf, at

18 usrd alter the verhs tvuch, arrive, liiid ; and sometimes
after the verb to be.

4. In speaking of one's refidenco in the city, at is usi d Viefore

the No», and «n (geneiallj uiidcrstood), before the street.

EXERCISES.

J havo been to home all day. Have yon bfon to Kingston?
They live in Elora village; form il\ liny lived at Liin<lon.

He ban been at England, and has just returned to home. We
toiK hed in FratKf on our way to home. He lives to Mor treal,

at Craig Street, but resided foimerly in No. 50, Cljanii)lain

Street, Quebec.

Rur.E XIX. — Certain words and phrases

should he tollowrd by appropriate prepobi-

*! ):. : Thus •

A( (UHe of. D'fTer Jrom.
A<quit of. ^

JJilliculty in

A'la(»ie'l to.
'

l)\%ii\M\r.\i _/.-om—<liminiitiou of.

Afk r iiKjiiire of a prrson, for DirUj-p- lot' d m w! itl *c Lave,
what w« wibh to see

—

i{fttr — oj what we ex^ject.
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what we wish to hear of. Discourage from.
'

Believe in, sometimes on. Discouragement to.

Betray to a person

—

into a thing. Engaged ma work,—/or a time.

Call on a person,—at a place. Equal to, irith.

Change for, to, into. Made of.

Compare u-ith, in respect of Marry to.

quality,

—

to for the sake of Need of.

illustration. Observation of.

Confide in. Prejudice against.

Conformable, consonant ^0, u<7/i. Prevail (to persuade) with, on,

Conversant u-ith men,-i« things, jipon,—(to overcome), over.

Copy from life nature,

—

after a against.

parent. Profit by.

Dependent !///07i. Protect (others) from,— (our-

Die o/"disease--6'/ an instrument selves) against.

or violence,

—

for another. Provide vith or for.

Exception/rom,—sometimes to. Reduce (to subdue) under,—in

Expert a< (before a noun),

—

in other cases ^o; as, ^> powder.
(before an active participle). Regard for,—in regard to.

Familiar to, u-ith. A thing is Sick of.

familiar to us ; we arc fami- Swerve from.

liar u-ith it. Taste (meaning capacity or in-

Free from. clination) for,—(meaning ac-

Glad of something gained by tual enjoyment) of.

ourselves,

—

at something that Tax u-ith (e.g. a crime),—Af/- the

befals another. state.

Independent cf. Value i// on, or on.

Indulge u-ith what is not habit- Worthy of,—sometimes the <//

ual,

—

in what is habitual. is understood.

Insist upon.

Ob3.—The same preposition that follows the verb or adjective^

usually follows the noun dciived from it, and vice vcr o ; as,

Confide in,—confidence in,—confident in.

EXERCISES.

He was accused with robbery, and aciiiiitted from the charge.

I have been calling upon an old friend. Call in the post-oilicc.

I differ with you in that matter. John ditd by consumption,

Henry died of the sword, and Robert is sick with the jaundicv-.

Try to profit from exixrience. You have a taste of poetry.

Conversant in men and things. Compare this piece to that,

and see which is the l)C8t. I could m-ver bear the taste for

tobacco. This is an exception against the general rule.
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VERB AND ITS SUBJECT.

Rule XX.—A verb agrees with its subject

in number and person ; as, " I read^' " Thou
readcst;' '* He Reads" &:c.

EXERCISES.

1. In the fullowing Exercises, tell which words are verbs

—

which the nominatives—whether the verb and its nominative

agree—and if not, make them agree by putting the verb in the

person and number of its nominative.

You was there. They was absent. Your brothers has been
abroad. Has your sisters come home ? Was you present? The
letters has come. Fair words costs nothing. There is no roses

without thorns.

2. Take the verb to write, and make it agree with /—with

thou—with he—with they—in all the tenses of the indicative

mood. Take any other verb, and do the same.

SPECIAL RULES.

Ri"i.E 1.

—

A singular noun used in the plnral sense, has a verb in

the plural ; as, " Ten sail are in sight."

Rut.i 2.— Two or more substantives sirgular, tiken together, have

a verb in the plural ; as, "Jamfs and John are here."

Exc.—But when sub.stantivcs connected by and, denote one

person or thing, the verb is singular ; as, " Why is dust and
ashes proud ?"

Rule 3.— Turo or more substantives singular, taken separately, or

one to the exclusion of the rest, have a verb in the singular ; "James
or John attend*."

Rct.B 4.— When substantives taken together, are of different per-

sons, the verb agrees with the one next to it ; " James or I am in the

wrong ?" Betti-r, " James is in the wrong, or I am."

Obs. So also when the substantives are of difl'erent numben,
In which case the plural number is usually placed last.

Rile 5.—A eolledive noun expressing many, considered as okk
wnoLi, has a verb in the singular; aa, "The company was large.

2. Hut when a collective noun expresses many, considered at indi-

viduals, the verb ntust be plural ; as, " Vly peopU c/o not consider."
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EXERCISES.

(1) Forty hf>aii of cattle w.i'j frrazin j in the: meadnw. Twolro
brace of [iig^ous whs suM for on-- ilullar. (2) lAf<- nrifl <1'«ili is

iu thi^ power of tin- tnii^ii.-. Out f)f the sam UKUiih proc. eilt th

bhssiii";; and ciiising (3 1 Ether tluj boy or the jrirl wire

pr> Knt (4 I or lliou aiu to blame. (5) The people was

Tery numerous.

I lovt-8 roH(iinir. A soft answer turn away wrath. We is but

of yest" rday and knowi th notliin^. Thou shiill not follow a

muMiitiiie tod'ievil. Theda\suf man is btu as >ira-s. All

tbiufis is naked and op' n to thr- eyes of bin. with whom we
hns to do. All thing- whh ireat- d by him. In hrm w<- live and
moves. Frequefit (•ommi>8ion of erimis harden his heart. In

our earlii St youth th>-' idutatiion of manu- rs are obst-rvable.

The pyiamids of Ei;.\ pt lias sioi'd more thau ibree tbou.-and

years. Th>- numb -r of our (bus ari- with thi-e. A judicious

A variet) of

pursuits d lifiht some prisons Not one of tlu)se whom thou

Bees < lothtd in pill pie are happy. There's two or three of us

who have seen the work.

Rule XXI.—A transitive verb in tlie active

voice, governs the objective c:iie ; as, '* We love

ki'm."—IVhum did they send V"

EXPLANATION.—The transit! v.- v rb in the artive voire,

a1w»tvs tells what its subject or nomin.'itive do.-s to some olbe/
piTson or tbin>i, cjilb <1 its olijerl. \'\\f rule m'-aiis. that this

ohjcrt must alwiiyx he put i'l the ohjeciiv c<i*e.. This rub- is lia-

bb- to be viobit' d onl\ when the obj.-ct is a fironoun, bioiusi' in

all other woril.'*, the lumilnativc and tiie objective case arc
alike.

Nonn** aii'l personal protiimnH in ifi" obj.-- t'V'- rase, are

lisu lilv plai < d lilt r llie Verb—lebnive and interrogative pro-

Qouu, Uauall) butote it.
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T'l- inrinitiv"! mooil, a pnrticijili^ used as a noun, or a pro-
position, may I)- Hit; iMij it of .1 tiHiivitivc a' livft vci h

; an,

" Aitya lov •• fn /iliii/.'—•' Hi- pr.iciiced reading aloinl."— '• 1 know
uh'it hi' will Jo."

H<-- lov s her and T. Did they hurt yt- ? Wo know he and
they. He and th^-v we know. Tin- fiitiid who I \ovf. Take
cir-' »li f) yoii ailmit. I will not {iivi- ye up. Ho who you
igaorautly worship, di-clare 1 unto you.

SPECIAL RULES.

nri.R 1 —An httrnn< tiff rerb lio^a not govern an ohjeetirt cafe;
" K-piiItin^ hiui tif hi.s «ltsi^'n, "— ua.it him.

RcLK J — Intr nfOirr ver/if iti a transitive sense, f.overn the objet'

Uve C'tse ; as, " Hi rnoH a nice."

RrLK 3

—

/nfransitive verbs do not tt'lmif a passive voice, except

vh'it used transitively ; as, " M v race is rwn.''

Rci.E \.— A transitue verb dots not admit a preposition after it*

an, '•
1 will uot allow of it,"—omit of.

Rn.K 5.— Verb* sii/riift/iny to naMK, APP(»Int, constitutr, nnd the

like, generally guvfrn two objectives, viz : the DiKKCT, rienoting the

persoi. or thing acted u}>on ; and the i.simbkct, dinoting the retuU of
the act expr ssed ; as, •» They uamed /jiw John."

EXERCISES UNDER THE SPECIAL RULES.

Show how th«! rule is violated in each of the following 8en-
teiitew, and tomtt the error.

(1) R<»h<rt pla\M hioihelf with hishssons. He lieB him down
on Ih fjrasK (2) Tloy cxpaiiati-d thenin-'lvex larptly. Plnnt-
erK growH cotton. Sit thee down. i3i I am n-Kolved tu i;o.

Ih Miiir father ntntned? He ik almost periHhcd with lold.

(4) Ttny do not want fir Hnytliin^ Hin k rvantn y are, to
wiioin y nluy. l-'ulne BiriiNaiion cininoi dimiuibh fri m hii

real til' lit. (5; He wuij chosen lor a Senator.

FUBJUXCTIVE MOOD.

PiiiF XXII. -1. Tlic subjunctive moDci is

used in tk|t< i.tlcnt clau:c.-:, wlun buth cuiuin-
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gency or doubt, and futurity are expressed ; as,

*' If he continue to study he will improve."

2. When contingency or doubt only, and
not futurity, is implied, the indicative is used

;

as, " If he has money, he keeps it."

To determine whether or not a verb should be in the subjunc-
tive or indicative mood, insert immediately after the conjunc-
tion the one of the two following phrases, which expresses your
meaning (1) as is the case, (2) as may or may not be the case.

When the first formula is the one required, there is no element
of doubt, and the verb should be in the indicative

; as, " If (as

is the case) he is gone, I must follow him."
When the second formula is the one that conveys the sense

of the speaker, there is an element of doubt, and the verb should
be in the subjunctive ; as, " If (as may or may not be the case)

ho be gone, I must follow him.

—

Lutham.

Many of the best writers, and some distinguished gramma-
rians, often used the subjective present, when mere doubt or

contincency is expressed, and not futurity. A contrary practice

of using the indicative when both doubt and futurity are im-
plied, now begins to prevail ; thus, " If he continues to study, he
will improve." But the weight of good authority still, is evi-

dently in favor of the preceding Rules. A general adherence

to them would have tliis advantage, that the mode used would
be a certain guide to the sense intended.

ScB-R0LE.—Lest and that, annexed to a command, require the

subjunctive mood ; as, " Love not sleep, lest thou come to pov-

erty." " Take heed that thou speak not to Jacob, either good
or bad."

Obs.—The subjunctive mood, in the past tense, expresses a
supposition with respect to something present, but implies a
denial of the tliirg supposed; as, 'If I were a nightingale, I

would sing; implying, " I am not."

p:xercises.

If there be a rule it should be observed. Though he be rich,

he is not happy. If the mail arrives to-morrow, we shall have
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letters. If he stndii'S diligently when he goes to school, he
will improve. If he is discreet when he goes abroad, he will

gain friends. If he have money, he must have earned it.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Rule XXIII.—A verb in the infinitive mood
is generally used to limit the meaning of a

verb, noun, adjective, participle, or pronoun;
2is, ^' Cease to do evil;" "We all have our

la/c/if to be improved ;" " She is ct^gcr to learn ;''

*' They are preparing to go ;" " Let him do it."

Sometimes it is used absolutely ; as, " To con-

fess the trutli I was not there. A verb in the

infinitive mood may also limit the meaning of

conjunctions, adverbs, or prepositions ; as, "An
object so high as to be invisible;" "He is wise

enough to deceive ,•" " The army is about to march ;"

the last may be considered a future infini-

tive.

SPECIAL RULES.

RuLi 1.

—

One verb being the subject o/anolher^ is j>ut in the in-

finitive ; as, •' To ttudy is profitable."

Rule 2.

—

One verb governs another as its object or complement in

the injinitive ; nA, " Buys love to play."

Rl'LE 3.— The infinitive, as the subject or object of a verb, some-
times has a subject »f its own in the objective case, and therefore may
have person and number; ns, "For us to do 80, would bo im-
proper."— <' I know him to be prudent."

Rule 4.— The infinitive is used as a predicate nominative after any
verb as a copula

;
on, •' You are to blame."

Rule 5.—To, the sign of the infinitive, is not used after the verbe
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Bin, PAHK. NEED. MAKE, SKB, iiKAn. FKKL. ap'l LKT. in the arti>e voir^^

nor a/ler Lt r in tie fni-isivf ; a.t, " I saw hiiu dn it ;" imt " to do it."

Kri,K 0.— The infinite is unt'd to Frfres-< the pcrposk, end, or

DKSifis of the }>rcc ding act ; as, " Some who came to scojT^ re-

maim-d to pray "

Ellk 7 — [fi comparisons, the infinite mood is put after po, as,

too, oz-thiin; as, " Bf so ^ond as- to read this."—" Too uld to

Itarn."— '• Wither t)mn to niideitaki- it."

EXERCISES.

Strive to learn. Cease do evil. L'-arn do well; H<' ne<d8
not to wiite. I wi.mld mnkt' yon to take care. U.- riari-g

not to do a wicked action ; nor will he dav do it. I heard
him to nay ho. He was hciird say 8o. Let J;im « to do this.

Bid him s|>eak to ni'-. Did yon K<e him to do tli;it? No, bnt

I h> ard him to flo it. Did you hear the bell to liug ? Make
him to go. He was made go.

COMSTRUCTiON OF PARTICIPLES.

Rule XXIV.— Participles have the con-

struction ot nouns, adjecfives^ and verhs^ and
govern the sa;ne case as the verbs from which
they are derived.

SPECIAL RULES.

RrLK 1 .— When the j resent or /lerfeet pnrtiripli- is nued as it noun,

a noun hefnrf it is put in Ihr po.isesxii'e cane ; as, " Much tiep. nds
on thi- iinpil'n compostn;/ tr< (in«-ntly.''

Obs 1 -—A proDonn hefore tin- v»-rhnl no n mnst he the ])0r-

BeHsuf |)i'oiioiiii, and iMt th>' p •NS'S>.ivi! ra.sf ; as, " Much
dc[iendH oil t/niir (imiionin>: f i qn- iiily," (not yourj).

RiLK 2.--- H'/(/'n th' prryent pnrliriple 'isi-d a* a ni)>/ii, h-is an ar-
TICLK, or ADJKCTiVK hrlO'e it, the prepusi/ion i v folliiws ; us, " I5y

the ol.scr>inK <j/ thi He. riil> 8.' •-• A com UU lorKikin^; of the
trnth "

IitLB 3."- When the verbal noun expresses soniclhinj vf which
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thf nnnn following lienotes th^ D'E«. it shnuM hnre the artirle an-i

t!'/, I ^fiuon ; as " It wa-; tiiM in A" ffarinrj q/" thf wjint-s-;."

j! '
' •-) it erpref.^fx xom^fhini/ of irhivk thu noun fnllowm^ ilnet

«"• il'Uo'i the finer, \»U the <niKCT, hoih ithoul'i lie omitted ; as, " The
court sp lit mmh liiH'* in ht-nriiit; iht* witrie>s. -

Rl'LE A ---The pa^t parti ipfe, ani not thf put ten^e, ithould he

xin^'t after th auxiliaries have and BE ; as "I have written" (not
wrote )

Rem —^o alho, the pi-;t partiriple should not be u«<'d for tho
past tense; as "He ran;" not "He run." "I «au; ;" not " I

Bern."

Ous 4.—The pai ti'ipl<- in iny is soTn<'tim"8 tist-d in a passive
Beiisi- Bft»T thi; vi lb to he, to express the continnal anffi rini' of

an artioij
j

as,
"

'I'he ho-ise ».» huilding ; or, " »» beiny btiilt.'^

Both t'ornji* are ust d \iy gf)od wriu-rs and speaktrs.

My broth' r brin^; sii-k, is the ( ausc of his absr-nce. A msQ
mitkiiit; u fcrtnii*.* rb-|jeM<1s paitly on him pursuin^f a proiit-r

Course John atti-mptintc too niuch was the cause of his fail-

tir<*. Hers Koin^ away was not ob-^i rved.

T^-arniug of anyriiini; well, rtqiiin-s application. Th* doing
onr duty ik lonitneiulal)!.-. By rea-linn of f^ood books ttie mind
is inn)roved. Tne giving to every man his own is a sacred
duty.

At hearing the ear, th> y shall obey B-canse of provoking
bis Sons and daughters, the Lord abh<irred them. The great-
est pain is felt in th<- euttini; of the skm.

H< Hhoiibl have wrote Have yon spokt- to the master. I
am altnost froze. She has jnxt b< gau to read. Jam' s ha»
broki- his arm. You should hav diovi* more slowly He has
drunk too much, and should be took home. He might bavo
rode it he choobc.

Correct th<' following errors, and give reason for the change :

I H< en him an hour ago. I <b)iie what you told me. James
run a mile in tin miuutis. Hnd bud not b< gun to be tired The
Bi li"ol !>. gun yiKf.MJHy. H-- oii«ht lo have went, or at bast
to have wrote. 'I'hiit is wion^^, you had nut ought to done il.

Rt'i.K XXV.— In tlic use of verbs and words

tliat in point of timt: rcla:c to each other, the
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order of time must be observed ; for example,

—I remember him these many years, should be

I have remembered him, &c.

EXERCISES.

I have compassion ou the multitude, because they continue
with me now three days. And he that was dead sat up, and
bega:i to speak. The next new year's day I shall be at school
three years. The court laid hold on all the opportunities
which the weakness or necessities of princes afford it, to extend
its authority. Ye will not come unto me that yc might have
life. His sickness was so great that I often feared he would
have died before our arrival. It would have given me great
satisfaction to relieve him from that distressed situation.

I always intended to have rewarded my son according to his

merit. We have done no more than it was our duty to have
done. From the little conversation I had with him, he ap-
peared to have been a man of letters. It was a pleasure to

have received hia approbation of my labors. I intended to

have written you last week.

Rule XXVI.—Adverbs modify verbs, adjec-

tives^ participles^ and other adverbs ; as, " John
speaks distinctly ; he is remarkably diligent^ and

reads very correctly^ IVhde running too fast he

fell."

SPECIAL RULES.

RcLK 1.

—

Advcrhs should not be used as adjectives, nor adjectives

as adverbs ; as, " The preceding («ot the above) extract."

Rule 2.— Two negatives are equivalent to an affirmative, and
should not be v.'ed unless affirmation is intended ; as, " I can not

drink any (not no) more ;" or, " I can drink no more."

Role 3.

—

Adverbs are for the most part placed he/ore adjectives,

njter a verb in the timjde form, and after the first auxiliary in the
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compound jorni ; as, "He is very attcutive, behaves ivell, and is

much esteemed.

This is but a general rule
; for it is impossible to give au

exact and determinate one for the placing of adverbs on all

occasions. The easy flow and perspicuity of the phrase ought
to be chiefly regarded.

The adverb ii sometimes placed with propriety before the

verb, or at some distance after it; as, "The women voluntarilif

contributed all their rings and jewels,"' &c. " They carried their

proposition /ar//ifr."'

Not, when it qualifies the present participle, comes before it.

^ecer is often improperly used for ever ; thus, " If I make my
hand never so clean," should be, " Ever so clean."

Sometimes an adverb modifies a preposition, and sometimes
an adjunct or clausi; of a sentence

;
as, " He sailed nearly round

the globe."—" Juit below the ear."— " Verily I say unto you"

The is sometimes put intensively before adjectives and adverbs
in the comparative degree ; as, " The hijher the mountain, the

roller its top.'—" The faster he goes, the sooner he stops." Thus
used it performs the function of an adverb.

On<«. 1.— Where should not be used for in trhich, except when
the reference is to place ;

as, " The situation in which (^notuhere)

I left him ;" because "situation' does not here refer to place.

Obs. 2.—So is often used elliptioally for an adjective, a noun,
or a whole sentence; as, '-They are rich; we arc not so."—
*' Ife is a yood scholar, and I told you so."

Obs. :;.— Only, solely, chiijly, vicrcly, too, also, and perhaps a

lew others, are sometimes joined to substantives ; as, " Not
'^nly the men, but the women also were present."

Obs. I.—A negatij-e is often mad-.- by the syllables dis, in, itn,

iin, &f., prefixed to a word. When this is the case, another
negative, is sometimes used, to express a diminished kind of

aflirmatiori
; as, "Ho was not unkind." Th<' n<gative terms

are f uch as no, not, neither, nor, never, kc.

EXERCISES.

Come ijuick. Jumes dot « that very good. That was done ex-

cellent. J'ime moves rapid. Apparentslow people accomplish
mu(h if sjfli'.i-nt .stiady. You can read excellent well. It

is real cold.

Thine often iufirmitier. Come the sooncstday possible. The
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«ooni'st time w '11 lip late pn<tiij.'ti. TIip tlim tninistrr opjioepd

tlu' rinasnrc. Tb<- t:<>D(liiioii wiit-it.' 1 foaud liiru whs truly ImkI.

H'.' w:»s hfji- last y ar, siuif wh- n I havt^ -'lot set u hiiu.

We Klioiild not ,hr ovirci'riie ti>t«lly Ity present tTt-nts. ITc

unaffftt" dly and f<»ri:iV)!> spckf, and was ht-ard attentivu'y liy

thf whole ass'tnl'lv. Ii cannot be impertinent or ridiculous,

therefore, to remonstrate. Nt>t (.nlv he fouii 1 her »niployed

but pTasrd and tranu'iil a'so. In ihe proper disposition of a<.l-

verhs, the ear carefully requires to be consulted as well as the

sense

The women contributed all their rinpsand jewels voluntarily

to assi.~t the goveinmt-nt. Hnvinn not known, or having not

considered, the m asur^ s proposed, he failed of success He
was fletermiaed to invite back the king, and to call together

his friends, ^sk me never so much dowry.

CONJUNCTION'.^.

Rule XXVII.—Conjunctions connect words,

PHRASES, or PROPOSITIONS ; as, " He dnd I must

go ; l>i/t you may stay."

RuiK 1.—Conjunctions connect the snme tnonds and tenses

of V( rbs, and cas. s of nouns and pronouns; as, " Do good, and
teek peace."—" Honor thy father and moiher"

Ob9. 1 When conjunetions ci'ijneit different moods and
ten.s. s, or when a contrast is sta'id with bti\ not, though, kc,
the iioniinalive is generally repeated ;

as, " He may return, but

he will not remain.'

0ns 2. The relative after than, is usually in the objective

case; lis, «' Alfred, than vfiom, &i;.

Many Grammarians con.^iiler thin i< -u.h c.iS'" n p:ejii,.;iioii.

Obs 3. After verbs of </ui/ii«/iy, /fu/irtv, «/<•«//< «v, the conjunc-

tion that should be Us d, and not lest, bit:, but thit ; lis, " They
fear d that (not leit) be would die."

Obs. 4. In the compound t< nses, verhs connected in llie samo
tei.si-. have the auxi ^iary • .TpfeSSi-d wi^h the first, and llfid.r-

i,t.,.,.l t., »h.. rtht ; as. ''.T.lpi. ...li \t:.<\, writ-' and si. ill " When
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didp^nt t'^n^es aro cotid 'ft d, th" anxiliary nuist always le
ex;iie>'<t'd ; as, " He h'ls coine, Init he will u<>t sstny.''

lit'LE 2.—CiTtiiin WDi-ils id the ariffc-(.'<l<ut in iul)fr nf ;i ^rn-

ti-H'i', rt qmre corresjxjadiag connLctivcs iu the 3ubac(iut,iit ouu :

thUK,

1. In clauses or words simply connected

—

Both requires and; Hit, " /Jolh In- and I came."
tJithf'T or: as, ^'Either he or I will come."
Jifiiker nor ; as, " .V/tif/ifr he nor I cmie."
W/ifiher ur ; &», " Whether he r>r I came."

2'hvu</h ^ yet ; a8, «' Though he slay me, ye< will I trust

in him."'

Xot only • but aUo ; as, " !fot only he, but also his bro-

ther g(jes."

1. In claases connected so as to imply comparison

—

The comparalive degree nquires than; us, " He is taller than
I am."

her requir<*8 than ; as, " It is no other than he."

EUe than ; as, " What due do you expected than

this?'

As ai (expr-ssing equality); as, " Ho is as tall a»

I am."
A« «o (expressinp «7Wfl^/.v) ; as, "-1* thy day is,

no shall thy strerinth be."

So as (with a uegaiive, e.\preKsing meqtialily) ; as,

" He is not so learned as his binilnr."

So that (exprt-ssiiig consequence); as, "He is to

y-v»k, (hat he eauuot walk."

Sarh as (expressing similar. ty); as, "He, or such

as he."

NoTB —As and so, in the members of a comparison, are some-
tim< H adveihs.

KuLt 3 —When a subseqni-nt clause, or i)art of a sentenee, is

conimon to two dilfi-rent but conu' cted aritecfdi-nt clauses, it

m4isi be 1 4 tally applif able to both
; as, ' That vvmk always has

Leeu, and always will be, ivdmiivd.'

H.; f li'U ai.il wii.t, w.ll. If ii.- say if, find docs it, T huj con-

tiit. Il'li.jb.-Hi lioio , aii>l is well, uive biui the I tt. r. My
fiiiher huH P ad the book, and will r- turn it ln-morr«w. .lames

au<l me ruall the way. Tlmt is a small m.itter b tweeii you
and I. H'ln atid I an- c,t at fri. mis, and so are Mary an<l m.».

N'bodr knows that b. tt r than her and ni"-.

lie will not do it him.self, nor let another do it fi-r bin'.
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Though he slay me, so will I trust in him. That is go far as I

am able to go. This book is equally good as that one. Nothing
is so bad as it can not be worse. lie was not only diligent, but
.successful in his studies. It is neither cold or hot.

James writes better as I do. There were more bcRidcs him
engaged in that business. No more but two can play at this

game. The days are longer in summer bt;sides they are in

winter. Has James no other book but this? Thia is such
conduct that I did not expect. It can be no other but he. Thiy
had no other book excipt this one. 1 would rather read as

write. He had no sooner done the mischief but he repented.

He always has, and he always will, be punctual. James is

taller, but not so strong as his brother. His book is not so

good, though larger than I expected. This hou.se is larger, but
not so convenient as that one. I ever have, and I ever will pay

so. " He depends and confides in me," is as correct as, " He
confides and depends upon me." I am older, but not so feeble

as Thomas. Warm weather is pleasant, but not so bracing as

cold. Iron is more useful, but not so valuable as gold or silver.

Rule XXVIII.—Interjections have no gram-
matical connection with the other words in a

sentence.

After interjections, pronouns of the first person are com-
monly in the objective case; those of the second, in the
nominative ; as, " Ah me ! '—" thou !"

In neither of these, however, does the case depend on the
interjection. The objective is commonly thought to be gov-
erned by a word understood; thus, ''Ah (piti/) me I"—"Ah
{what will become of) me .'" The nominative is commonly the
nominative of the person addressed.

Oh is used to express the emotion of ]>ain, sorrow, or surprise.

O is used to express uiyhinj, exclamation, or a direct address to a
person.

GENERAL RULES.

Rule XXIX.— In every sentence, the words
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employed, and the order in which they are ar-

ranged, should be such as clearly and properly

to express the idea intended ; and, at the same
time, all the parts of the sentence should cor-

respond, and a regular and dependent con-

struction be observed throughout.

Among the evils to be guarded against under this Rule, are
the following

:

1. The use of words which do not correctly or properly
convey the idea intended, or which convey another with
equal propriety.

2. The arrangement of words or clauses in such a way that
their relation to other words and clauses is doubtful, or
difficult to be perceived.

3. The separating of adjuncts from their principals, and
placing them bo that they may be joined to words to which
they do not belong.

4. The separating of relative clauses improperly from their
antecedents.

5. Using injudiciously, or too frequently, the third personal
or possessive pronoun, especially in indirect discourse.

EXERCISES.

The Greeks fearing to bo surrounded on all sides, wheeled
about, and halted with the river on their back.

Parmcnio had served, with great fidelity, Philip, the father
of Alexander, as well as himself, for whom ho first opened the
way into Asia. Lost, a new umbrella belonging to a gentleman
with a curiously carved ivory head. Claudius was canonized
amoog the gods, who scarcely deserved the name of man. A
farmer went to a lawyer and told him that his bull had gored
his ox.

Rule XXX.—An Ellipsis, or omission of
words is admissable, when they can be sup-

plied by the mind with such certainty and
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readiness as not to obscure the sense. Thus,

Instead of saying, " He was a learned man, and he was a
wise man, and he was a good man ;" we say, " He was a learned,

wise, and good man."

EXERCISE.

He had an aft'ectionate father and an affectionate mother.
You may read, or you may write, as you please. "Will you
study, or will you not study Y I have been at London, and I

hare seen the queen. A house and a garden. He would
neither go, nor would he send.

It is six o'clock ; we may study till seven. We have [done

it, but you have not. John will read, and Thomas write

letters. This apple is larger than that, but not so sweet.

Give this apple to James, that to Kobert, and the other to

Mary. I have heard and read much about William III., and
the Revolution. "Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon ; and
thou. Moon, in the valley of Ajalon."

Rule XXXI.—An Ellipsis is not allowable,

when it would obscure the sentence, weaken
its force, or be attended with an impropriety;

for example,

—

" We speak that we do know, and testify lluit we have seen,"

should be, " We know that which we do know, and testify that

which we have seen."

EXERCISES.

Cicero made orations, both on public and private occasions.

He is the most diligent schelar I ever knew. Thou hast that

is thine. Thine the kingdom, the power, and the glory. De-
part in pracc, be ye warmed, clothed, and filled I gladly

shunned who gladly fled from me. That i.s the best can be
ftaid of him. He has a house and orchard. We must all go
the way we shall not return.

RriF. XXXII.— All tin parts of a sentence
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should correspond to each other, and a regular

and dependent construction throughout be care-

fully preserved. For example, the sentence,
*' He was more beloved^ but not so much
admired, as Cinthio," is inaccurate ; because

more requires than after it, which is nowhere
found in the sentence. // should be^ He was
more beloved than Cinthio, but not so much
admired.

A proper choice of words and a perspicuous arrangcmeiit
should be carefully attended to.

EXERCISES.

The reward is his due, and it has already, or will hereafter

b.o given to him. He was guided hy interests always different,

sometimes contrary to those of the community. The inten-
tions of some of these philosophers, nay of many, might and
probably were good. No person was ever so perplexed, or
sustained the mortification as he has done to-day. He was
more bold and active, but not so wise and studious as his
companion. Then said they unto him, what shall wo do that
we might work the works of God ? Sincerity is as valuable,
and even more valuable, than knowledge. The greatest mas-
ters of critical learning differ among one another.

But from this dreary period the recovery of the empire was
become desperate ; no wisdom could obviate its decadence.
Ho was at one time thought to be a suppositious child.

AMBIGUTY.

You suppose him younger than I.

This may mean, cither that you suppose him younger than
/ am, or that you suppose him to bo younger than I suppose
him to be.

Parmenio had served with great fidelity,

Philip, the father of Alexander, as well as
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himself, for whom he first opened the way
mto Asia.

Here we are apt to suppose that the word himself refers to

Parmenio, and means that he had not only served Philip, but
he had served himself at the same time. This, however, is not
the meaning of the passage. If we arrange it thus, the mean-
ing will appear. "Parmenio had not only served Philip the
father of Alexander with great fidelity, but he had served
Alexander himself, and was the first that opened a way for him
into Asia."

Behsarius was general of all the forces under
the emperor Justinian the First, a man of rare

valour.

Who was a man of rare valour? The emperor Justinian we
should suppose, from the arrangement of the words ; but this

is not the case, for it was Belisarixts. The sentence should
have stood thus, " Belisarius, a man of rare valour, was general
of all the forces under the emperor Justinian the First."

Lisias promised to his father never to aban-

don his friends.

Whether were they his own friends or his father's whom
Lisias promised never to abandon ? If his own, it should be,

Lisias promised and said to his father, I will never abandon
ny friends. If h\i fathers, \i should be, Lisias promised and
said to his father, I will never abandon your friends.

Give the construction and phrsing of twenty-five or thirty

different passages, and two or three pages ot derivation.

IMPROPER EXPRESSIONS.

My every hope, should be All my hopes.
Frequent opportunity. Frequent opportunities.

Who finds him in money ? Who finds him money ?

He put it in hie pocket. He put it into his pocket.

No lest than fifty persons. No fewer than fifty persona.

The two first steps arc new. The first two steps are new.
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All OTcr the country.

Be that as it will.

About two years back.

He was to come at this day.

They retreated back.

It lays on the table.

I turned them topsy turvy,

I catch'd it.

How does thee do?
Overseer over his house.

Opposite the church.

Provisions were plenty.

A new pair of gloves.

A young beautiful woman.
Where do you come from ?

Where are you going?
For such another fault.

Of consequence.
Having not considered it.

I had rather not.

I'd as lief.

For good and all.

This here house, said I.

Where is it? says I, to him.
I propose to visit them.
He apoke contemptibly of me.
It is apparent.
In its primary sense.

I heard them pro ii con.

I an't hungry.
I want a scissors.

A new pair of shoes.

I saw him some ten years ago,

I met In with him.
The subject matter.

I add one more reason.

Over all the country.

Be that as it may.
About two years ago.

He was to come this day.

They retreated.

I lies on the table.

I overset them.
I caught it.

How dost thou do?
Overseer (/his house.

Opposite to the church.
Provisions were plentiful.

A pair of new gloves.

A beautiful young woman.
Whence do you come ?

Whither are you going ?

For another such fault.

Consequently.
Not having considered it.

I woul'l rather not.

I would as goon.

Totally and completely.
This house, said I.

Where is it ? said I, to him.
I purjwse to visit them.
He spoke contemptuously of me.
It is obvious.

In its primitive sense.

I heard both sides.

I am not hungry.
I want tkpair of scissors.

A /)a»> of new shoes.

I saw him ten years ago.

I met with him.
The subject.

I add one reason more.

Do you mind how many chapters are in Job ?

—

remember.

Hit public character is undeniable

—

unexceptionallf.

The wool is cheaper ; —but the cloth is as dear as ever—omit
the in both places.

They gained five shillings the piece by it

—

a piece.

It ! not worth a sixpence—*irp«ne(r.
A letter conceived in the following vfordn—ezprested.

He is much difQcultcd—<z( a loss, puzzled.
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He behaved in a very gentlemanly manner

—

gentleman'like.

The poor boy was ill-guided

—

ill-used.

There was a great many company

—

much company.

A momentuous circumstance

—

momentous.

You will some day repent it

—

one day repent ofii.

Severals were of that opinion

—

Several, i. e. several persons.

He did it in an overly manner—in a careless.

He does every thing pointedly

—

exactly.

An honest like man

—

A tall good-lookiny man.
At the expiry of his lease

—

expiration.

If I had ever so much in my offer

—

choice.

Have you any word to your brother ?—message.

The cock is a noisy beast

—

-fowl.

Are you acquaint with him ?

—

acquainted.

Were you crying on me?

—

calling.

Direct your letters to me at Mr. B.'s, Edinburgh

—

Address.

He and I never cast out—never quarrel.

He took a fever

—

was seized with a fever.

He was lost in the river

—

drowned (if the body was got,)

That militates against your doctrine

—

operates.

If I am not mistaken

—

If I mistake not.

You may lay your account with opposition

—

You may expect.

He proposes to buy an estate

—

purposes.

He plead his own cause

—

pleaded.

Have ye plenished your house ?

—

furnished.

I shall notice a few particulars

—

mention.

I think much shame

—

lam ashamed.

Will I help you to a bit of hcefl—Shall.

They wared their money to advantage

—

laid out.

Will we see you next week ?

—

Shall.

She thinks long to see him

—

She longs to see him.
It is not much worth—It is not worth much.

Tautology, or the repetition of a thought or worJ, already

fully expressed, is improper.

EXAMPLE.

The t latter end of that man shall be peace.

Whenever I try to improve, I f always find I can do it.

I saw it in here— I saw it here.

He was f in here yesterday when I spoke to him.

Give me both ofthem books—Give me loth those books*

They both met—They met.
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I never fail to read, whenever I can get a book

—

when.

Yon must return f back immediately.
First o/alll shall say my lesson

—

First I shall say, ic.-

Before I do that, I must \ first finish this.

He plunged f down into the water.

Bead from here to there—from this place to that.

Lift t up your book. He mentioned it t over again.

This was the luckiest accident of all \ others.

I ran after him a little way ; but soon returned f back f again.

I cannot tell \for why he did it.

Learn ]from hence to study the Scriptures diligently.

Where shall I begin \/rom when I read.

We must do this last \ of \ all. Hence \ therefore^ I say.

I found nobody f else but him there.

Smoke ascends f up into the clouds.

We hastily descended f doicn from the mountain.
He raised \ up his arm to strike mc.
We were f mutually friendly to each other.

It should t ever be your constant study to do good.

As soon as I awoke I rose f up and dressed myself.

I leave town in the f latter end of July.

ttj" Avoid tlu fuWi'cing vulgar phrases

:

—Behoof, behest, fell to

work, wherewithal!, ijuolh he, do away, long winded, chalked
out, pop out, must needs, got rid of, handed down, self-same,

pell mcll, that's your sort, tip hiia the wink, pitched upon.—

»

Subject matter is a detestable phrase.

—

Subject.

Is he going to the school ?

—

to That here house

—

That house

.

school. Go and pull berries

—

gather.

He has got the cold

—

a cold. Pull roses

—

Pluck or gather.

Say the grace

—

Say grace. To harry a nest

—

rob.

I cannot go the day

—

to-day. Ho begins to make rich

—

grow.

A four square table—.4 square Mask the tea

—

In/use.

table. I was maltreated

—

ill-used.

He is cripple

—

lame. He niants much

—

stammers.

Get my big coat

—

great coat. I seo'd him yesterday

—

saw.

Hard tish

—

Dried fish. A house to let

—

to be let.

A noTcl fashion

—

new. Did you tell upon him

—

inform.

He is too precipitant

—

hasty. Come here

—

hithT.

Boasted chccee— Toasted. A house to sell

—

to be sold.

t The word immediately after the dagger is to bo omill'-d. becaijo it la

superfluous.
* Thrte if the pcffon has them in his hand.
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I dinna ken—/ donH know.

Sweet butter

—

Fresh.

I have a Pore head

—

head-ache.

A stupenduous •work

—

stupend-

ous.

A tremenduous work

—

tremend-

ous.

I got timous notice— timely.

A summer's day

—

summer day.

An oldish lady

—

elderly.

A few broth

—

Some.*

I have nothing ado

—

to do.

Ass milk

—

Ass's.

Take a drink

—

draught.

A pair of partridges

—

A brace.

Six horse

—

horses,

A milk cow

—

milch.

Send me a swatch

—

pattern.

He lays in bed till nine

—

lies.

1 mind none of them things

—

those.

Give me them books

—

these.

Close the door

—

Shut.

Let him be

—

alone.

Call for James

—

on.

Chap louder

—

Knock.
I find no ^a.m—feel.
I mean to summons

—

summon.
Will I help you 1—Shall.

Shall James come again ?— Will.

He has a timber leg

—

a wooden.

I an't angry

—

I am not.

I knowed that

—

knew.
That dress sets her

—

becomes.

She turned sick

—

grew.

He is turned tall

—

grown.

This here boy— T'Ais boy.

It is equally the same

—

It is the

same.

It is split new

—

quite.

That there man

—

That man.
What pretty it is !

—

How.
His is far neater

—

much.

That's no possible

—

not.

I shall go the morn

—

to-morrow.

I asked at him

—

asked him.

Is your papa in ?

—

within.

He was married on

—

to.

Come in to the fire

—

nearer.

Take out your glass

—

oj^.

I find no fault to him

—

in.

Cheese and hrca.d—Bread and
cheese.

Milk and bread

—

Bread and Milk
Take tent

—

Take care.

Come, say away

—

Come, proceed.

Do bidding

—

Be obedient.

He is a widow

—

widower.

He stops there

—

stays, dwells,

lodges.

Shall they return soon?

—

WilL
Will we go home now ?

—

Shall

He misguides his book

—

abuses.

He don't do it well

—

does not.

A LIST OF IMPROPER EXPRESSIONS.

BKLICTID CHIEFLY FROM PICEIRINO'l VOOABnLART,

Improper. Proper.

The aZone God. The a/one mo- The one God. The only mo-
tive. tive.

• Broth 18 always Hingular—Powdfred boof is b«ef ij>rinkled with lalt,

to preserve it for a few day*. Salt beef is beef properly seasoned with
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Improper. Proper.

I aril ; you an't ; he arCt^ &c. I am not
;
you are not ; he is

not, &c.

Any manner of means. Any means.
He was walking back and forth. backward and forward.

His argument was based on this His argument was founded on
fact. this fact.

The money was ordered paid. The money was ordered to be
paid.

I calculate to leave town soon. I intend to leave town soon.
A chunk of bread. A piece of bread.

A clever house. A good house.
He conducts well. He conducts himself well, re-

spectably.
He is eontiderahU of a scholar. He is a pretty good scholar.

Hisfarm wascont;eni'en^ tominc. His farm was contiguous to

mine, close.

He is a decent scholar, writer. He is a pretty good scholar,

writer.

Her sitnatioQ was distressing was extremely distressing.
to a degree,

A total destitution of capacity. A total want of capacity.

The United States, or either of The United States, or any of
them. them.

Equally as well
; as good, (fee. Equally well, or just as well, Ac.

Mr. A B
, Esq. A B , Esq.

I expect he must have died long I think he must have died, Ac.
ago.

These things are in a had. fix. in a bad state or condition.
Will youyiz these things for me? Will you put these things in or-

der for me ?

What do folks think of it ? What do people think of it ?

Talents of the highest ^ra</*. Talents of the highest order.
Do you love play ? I guess I do. there is no doubt of that.

Wo may hope the assistance of We may hope for the assistance
God. of God.

A horse eolt ; a mare colt. A colt ; a filly.

It would illy accord. It would ill accord.
When did you come in town 7 When did you come into town ?

A lengthy sermon, Ac. A long sermon, Ac.
Why don't you strike Uke I do ? as I do, or like as I do?
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PUNCTUATION.

Punctuation treats of the points and marks
now used in writing.

The use of these points is to mark the division of a sentence,
in order to show the meaning more clearly, and to serve as a
guide in the j^auses and inflections required in reading.

The principal marks used for this purpose are the following :

the comma (,), the semicolon (;), the colon (:), the period (.), the
interrogation point (?), the exclamation point (!), the dash (—), the
parenthesis ( ), the brackets [ ].

With respect to the length of the pauses indicated by these
marks, no very definite rule can be given—the same point in

certain kinds of composition, and in certain positions, requiring
sometimes a longer, and sometimes a shorter pause.

As a general rule, the comma marks the shortest pause
; the

semicolon, a pause double that of the comma ; the colon, a pause
double that of the semicolon ; and the period, a pause still

longer than that of the colon.

THE COMMA.

The comma is generally used in those parts of a sentence in

which a short pause is required, and to mark a connection next
in closeness to that which is unbroken.

SEMICOLON.

The semicolon is used to separate the parts of a sentence
which are less closely connected than those which are separated

by a comma, and more closely than those which are separated
by the colon.

COLON.

The colon is used to divide a sentence into two or mora
parts, less connected than those which are separated by a semi*
colon, but not so iudependent as to require a period.

PERIOD.

Sentences which aio complete in sense, and not connected
la cither meaning or grammatical construction, are separated
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by a period ; thus, " Fear God. Honor the Queen. Have char-
ity toward all men."

INTERROGATION.

A question is regarded as a complete sentence, and the inter-

rogation point as equal to the period.

The note of interrogation is always put at the end of a direct

question ; as, '• What is truth ?" But the indirect question docs
not require the interrogation point; as, " Pilate inquired what
is truth."

OTHER CHARACTERS USED IN WRITING.

The dash (—) is used where the sentence breaks off abruptly
;

also, to denote a significant pause—an unexpected turn in the
sentiment—or that the first clause is common to all the rest, as
in this definition.

The note of exclamation is used after expressions of sudden
emotion of any kind ; also, in invocations or addresses ; as,
" Eternity ! thou pleasing, dreadful thought." Oh has the mark
immi.'diatfly after it, or after the next word; as, " Oh! that he
would comt-.' But when is used, the note is placed after

some intervening words ; as, " my friends !"

Parenthesis ( ) includes a clause inserted in the body of a
sentence, in order to some useful or necessary information of
remark, but which may be omitted without injuring the cou-
Btructiun ot the sentence ; as, " Know ye not, brethren (for I

speak to them that know the law), how that the law hath
dominion over a man as long as he liveth." In reading, the
parenthetic part is distinguished by a lowered or altered tone
of voice. When the clause is short, and accords with the
general tenor of the sentence, commas are now generally used
instead of parentheses ; as,

"Thou sluggish power, if power thou be,

All destitute of energy."

The use of parenthesis should be avoided as much as
possible.

Brackets [] are properly used to e.xpress a word or phrase inter-
polated for the purpose of <-xplination, correction, or supplying
a deficiency in a sentence quoted or regarded as such, and
which did not belong to the original composition

;
thus, it is

said "The wisest nun [and it might be added, the best too] arc
not exempt from huniiin frailty.
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The apostrophe (') is used when a letter or letters are omit-
ted ; as, e'er for cver^ tho' for though ; or to mark the possessive
case.

Quotation marks (" ") are put at the beginning and end of a
passage from an author quoted in his ow n words, or to mark a
passage regarded as a quotation.

The hyphen (-) is used to connect compound words which
are not permanent compounds; as, lap-dog; also at the end of a
line, to show that the rest of the word not completed is at the
beginning of the next line.

Section (§) is used to divide a discourse or chapter into
portions.

Paragraph (^) was formerly used to denote a beginning of a
new paragraph.

The brace (''•-»-^) is used to connect words which have one
common term, or three lines in poetry haviug the same rhyme,
called a triplet.

Ellipsis ( ) is used when some letters are omitted ; as,

K—g for King. Several asterisks are sometimes used for the
same purpose ; as, K***g.

The caret (a) is used to show that some word is either omit-
or interlined.

The index (US') is used to point out anything remarkable.

The vowel marks are : The direresis (••), on the last of two
concurrent vowels, showing that they are not to be pronounced
as a dipthong

;
the acute accent ('') ; the grave Q) ; the long

sound sound (-) ; the short sound (").

The marks of reference are : The asterisk (•) ; the obelisk
or dagger (f) ; the double dagger (J) ; the parallels (||). Some*
times, also, the § and ^. Also small letters or figures which
refer to notes ot the foot of the page.

FIGURES.

A Figure, in grammar, is some deviation

trom the ordinary form, or construction^ or appli-

cation of words in a sentence for the purpose of

greater precision, variety, or elegance of expres-

sion.
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There are three kinds of Figures ;
viz, of Etymology, of Syntax,

and of Rhetoric. The first and the second refer to the form of

words, or to their comtruction ; and the last to their application.

FIGURES OF ETYMOLOGY.

A Figure of Etymology is a departure from the usual or

timple form of words, merely.

Of these the most important are eight, riz ; A-phxr-e-sis,

Proi-tlte-iif, Syn-co-pe, A-poc-o-pe, Par-u-go-ge, Di-xr-e-sis, Syn-

sr-e-eii, and Tme-sie.

1. Aphxresis is the ellision of a syllable from the beginning
of a word ; as, 'gainst, 'gan, 'bove, 'neath, for against, began, above,

beneath.

2. Prosthesis is the prefixing of a syllable to a word ; as adown,

agoing, Ac, for down going, &c.

3. Syncope is the elision of a letter or syllable, usually a
short one, from the middle of a word ; as, mcd'cine, sp'rit, e'en,

for medicine, spirit, even.

4. Apocope is the ellision of a letter or syllable from the end
of a word ; as, tho' for t/iough ; <A' for the.

5. Paragoge is the annexing of a syllable to the end of a

word ; as, deary for dear.

6. Dimresis is the division of two concurrent vowels into

different syllables usually marked thus (") on the second

TOwel ; as, cooperate, aerial.

1. Synxresis is the joining of two syllables into one, in either

orthography or pronunciation ; as, dosl, seest, for do-est, se-est, or

loved, learned, pronounced in one syllable instead of two, loo-ed,

leam-ed.

8. Tmesis is separating the parts of a compound word by an
intervening term ; as, " What time soever"—" On which side

soever''—-^^ To U8 ward."

FIGURES OF SYNTAX.

A flgnre of Syntax is a deviation from the usual construction

of words in a sentence, used for the sake of greater beauty or

force.

Of these, the most important arc Ellipsis, Pleonasm, Syllepsis,

Enallage', Jlyjjerbaton.

1. Ellipsis is the omission of a word or words necessary to the
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full construction of ft sentence, but not necessary to convey the

idea intended. Such words are said to be understood ; as,

"The men, women, and children," for " The men, (he women,
and the children."

2. rieonaim is the using of more words than are necessary to

the full construction of a sentence, to give greater force or em-
phasis to the expression ; as, " The boy, oh ! where was he."

3. Syllepsis is an inferior species of personification, by which
we conceive the sense of words otherwise than the words im-
port, and construct them according to the sense conceived.

Thus, of the sun, we ray, "//« shines"—of a ship, " iSAe sails."

4. Enallage' is the use of one part of speech for another, or of

one modification of a word for another ; as, an adjective for an
adverb ; thus, " They fall successive, and successive rise ," for suc-

cessively ; the use. of we and you in the plural, to denote an
individual, &c. ; the use of one case for another ; as, " than
who" for " than u-hom."

5. Ilyperhaton is the transposition of words and clauses in a
sentence, and to give variety, force, and vivacity to the compo-
sition ; as, " Now come we to the last."—" A man he was to all

the country dear."—" He wanders eaith around"

FIGURES OF RHETORIC.

A Figure of Rhetoric is a deviation from the ordinary appli-

cation of words in speech, to give animation, strength, and
beauty to the composition. These figures are sometimes called

tropes.

Of these, the most important are the following, viz :^

Personification, Hyperbole, Climax,
Simile, Irony, Exclamation,

Metaphor, Metonymy, Interrogation.

Allegory, Synecdoche, Paralepsis,

Vision, Antithesis, Apostrophe.

1. Personification, or prosopopoeia, is that figure of speech by
which we attribute life and action to inanimate objects; as,

" The sea saw it and fled''

2. A simile expresses the resemblance that one object bears to

another ; as, " lie shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of waters."

3. A metaphor is u simile without the sijin (like, or as, &c.) of

comparison ; as, " He shall be a treejplanted by, kc.

4. An allegory is a continuation of several metaphors, so con-
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nected in sense as to form a kind of parable or fable. Thus,
the people of Israel are represented under the image of a vine :

"Thou hatt brought a vine out of Efft/pt," &c. Ps. Ixxx. 8-17. Of
this style are ^Esop's Fables, Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress,"

Ac.

5. Vision, or imagery, is a figure by which the speaker repre-

sents past events, or the objects of his imagination, as actually

present to his senses ; as, " Cwsar leaves Gaul, crosses the Rubi-
con, and enters Italy."—" The combat thickens

;
on, ye braves P

6. An hyperbole is a figure that represents things as greater

or less, better or worse, than they really are. Thus, David says

of Saul and Jonathan, " They were swifter than eayUs, they were

ttronger than lions,"

7. Irony is a figure by which we mean quite the contrary of
what we say ; as, when Elijah said to the worshipers of l>aal,

" Cry aloud/or he is a god," kc,

8. A metonymy is a figure by which wc put the cause for the
effect, or the effect for the cause ; as, when we say, '• He reads

Milton" we mean Milton's works. " Gray hairs should be re-

spected,"—that is, old age.

9. Synecdoche is the putting of a part for the whole, or the
whole for a part, a definite number for an indefinite, &c.; as,

the waves for the sea, the head for the person, and ten thousand

for any great number. This figure is nearly allied to metonymy.

10. Antithesis, or contrast, is a figure by which different or

contrary objects are contrasted, to make them show one another
to advantage. Thus, Solomon contrasts the timidity of the
wicked with the courage of the righteous, when he says, '• The
wicked jlee when no man purtueth, but the righteous are bold as a

lion."

11. Climax, or amplification, is the heightening of all the cir-

cumstances of an object or action which we wish to place in a
strong light ; as, " Who shall separate us from the love of
Christ? Shall lribul<ili(n, or distress, or persecution, orfamine, or

nakedness, or j>eril, or sword 'I Nay," &c. See also Rom. viii. 38,

39.

12. EzclamatiuniR a figure by which we express sonic strong
emotion of the mind ; as, " Oh ! the depth of t lie riches both of the

wisdom and the knowledge of God."

13. Interrogiiiiun is a figure by which we expr<!88 the emotion
of our mind, and enliven our discourse, by proposing questions

;

thus, " Haih the Lord said it ? and shall fie not do it 7 JIath he spoke

if ; 'ind shall he not make it goodf"
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14. Parakpsis, or omision, is a figure by which the speaker
pretends to conceal what he is really declaring and strongly

enforcing ; as, " Horatius was once a- very promising young
gentleman, but in process of time he become so addicted to

gaming, not to mention his drunkenness and debauchery, that he
soon exhausted his estate, and ruined his constitution."

15. Apostrophe is a turning off from the subject to address

some other person or thing ; as, " Death is sivaUoiced up in victory.

Death, xohere is thy sting T^

Besides the deviations from the usual form and construction

of words, noted under the figures of Etymology and Syntax,
there are still others, which can not be classed under proper
heads, and which, from being used mostly in poetic 'composi-

tion, are commonly called

—

POETIC LICENSES.

These are such as the following -.

—

1. In poetry, words, idioms, and phrases, are often used,

which would be inadmissible in prose ; as

—

" A man he was to all the country dear,

And jtassing rich with forty pounds a year."

" By fountain clear, or spangled starlight sheen."

" Shall I receive by gift, what of my own.
When and where likes me best, I can command ?"

" Thy voice we hear, and thy behests obey."

" The whiles, the vaulted shrine around,
Seraphic wires were heard to sound."

" On the first friendly bank he throws him down."

" I'll seek the solitude he sought,

And stretch me where he lay."

" Not Hector's self should want an equal foe."

2. More violent and peculiar ellipses are allowable in poetry

than prose ;
as

—

" Suffice, to-night, these orders to obey."

" Time is our tedious song should here have ending."

" For is there aught in sleep can charm the wise ?"

(I "Tig Fancy, in her fiery car.

Transport* me to the thickest war."
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" Who never fasts, no banquet e'er enjoys."

" Bliss is the same in subject as in king,

In who obtain defence, or who defend,"

3. In poetry, adjectives are often elegantly connected with

nouns which they do not strictly qualify ;
as

—

"The ploughman homeward plods his weary way."

"The tenants of the icarhling shade."

"And drowsy tinklinj^s lull the distant/oWj."

4. The rules of grammar are often violated by the poets. A
noun and its pronoun are often used in reference to the samo
verba ; as

—

'•' It ceased, the melancholy sound.''

"My banks, they are furnished with bees."

5. An adverb is often admitted between the verb and ^<, thfl

ign of the infinitive ; as

—

" To sit on rocks, to muse o'er flood and fell

;

To slowly trace the forest's shady scenes."

6. A common poetic license consists in employing or and nor

instead or either and neither ; as—

-

'And first

Or on the listed plain, or stormy sea."

" Nor grief nor fear shall break my rest."

7. Intransitive verbs are often made transitive, and adjectives

Qsed like abstract nouns ; as

—

" The lightnings /(uA a larger curve,"



COMPOSITION.

Dbsoription.—Remit ofPerception,

EXERCISE I. SIGHT.

DiBBCTioN.—Place an object before you. Examine it carefully

by your sense of sight. You must neither touch, taste, nor
smell it. Then write what you have learned by sight.

Model. A piece of sealing-wax.

This piece of sealing-wax is about four inches long, half an
inch broad, and a quarter of an inch in thickness. It is of a
very bright red, and stamped with the name of the manufacturer.

Its suiface shines like glass, so that I suppose it is smooth,
though I cannot be sure of this without touching it. One end
is rough as if broken, and the other is smoked from having
been in the flame of a candle.

Describe in a similar manner the following objects :

A book. An inkstand. A chair.

A penknife. A sheet of paper. A looking glass.

EXERCISE II. TASTE.

DiRKOTiOM.—Taste the object and write the resnlt.

Model. A cup of tea.

The substance In the cup is called tea, though, properly

speaking, it is only an infusion of the leaves of that pl«nt. Ita

taste is peculiar but pleasant. It is naturally somewhat bitter,

but the sugar prevents it from being unpleasantly so. The
flavor is aromatic and agreeable.

Objects to be described

:

Onion. Honey. Cinnamon.
Potato. Orange. Straw berrioB.

Lemon. Coffee. Apples.

Vlocgtr. Liquorice. Oheeie.
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EXERCISE III. SMELL.

DiRXOTiOR.—Exercise the sense of smell and vrrite the result.

Model. A full blown rose.

This beautiful flower is called the rose. Its buds are

gradually opening, and from each proceeds a most delightful

odor. The essence which is extracted from the rose-leaves

forms a fragrant scent termed otto of roses.

Objects to be described.

Violet.
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Objects to be described :

A fife. The sea. Singing of birds.

A violin. Trees. ' A choir.

A trumpet. Thunder. Bells

A drum. Hail Sounds in a street.

EXERCISE VI. ALL THE SENSES.

Direction.—Place the object before you, examine it carefully

by your senses in turn. Then write down the information
which each organ has given you. Finish what you have
learned from one sense before you proceed to the next.

Model. A pencil.

1. My eyes tell me that the pencil is about five inches long,
and a quarter of au inch in thickness. Its shape is round like

a pillar, quite flat at one end, and tapering to a point at the

other. Its color is a beautiful light brown with dark streaks.

It is at present lying on a sheet of white paper, with an old
pen on one side, and a short piece of red sealing wax on the
other.

2. By feeling I perceive its shape to be exactly what my eyes
communicated. But I ascertain something which my eyes

could not tell ; namily, that the pencil is as hard as this sealing

wax. It is smooth on one side and rough on the other.

3. When I put it to my nostrils, I perceive that it has a very
(light pleasant odor, like that of cedar wood.

4. The taste is sweetish. 5. It utters no sound.

Objects to be described.

A piece of money. An apple. A thistle.

An orange. A shell. A pen.

A watch. A lemon. A ball.

A flower. A book. A clock.

EXERCISE VII. STATEMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS.

Direction.—Place an object before you. Try it by your own
senses as before ; then make experiments on it, and write

down the result.

Model. A piece of India rubber.

This piece of India-rubber, or caoutchouc, is three inches
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long, two broad, and one thick. It is, in shape, a sort of solid

oblong. Its color is nearly black, with whitish or grayish

parts in the middle, while some portions of it seem somewhat
brown. Its smell is strong and somewhat disagreeable. It has

no peculiar taste, though some boys are fond of chewing it. I

shall now make some experiments with it. While I hold one
end, you must pull out the other. When you let go, it returns

to its former shape. Then I find it is elastic. iNext I put a

email piece into the flame of a candle, and I perceive it takes

fire very readily, burning with a brilliant liglit, white at the

bottom, and red at the top, emitting a considerable quantity of

black smoke. I therefore ascertain that it is inflammaiU. By
putting it into water, I perceive it floats, so its specific graviiy

must be less than that of water. I further observe that it does

not diminish its bulk, from which I inter that is insoluble in

water. I have been informed, however, that tar will dissolve

it. I have found it very useful in rubbing out pencil marks.

Things to be described.

1. Small piece of glass.

Qoi.unte, as proved btj the senses. Size. Shape. Color. Weight.

Haidness. Smell. Taste.

Experiments. By breaking, marking, &c.

2. Coal.

QaiiniiS, as proved by t/ie senses. Size. Shape. Color. Weight,

Experiments. With water, with fire, with a hammer.

3. A sheet of paper.

QtTALiTiES. Size. Shape, Ac.

Experiments. With water, with fire, with jaint, with pencil,

with ink.

4. Sealing-wax.

QcALiTies. Shape. Size Color. Weight, Ac.

Experiments. With flame, with water, &c.

XCnCISK VIII. 80URCB8 OF THINOS.

DiKECTlox. Place an object before yon. Think of its origin,
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or from what source it came. If you do not know, ask your
teacher or consult a book. Then put down all that you have
beard. You may then add an account of its appearances,
qualities, &c. Your description may conclude with some
experiments.

Model. A piece of lead

The substance before me is a metal called lead. I procured
this piece at the plumber's, and he bought it of the owner of
the lead works. Lead is obtiiined there by melting the ore,

which is dug out of mines by men emploj'ed for that purpose.
Lead is bluish white, very bright when cut or newly melted,

but it becomes dull and dim after it has been in the air for

some time. It has no taste, but if you rub it, you will perceive

a slight smell. It is very soft, and may be hammered into

thin plates. It is easily melted, as you may prove by putting
a piece into the fire.

Object*; to be described.

1. A piece of lead.

Suggfttiom. Baker, oven, flour, miller, mill, stream, horses

water, farmer, ground, plough, harrow, horses, men, sun, rain,

harrest, thrashing, winnowing, soft, white, Bweet, wholesome
nutritious.

2. A coat.

SuijgettioM. Tailor, cloth, merchant, manufacturer, wool,
dying, spinning, weaving, wool-grower, sheep-washing, sheai-

ing. Shape, color, quality, kc.

3. Sugar.

Suggettiont. Grocer, merchant, ship, sailors, oven
;
West In-

dies, plantation, negroes, sugar-cane ; refined. Shape, color,

eiise, smell, taste, kc.

4. Paper.

Suggestiuns. Stationers, paper-maker's mill, water or steam,

rags, boiling, sizing, kc, rag-merchant, linen, flax plant, mode
of preparation, &c. Shape, color, size, smell, taste, kc.
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EXERCISE IX. USES OF THINGS

Direction.—Place the object before you, and think for what
purpose it is usually employed. If you do not know, ask your
teacher, or consult a hook.

Model. A piece of lead.

This metal is of very great use. Water pipes, cisterns, and
roofs of hounet" are made of it. Chemists form two substances

out of it, called nd and white lead, both of which are poison-

ous. If we mix it with tin. the result is that useful compound
called pewter, of which some table spoons are made. When
blended with antimony, it affords a composition from which
printers' types are cast.

Mention the uses of the following objects.

Iron and steel. Gold. Sheep.
Wood Leather. Silver.

Mahogany. Cotton Cloth. Water.
Glass. Cows. Steam-engine.

EXERCISE X. PARTS OP THINGS.

DiBECTiON.—Place the object before you. Inquire how it came
there, say where you bought it, whence the merchant procured
it, tic. Tell whether is is natural or artificial, simple or com-
pound, kc.

Model. A pen-knife.

There is a pen-knife on the table before me. I bought it at
the cutler's. He either made it himself, or procured it of the
manufacturer. It consists of two parts, each formed of a dif-

ferent substance. The handle is of horn, probably that of a
stag. It is of a brown color, rough and hard. It has several
Bmall rivets in it for the purpose of holding its sides together.
On one side there is a small plate on which the owner's name
may be engraven. The second subst^mce is steel, of which the
blade is composed. Steel is an artificial metal, tlie result of
iron prepared with charcoal. It is very hard and emootb.
When properly tempered, it makes very sharp blades.

Practice according to the Direction and Model.
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1. A room.

Suggestions. Floor-boards, carpet-maker, pattern, color, tex-

ture, size, shape, binding, author, printer, book-binder, book-
seller.

3. A house.

Suggestions. Foundation, wall, roof, floors, doors, windows,
stairs, chimneys, wood-work, plastering, painting, papering.

What are the handicrafts employed in making a house ?

4. A fire-place. 5. An ink-stand.

EXERCISE XI.

The following directions may afford some aid to the learner
in his efforts at composition.

1. A subject should be selected on which the writer has some
definite knowledge, and which is not beyond his power of com-
prehension.

2. The writer should think long and patiently on his subject

before attempting to compose.

3. When the subject admits of it, he should form a plan and
make such divisions as will enable him to examine every part

separately, something like the following example.

EXAMPLE.

Subject.—Children should render obedience and love to their

parents.

1. Because they arc under obligations to their parents for

benefits received from them.

2. Because in this way they secure their own happiness.

3. Because God has commanded them to honor their parents.

Sometimes merely the heads of an essay or subject are pre-

sented as a skeleton of the whole ; as follow :

Subject.—Independence.

1. The meaning of independence.

2. Its iffec t upon tlu- churacter.

.'{. Its effect upon society.

4. The different kinds of independence.

5, The difference between independence and obstinacy.
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EXERCISE XII.

Let a plan or skeleton be made out for the treatment of the

following subjects :

Subjects.

Benevolence. Industry
Power of conscience. The love of praise.

Integrity. Intemperance.
The observance of the Sabbath. Education.
A fretful temper. The love of knowledge.

After the subject has been selected, and methodized or planned,
the following dir»^ctions may be observed :

1. Examine the divisions separatelj', and under each division
place such thoughts and no others, as properly belong to it.

2. Carefully analyze every sentence after it has been written,

to see whether an improper or unnecessary words have been
used and whether the sentence is grammatically correct.

3. After the essay or composition has been once written,

begin anew and re-write every sentence, and inquire at each,

whether some different expressions would not be more clear and
forcible, keeping in mind that almost every thought may be
expressed in a variety of ways.

4. Attend carefully to spelling, pointing and capitals.

EXERCISE XIII. VARIETY OF EXPRESSION.

The same idea may be cxpresssed in different ways ; and it

will be both useful aud entertaining for the learner to practice

such exercises as the following

:

JfoJcl.

The soul is immortal.

The same idea may bo expressed in different waya.

The soul will never die.

The soul will never cease to exist.

The Koul will live forever.

The soul is destined to an endless cxistenco.
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Sentences for Practice.

A wise son maketh a glad father. A-foolish son is the heavi-
ness of (cause of sorrow to) his mother.

When we have finished our work, we will play.

After dinner we will walk in the field.

Intemperance is ruinous to the mind as well as to the body.

A wolf let into the sheepfold will devour the sheep.

True religion teaches us to be gentle and afifable.

My friend died last night, without a struggle or a groan.

RHETORICAL DIVISIONS OF A DISCOURSE.

The principal parts of a discourse are generally six in nam-
ber, viz., the Exordium, the Narration, the Proposition, the
Confirmation, the Refutation, and the Peroration.

The Exordium, or beginning of a discourse, is the part in

which the writer or speaker gives some intimation of his sub-
ject, and solicits the favor and attention of his audience or

readers.

The Narration is a brief recital of all the facts connected with
the case, from beginning to end.

The Proposition is the part in which is given the true state

of the question, specifying the points maintained, and those in

which the writer or speaker difiers from his adversary.

The Confirmation assembles all the proofs and arguments that

can be adduced in support of what has been attempted to be
established. The stronger begin and end this part, and the
weaker are reserved for the middle.

The liefulation is the part in which the writer or speaker
answers the arguments and objects of his opponent.

In the Ferorotion or Conclusion, he sums up the principal

arguments, and endeavors to excite the passions of his reader

or hearer in his favor.
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Prosody is that part of Grammar which

teaches the true pronunciation of words ; com-

prising Accenty iluantity. Emphasis, Pause, and

lone, and the measure of Verses.

Accent is the laying of a greater force on one syllable of a

word than another ; as, Surmount

The Quantiti/ of a syllable is the time which is occupied in

pronouncing it. Quantity is either long or short.

Emphasis is a remarkable stress laid upon certain words in a

sentence, to distinguish them from the rest, by making the

meaning more appareut; as, Apply yourself more to acquire

knowledge than to shew it.*

A Pause is either a total cessation or a short suspension of

the voice, during a perceptible space of time ; as, Reading*

makes a full-man; conference—a ready-man ; and writing—an
exact-man.

Tone is a particular modification or inflection of the voice,

suited to the sense ; as, How bright these glorious spirits shine If

VERSIFICATION.

I'roK is language not restrained to harmonic sounds, or to a

set number of syllables.

Verse or Poelrii is language restrained to a certain number of

long and short syllables in every line.

Verse is of two kind-i ; namely, Rhyme and Blank verso. When
the last syllable of every two lines has the Fame sound, it is

called rAi/m« ; but when this is not the case, it is called hlnnh

verse.

' Emiihiiiin should bo made rather by tu^iirniliiia tho vnii-o a little u/t^r

the emphatic word, than by iitrikinK it very torcibly. which is diHa({recable
to a good ear. A rcry ithurt pause befure it wuiild render it still mora
•mphatio ; us, Heading makes a—/u//—man.

t Accent and quayuitu respect tho pronunciation of words; em(jAa»i« and
paiue the maaniui of the Nntnnee ; whila loii« refara to tho fooling^ of tn*

•INakar
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Fet^ are the parts into which a verse is divided to see

whether it has its just number of syllables or not.

Scanning is the measuring or dividing of a versef into the

several feet of which it is composed.

All feet consist of either Uco or three syllables, and are reduci-

ble to eight kinds ; four of two syllables, and four of three, as

follow :

DISSTLLABLES. TRI8STLLABLES.

A trochee ; as lovely.

t

A dactyle ; as, probably.

Anaimbus; became. An araphibracA ; domestic.

A spondee; vain min. An anapaest; mlsimprove.

A pyrrAic ; on a (bank.) AtribracA; (com)f6ratbly.

The feet most common in use are Iambic, TrocAaic, and Ana-
paestic.

IAMBIC MEASURE.

Iambic measure is adapted to serious subjects, and compriBcs

verses of several kinds ; such as,

1. Of four syllables, or two feet ; as,

With rav-ish'd ears,

The mon-arch hears.

It sometimes has an additional short syllable, making wfaatll

called a double ending ; as,

Up6n-a mountain,
Beside-a toun-tain.

2. Of three iambics, or six syllables ; as,

Aloft - in aw - fiil state.

The god —like he - ro sat.

Our hearts - no long - er Ian—^utsA. An additional

syllable.

• So called from the resemblance which the movement of the tongue in

reading verse, bears to the motion of the feet in walking.

t A single lino is called a verse. In rhumt two lines are called a eoujAet,

and three ending with the same sound a trijJet.

1 The marks over the vowels show that a trocher consists of a long and
and a thort syllable, and the iambic of a nhort and a lorn/, ice,

tSf In scanning versca, every nn-mud syllable is called a long sylla-

ble ; even altnough the ."ound of the vowel in pronunciation be ihori^

Tbas the first syllablo mravitk'd is in scanning called a <on<7 syllahUi

although the vowel a is thon. By \'ir\o then is meant an nco«n(M lylt**

bje ; and bv (Aort, an uviee«tM«rf ayllable,
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3. Of eight syllables, or four iambic feet ; as,

And may - jit liist - my wea -ry age,

Find out - the peace - ful her - mitage.

4. Of ten syllables, or five feet ; called hexameter, herolo, or
tragic verses ; as,

The stars - shall fade - awfiy, - the sfin - himself
Grow dim - with age, - and na - ture sink - in years.

Sometimes the last line of a couplet is stretched out to twelve
syllables, or six feet, and then it is called an Alexandrine
verse ; as,

For thee - thr- land - In fr-i - grant flow'rs - is drest

;

F6r thee - the o-cein smiles,-and smoothes-her wi-vy hre st.

5. Of verses containing alternately four and three feet ; this is

the measure commonly used in psalms and hymns ; as.

Let Saints - b'lijw, -with sweGt - iiccord,

Unite - with those - above,

In sd-le-mn lays, -tu pruise - their king.
And Sing - his dy - Ing love.

S^' Veniei of tbia kind irere anciently written in two Unosi eaohoon-
taininx fourteen syliables.

TROCHAIC MEASURE.

Tbifl measure ia quick and lively, and comprises veries,

1. Some of one trochee and a long syllable, and some of two
trochees ; as.

Tumult - erase. I On the - mountain,
Sink t.) - p.'ace.

|
By i- fountain.

2. Of two feet or two troches with an additional long syllable
;

aa;

In thf - days <'if - - .'.Id,

Stories - plainly - - tOld.

3. Of three trochees, or three and an additional long syllable
;

as,

Whrn (Mir -hearts are - mourning,
Lovely - lusting - p<"ace of - - mind.
SwtV-t di' - liRht iif hum.ln • -kind.
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4. Of four trochees, or eight syllables ; as,

Now the - dreadful - thunder's- roaring I

i. Of six trochees, or twelve syllables ; as,

On a- mountain, -strCtch'd be - nCath a- hoary -willow,

Lay a -shepherd- swain, and-viewd the- rearing -billow.

Those trochaic meaeores that are very uncommon have been omitted.

ANAPAESTIC MEASURE.

! Of two anapa( sts, or two and an unaccented syllable
;
u,

Biit his cour - age 'gan fail,

For no arts - could avail.

Or, Then his conr - age 'gan fail - - him,

For no arts - could avail - him.

I. Of three anapaests, or nine syllables ; as,

ye Woods - spread your branch -es apace,

To your dGCp- rst recess - eS 1 fly;

1 Would hide -wTlh the bfasts- of the chaSe,

I Would van - Tsh frCm ev - ery eye.

Bomctimcs a syllabic is retrenched from the first foot; M

Ye shop - hijds so chcGr - ful and gay,

WhSse flocks- never circ - lessly roam.
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3. Of four anapaests, or twelve syllables ; as,

'Tis th.' voice -of the slug-gird ; I hear him Complain,

You hive wak'd - mC- too soon, - 1 miist slum-ber again.

Sometimes an additional short sj'llable is found at the end ; as,

On the warm-ch.'ek of youth,-smiles ind ros-es, ire blend-jn^.

The preceding are the different kinds of the Princijml feet, in their in9re

simple forms : but they are sugceptible of numerous variations, by mix-
ing them with one another, and with Secundnry feet the following lines

may servo a* an example •.—[Spon. Aniph,- &c„ apply only to the first

line.

8P0N. AllPH. nACT. UM.
Time shakes -the stable -frinny - of thrOnes, &c.

Wbtre is - i o raorrCiw ? - in unf.th - er world.

Sh," all - ninht Inup- hOr im - orofis des - cint sfing.

Innfi -m.'rible - brforc - th' Almigh - ty's throne.

That on - wOak wings - from fir - pursues - your flight,

ABBREVIATIONS,
LATIN. ENGLISH.

Ante Chrititum' A. C. Before Christ.

Artiina Baccalaureu.-^ A. B, Bachelor of Arts (often B. A.)

Anno Doiniiii A D. In Ih'- year of our Lord.

Artium M if-icter A. M Master of Arts.

Anno MihkM A. M. In the year of the world.

Auto Merifliem A. M. In the forenoon. [city—Rome
Anuo Urbis Con-'itaj A. U C. In fheyenrafter thcbuvldingof tde

B.iLcalMuri u> DivJnitiitis B D. Bachelor of Divinity.

(Jiisti.H I'rivati Si;<H i V.. I' S Ke- per of the Privy Seal,

(.'ustoK Sii,'ilii {' S, Ki oper of the Seal.

Doctor Uivinitiitirt D. D. Doctor of Divinity.

Kximpli jrrutiii e. p. For example.
JCipi.i' Sorit fatiKS')ri' sK S. S. Fellow of the Royal Society.

Regia- Societatis Anii-B.S.A S.Fellowof the Royal Society of

quariorum SoejiiK Antiqn.irii s.

Victoria R'gihii V. R. Victoria the Queen.
Id est i. e. That is. •

.lefUsIloininumSalvafor.I. H. S, Jesus the Saviour of JJen.

I. pum Dictor I .L. D. I octor of Laws
,M.h>jrurs (h'lvnch) MeKsrn. tfetitlcinen,

Medeeiiijp Doctor M. D. Doctor of Medeelne.
Menioriii' Sacrum M. 8. Sacred t'> the Memory of [or S.M.

Nota Bene N. B. Note well ; take notice.

Tost .Meridiem P. M. In the afternoon.
Post Suriptum P. S. PoHtscript.soniethiug written after

Ultimo Ult. Last (month).
EUitera etc, Ac. And the rest; and so forth.

• The L^itin of ihoj'o aJ.brevintionii i^ inserted, not to be got by heart, bn t

>o »hi.w the itMiKil.ii^y c,| the Kntfiish ; or explain, f^r instance, how P. M.
comce t" nic.'in iifternixin, Jco.
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A. Answer, Alexander
Acct. Account
Bart. Baronet
Bp. Bishop
Capt. Captain
Col. Colonel
Cr. Creditor
Dr. Debtor, Doctor
Do. or Ditto, The same
Viz.* Namely
Q Question, Queen
K. N. Royal Navy
Esq. Esquire

L.C.J. Lord Chief Justice

Knt. Knight
K. G. Knight of the Garter

K. B. Knight of the Bath
K.C.B. Knt. Commander of the Bath
K. C. Knight of the Crescent.

K. P. Knight of St. Patrick

K. T. Knight of the Thistle

MS. Manuscript
MSS. Manu.scripta

N. S. New Style

0. S. Old Style

J. P. Justice of the Peace

CAPITALS.

Formerly every noun began with a capital

letter, both in writing and printing; but at

present only the following words begin with

capital letters :

—

1. The first word of every book, chapter, letter, note, or of

any other piece of writing.

2. The first word after a period ; also after a note of interro-

gation, or exclamation, when the sentence before, and the one
after it, are independest of each other.

But if several interrogatory or exclamatory sentences are so

connected, that the latter sentences depend on the former, all

of them, except the first, may begin with a small lett«r; as,

" How doth the city 'sit solitary, that was full of people ! how
are her habitations become as desolate ! h(w has she become as

a widow

!

3. Proper names, titles of office or honor ; as. Prince Albert,

Oeneral S^api^r, Judge Stori/, Sir Walter Scott, America, the Ottawa,

Buchanan, Hope cj" Co., Kiity Street, Hamilton.

4. The pronoun /, and the interjection 0, are written in

capitals.

6. The first word of every line in poetry.

•Contractcil for v'uiMcet.
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is. l^he Appellations of the Dt-ity ; as, God, Host Iligh, the

Almighty, the Supreme Being, kc.

7. Adjectives derived from the proper names of places ; as,

Grecian, Roman, English, kc.

8. The first word of a direct quotation, when the (juotation

would form a complete sentence by itself; as, " Always remem-
ber this ancient maxim, • Knoir thyself.' '

When a quotation is not introduced in the direct form, but

follows a comma, the first word should not begin with a capital ;

as, "Solomon observes, that.
'
/yr«/»; goes before destruction.' '

9. Common nouns when personified ; as, " Come, gentle

Spring."

1(1. Every substantive and principal word in the titles of

books; as, " Euclid'.'^ Elementx of Geometrg ;" " (Joldxinith'a Ihaert-

ed Village."

Other words beside the preceding may begiu with capitaJM
when they are remarkably emphbtical, or the principal siibjicl

of the composition.

DIRECTIONS FOR SUPERSCRIPTIONS, AND FORMS OF
ADDRESS TO PERSONS OF EVERY RANK*

To the; King's Most Excellent Majesty,

—

Sire, or Mui/ it jdcane

your JIaJesti/.—Conclude a petition or speech witli, Vour Maj-
esty's most Loyal and Dutiful Subject.

To the (Jueen's Most E.xcellent Majesty,

—

.)iadam, or .lA/// it

pUasr your Majesty.

To his Royal Highness, Frederic, Duke of Vork,

—

May it fdi-nxr

your Royal Highness.

To bis Royal Uighness, the Duke of Kmt,— .(/(/// it yUa.if your
Royal Highness.

In the same manner address any otlur of the Royal Family,
maU or Fenuile.

NOBILITY.—To his Grace the Duke of , t M'l Lord hukr,
i'liur Grace, or Mug it pUasf Vour Gnirr.

' The iiui>frirrii,li'.n, or whiit i.< put on tho mttiiilr of n letter ii< |iriii(i<il

(n Ilouian charAclerit, aixi b«.-Kini< with To. The t«rniM of mlilrriii ii»«d
either iu Leoinninu a loltvr. a iKStitioii. or verbal aiiilre^x are printed in
Jtolir latterg iminodiatol}' after the HUperrcription.

* The h/,tiiLt am tn Ix* filW-d ii|> with tho /<•'/ ruiuin ntul till*.
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To the Most Noble the Marquis of , My Lord JUarquit, Tour
Lordthip.

To the Right Honorable Earl of , My Lord, Your
Lordship.

To the Right Honorable Lord Viscount , — My Lord, Your
Lordship,

To the Right Honorable Baron ,
— My Lord, May it please

Your Lordship.

The wives of Nobleman have the same title with their hus-
bands, thus

:

To her Grace the Duchess of ,
— May it please Your Grace.

To the Rii^ht Honorable Lady Ann Rose, — My Lady, May it

please your Ladyship,

The titles of Lord and Right Honorable are given to all the sons
of Dukes and Marquises, and to the eldest sons of Earls ; and
the title of Lady and Right Honorable to all their daughters.
The younger sous of Earls are all Honorable and Esquires.

The title, Right Woship/ul, is given to the Sheriffs, Aldermen and
Recorder of London, and Worship/ul to the Aldermen and
and Recorders of other Corporations, and to Justices of the
Peace in England,

—

Sir, Your Worship.

The Clergy are all styled Reverend, except the Archbishops and
Bishops, who have something additional

;
thus,

—

To his Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury; or, To the Most
Ryverend Father in God, Charles, Lord Archbishop of Can-
terbury,

—

My Lord, Your Grace.

To tbe Right Reverend Father in God, John, Lord Bishop of

, My Lord, Your Lordship.

To the Very Rev. Dr. A. B., Dean of , Sir. To the Rev.

ilr. D-sk ; or. To the Rev. John Desk.

Vhe general address to Clergymen is, Sir, and when written to,

Reverend Sir.—Deans and Archdeacons arc usually styled Very

Reverend, and called Mr. Dean, Mr. Archdeacon.

Address the principal of the University of Edinburgh, thus; To
the Very Rev. Dr. B., Principal of the University of Edinburgh.
— Doctor . when written to, Very Rev. Doctor. The other

Professors thus ; To Dr. D. R., Professor of Logic in the Uni-
versity of E,

—

Doctor. If a clergyman, say to the Rev. Dr. J.

M., Professor of, Jic.

—

Reverend Doctor.

Thoge who are not Dr't. are styled Esquire, but not Mr., too
;

thus, To J. P., Esq., Professor of Humanity in the University
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of Edinburgh,

—

Sir. If he hag a literary title, it may be added,

thug, To J. F., Esq., A. M., Professor of, &c.

Macfistrates, Barristers at Law or Advocates, and Members of

Parliament, viz., of the House of Commons, (thesp last have
sV. P. after Esq ,) and all gentleman in independent circum-
stances, are styled Esquire, and their wives Mrs.

Right HonorabU is due to Earls, Viscousts, and Barons, and to

all the members of his Majesty's Most* Honorable Privy
Council—To the Lord Mayor of London, York, and Dublin,

and to the Lord Provost of Edinburgh, during the time they
are in ojfice—To the Speaker of the House of Commons,—To
the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, Admiralty, Trade,
and Plantations, kc.

The House of Peers is addressed thus. To the Right Honorable
the Lords Spiritual and Temporal of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland in Parliament assembled,—^Ify

Lordi, May it please Your Lordthipt.

The HouBe of Commons is addressed thus : To the Honorable
the Knights, Citizens, and Burgesses of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland in Parliament assembled,

—

Geti-

tlemen, May it please Your Ilonors.

The sons of Viscounts and Barona are styled Honorable and
Esquires

;
and their daughters have their letters addressed

thus. To the Honorable Miss or Mrs. D. B.

The king's commission confers the title of Honorable on any
gentlemen in a place of honor or trust ; such as the Com-
missioners of Excise, ilis Majesty's Customs, Board of Con-
trol, kc.—Admirals of the Navy,—Generals,—Lieutenant-
Generals, and Colonels in the army.

All Noblemen, or men of title in the Army or Navy, use their

title by right, such as honorabU, before their title of rank, t,nc\\

as captain, kc, thus, the Honorable Captain James James of
the .S'lV, Your Honor.

Honorable is due also to the Court of Directors of the East
India Company—the Governors and Deputy Governors of the
Bank of England.

The title Excellency is given to all Ambassadors, Plenipoten-
tiaries, Governors in foreign countries, to the Lord Lieuten-
ant, and to the Lords Justices of the Kingdom of Ireland.—.
Addruks such thus

;

•Th« Privy Couniellori t»kor» (wlUoUvtIy, M# pt7l*() hf»M»J«|tyM
Vorf ilocorable Priry Ci^unoll
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To his Excellency Sir ,
Bart.,—Her Brittanic Majesty's

Envoy Extraordinary, and Plenopotcntiary to the Court of

Rome,— Tour Excellency, or May it please Tour Excellency.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable , Governor
General of British North America, &c., &c., May it please your
Excellency :

To His Excellency , Lieutenant Governor of the

Province of Ontario, May it please your Excellency :

DERIVATION.

About 28,000, or seven eighths, of the words

in the EngHsh Language are of Anglo-Saxon

origin : the remaining part are derived from the

Celtic, French, Latin, Greek and some other

languages.

The following is a specimen ofthe orthography

of the English Language about the fourteenth

century

:

In the days of Eroiide, kyng of Judee, ther was a prest,

Zacarye by name ; of the sort of Abia, and his wyf was of the

dough tirs of Aaron ; and her name was Elizabeth. Luke 1.

—

Wicklyfe's Version, 1380.

The following are from some of the earliest

authors

:

Now for to speak of the commune.
It is to dread of that fortune.

Which hath befalle in sondrye londes.

—

Gower.

Alas, alas ! with how defe an ere deth cruell turneth awaie fro

wretches, and naieth for to close weeping eycss.

—

Chaucer.

A knight there was, and that a worthy man.
That fro the time that he first began
To ridin out, he lovid chcvalrie,

Trouth and honour, fredopie and curtesy.

—

Id.
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Mine high estate, power and auctoritie,

If yene know, enserche and ye shall spie.

That richesse, worship, wt-lth, and dignitie,

Joy, rest, and peace, and all things fynally,

That any pleasure or profit may come by,

To mannes comfort, ayde and sustinaunce.

Is all at my deuyse and ordinauncc.— Thomas Moore.

DERIVATIOX OF WOliDS.

Words arc either primitive or derivative.

A primitive word is one which is not derived

from any other word in the language.

A derivative is one which is formed from

some primitive word or words.

Words are derived from one another in various

ways ; namely :

1. Substantives are derived from v.rbs.

2. Verbs are derived from substantives, adjectives, and some-

times from adverbs.

3. Adverbs are derived from substantives.

4. Substantives are derived from adjectives.

5. Adverbs are derived adjectives.

1. Subttantivei are derived/rom verbs ; as from " to love," comes
•' lover ;" from " to visit, visitor;" from " to survive, survivor;"
kc.

In the following instances, nnd in many others, it is difficul*

to dett-rmine whether the verb was deduced from the noun, o*"

the noun from the verl), namely : Love, to love ;
hate, to hate i

fear, to fear ; sleep, to sleep ; walk, to walk ; ride, to ride ;
act,

to act ; kc.
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2. Verbt are derived from nouns^ adjectives, and sometimes from
adverbt ; as, from the noun salt, comes "to salt ;" from the ad-
jective warm " to warm ;" and from the adverh forward, " to for-

ward." Sometimes they are formed by lengthening the vowel,
or softening the consonant ; as, from grass, " to graze ;" some-
times by adding en; as, ivova. length, "to lengthen;" especially

to adjectives ; as, from short, " to shorten ;" bright, to brighten.

3. Adjectives derived from nouns, in the following manner

:

Adjectives denoting plenty are derived from nouns by adding y;
as, from health, healthy ;

wealth, wealthy ; might, mighty ; &c.

Adjectives denoting the matter out of which anything is

made, are derived from nouns, by adding en; as, from oak,

oaken ; wood, wooden ; wool, woollen ; &c.

Adjectives denoting abundance are derived from nouns by
adding/«Z; as, joy, joyful ; sin, sinful; fruit, fruitful; &c.

Adjectives denoting plenty, but with some kind of diminution,

are derived from nouns by adding some; as, light, lightsome;
trouble, troublesome ;

toil, toisome
; &c.

Adjectives denoting want are derived from nouns by adding less;

as, from worth, worthless ; from care^ careless
;
joy, joyless ; &c.

Adjectives denoting likeness are derived from nouns, by ad-

ding ly ; as, from man, manly
;
earth, earthly

; court, courtly, &c.

Some adjectives are derived from other adjectives ; or from
nouns, by adding ish to them ; which termination, when added
to adjectives, imports diminution, or lessening the quality ; as,

white, whitish ; that is somewhat white. When added to nouns,
it signifies similitude or tendencey to a character; child, child-

ish ; thief, thievish.

Some adjectives are formed from nouns or verbs, by adding
the termination able; and those adjectives signify capacity; as,

answer, answerable ; to change, changeable.

4. Nouns are derived from adjectives sometimes by adding the

termination ness ; as, White, whiteness ;
swift, swiftness ; some-

times by adding th or t, and making a small change in some of

the letters ; as, long, length
; high, height.

5. Adverbs of quality are derived from adjectives, by adding /y,

or changing U into ly ; and denote the same quality as the

adjectives from which they are derived ; as, from base comes
basely : from slow, slowly ; from able, ably.

There are ho many other ways of deriving words from one
another, that it would bo extremely difficult and nearly impos-

sible, to enumerate them. The primitiyo words ol any language
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are very few ; the derivatives form much the greater number.
A few more instances only can be given here.

Some nouns are derived from other nouns, by adding the ter-

minations hood, or head, thip, ery, wiek, rick, dom, tan, ment, and age.

Substantives ending in hood, or head, are such as signifiy

character or qualities ; as, manhood, knighthood, falsehood, &c.

Nouns ending in ship, are those that signify office, employ-
ment, state, or condition; as. Lordship, stewardship, partner-

ship, Ac. Some nouns ending in thip, are derived from adjec-

tives; as, Hard, hardship, &c.

Nouns which end in ery, signify action or habit ; as. Slavery,

foolery, prudery, &c. Some nouns of this sort come from ad-

jectives ; as. Brave, bravery, &c.

Nouns ending in u-ick, rick, and dom, denote dominion, juris-

diction, or condition
; as, Bishoprick, kingdom, dukedom, free-

dom, &c.

Nouns which end in tan, are those that signify profession
;

as. Physician, musician, Ac. Those that end in ment and age,

come generally from the French, and commonly signify the act

or habit ; as. Commandment, usage.

Some nouns ending in arrf, are derivtd from vtrbs or adjec-

tives, and denote character or liabit ; as. Drunk, drunkard ; dote,

dotard.

Some nouns have the form of diminutive ;
but these are not

many. They are formed by adding the terminations, km, Un',,

ock, el, and the like
; as, Lamb, lambkin

;
goose, gosling

; duck,
duckling, hill, hillock; Ac.

PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES.

Most of the derivative word of the English

language arc formed by the aid of prefixes and
sujfixes.

A prefix is a letter, syllable, or word, joined

to the beginning of a word; as, t/shore, rtturn.

A si/Jfix is a letter or syllable annexed to the

end of a word ; as, sure/y, contcnV/icnt,
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1. SAXON PREFIXES.

A signifies on, in, or at ; as, ashore, afar, asleep.

Be, upon, by, /or, ^'c ; as, icspeak, betide, iesprinkle, 6<cause.
Fon, from or against; as,/orbear,/orbid.

Fore, bf/ore ; as,/oretell,/oreknow.

Mis, wrong, erroneous, or defective; as, misconinct, miarule.

OoT, beyond, more, or exterior ; as, outrun, owMive, outside.

Over denotec excess, or superiority/ ; as, overdo, overcojne.

Un, negation, or privation; as, uncertain, unbind.
Under signifies beneath, inferior ; as, tindermine, undergo.
Up denotes eUvation, or subversion ; as, up\&nd, upset.

With signifies/rom, or back ; as, wj/Astand, withhold.

2. LATIN PREFIXES.

A, AB, or ABS, signify/rom; as, avert, aistract.

A, AD, AC, AF, AG, AL, AS, AP, AR, AS, Of AT, signify tO, it ; M,
accede, aZiot, annex, arrest, abstract, a/fix.

Amte, signifies before ; as, antecedent.

CiRCUM, signifies round; as, circumnavigate.

Co, coo, COL, COM, CON, or COR, signify with, together; as, cohere,

collect, compress, correlative.

Contra, signifies against; as, contradict. This prefix is some-
times changed to counter ; as, counterAct.

De signifies/rom, or doivn ; as, (/educe.

Dis generally implies separation, or disunion; as in dissolve.

It has sometimes a negative use ; as in rfjjapprove. Dis takes

also the form di and dif; as, in <fj verge, diffase.

E or EX signifies out of orfrom; as eject, to cast out ; evade, to

escape from. This prefix takes also the forms ec and ef; as

eccentric, efface.

Extra signifies beyond^ or more than ; as, eziraordinary.

In, im, en, 10, iL, and ik, before adjectives, have a negative
signification ; as, inactive, not active. Before a verb, they sig-

nify in, into, or against.

Inter signifies between or among ; as, intervene, intersperse, to

scatter among.

Ob, oc, of, op, for, in the way of; as, oistruct, occur.

Per, through or by : as ;>ervade, to pass through
;
perchance,

by chance.
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Pbb or PB*, be/ore ; as, precede, to go before.

FtLO, /or, forth, orforward ; as, pronoun, for a noun
;
provoke,

to call forth, promote, to move forward.

Rk, again or back ; as, re-enter, recall.

Retro, backward; as, retrocession.

S«, atide ; as, «ecede.

Si-NB, icithout ; as, ijnecure, without care.

Sob, sue, scf, bug, scp, scs, signify under ; as, tuiscribe, to
write under.

St'PER, signifies beyond, above, or over ; as. «u/>erDatural, bejond
nature ; jujjervise, to oversee.

Trams, signifies over, or beyond; as, <rarwfer, to carry over.

3. GREEK PREFIXES.

1. A and an. in Greek, denote privation ; as, Anomalous, want-
ing rule ; anonymouF, wanting name ; anarchy, want of govern-
ment.

1. AupHi, both or two ; as, Amphibious, living in two elements,

3. A.NTi, against ; as, ^n^acid, against acidity
; antifebrile,

against fever ; anftthesis, a placing against.

4. Apo, Apii,from ; aa, .Apostrophe, a turning from
; aphaareHia,

a taking from.

5. DiA, through ; as, ZPiagooal, through the corners , <ftameter,

the measure through.

G. Epi, kph, upon; as, ^Epidemic, upon the people ; epAemera,
upon a day.

7. HiHi, half; as, //emtsphere, halt a sphere.

8. Htfeb, oi'er; as, i/^ercritical, over-critical.

9. Hypo, Mnrfer ; as, //ypothesis, supposition, or a placing under.

1 0. Mkta, beyond, over ; as, ^Ifetamorphose, to change to another

shape.

11. Vaua, againxt : as, /'orodoz, something contrary to commoD
opinion.

Pkbf, around; as, Periphery, the circumference, or measurQ
round.
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